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Chapter 1

Christina M. Costie: A biographical sketch

One of Orkney’s most celebrated writers is the late George Mackay Brown. Anyone 
living in or visiting Orkney today cannot avoid contact with the work of George 
Mackay Brown, either through the displays of his books in the local bookshops 
and libraries, or through the public displays of his poetry decorating the walls of 
the visitor centre at Orkney’s most popular tourist attraction Skara Brae. His poetry 
is literally engraved on the landscape in the valley near his beloved Rackwick. His 
house in Stromness carries a plaque commemorating this outstanding writer. So 
does another plaque in the St. Magnus Cathedral. Although outwardly shy and 
quiet, George Mackay Brown’s stories and poems still spellbind new readers 
because they capture the essence of Orkney – past, present and future – in sharp, 
yet beautiful snapshots. 

Yet, there is another, less well-known, Orkney writer who shares many of George 
Mackay Brown’s qualities – and who curiously also shares the middle name of 
Mackay. This writer has so far been much overlooked. There is no plaque to her 
anywhere, no biography, and when she is mentioned it is under the label “dialect 
writer”. In her daily life she worked in a lawyer’s office, and she remained unmarried. 
Thus Maggie Fergusson’s biography of George Mackay Brown describes her in 
one sentence as “a spinster lawyer, who wrote dialect verse in her spare time” 
(Fergusson 2006: 94). Her literary works are here quickly dismissed as “verse”, not 
poetry, only notable because of their use of dialect. And a brilliant mind is dismissed 
under the grey label “spinster lawyer”.

It is time to see past these labels. For this writer was a true poet: someone who 
absorbed everything she saw and heard, someone who was keenly interested in 
her surroundings, and let her observations and reflections find literary expression. 
In her writing, she is not just a spinster lawyer, but manages to see into the heart 
of every Orcadian. Better known as “Lex”, her many contributions to the local 
newspapers entertained her fellow Orcadians for many years in the 1940s, 50s 
and 60s. Her short stories, mostly written in a rich, but unforced Orkney dialect, 
draw on a wealth of stories and lore from a now nearly forgotten oral culture. In 
her writing, she can be any Orcadian: farmers and crofters, seamen and fishermen, 
mothers and grandmothers, children, teenagers, brides and bridegrooms, folk of 
her own time and folk of long ago. Poems such as The Peerie Grandson and short 
stories such as Waa’s folk still have the power to move readers and listeners to tears. 
It is now time to celebrate “the unknown Mackay”: A “quiet Orcadian lady” who 
was outwardly shy, but yet wrote some of the most beautiful poems ever written in 
Orkney dialect. It is time to celebrate Christina Mackay Costie.
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Family background and early days

Chrissie, as she was known by her family and friends, was born in Kirkwall, Orkney, 
on the 6th of August, 1902. Her parents were both Orcadian: One parent from 
the North Isles and one from the South Isles of Orkney. Although she was born 
in Kirkwall, and remained a townswoman all her life, Chrissie’s contact with her 
relatives and friends in the North and South Isles enabled her to keep in touch with 
life in rural Orkney, as well as with their stories and lore.

Chrissie’s father was Hugh Costie. Hugh was born 1859 in Rousay as the oldest 
child of Betsy (née Gibson) and Alexander Costie. The family lived at Barebrake, 
where Chrissie’s paternal grandfather Alexander was ploughman and farm servant. 
The family later moved to Kingarly on the east side of Rousay, where in the 1881 
census Alexander Costie is listed as a “farmer of 4 acres”. Hugh was the oldest of 
eleven children – six brothers and four sisters, in addition to one brother who died 
as a baby.  Chrissie never knew her grandfather, as he died in 1891, eleven years 
before Chrissie was born. However, she did know her grandmother, who lived to 
the age of 83 and died when Chrissie was fourteen.

Chrissie’s mother was Christina Mackay from Walls. She was the third child of 
Thomas and Jacobina Mackay. Chrissie’s maternal grandfather Thomas was a road 
contractor and stone breaker, originally from Edinburgh, while his wife Jacobina 
was a native of Walls. The family lived at Haliel, Walls, as crofters. Chrissie’s mother 
Christina was one of seven children – three sons and four daughters. 

By 1891, Christina Mackay had moved from Walls to Kirkwall to find work. As 
Chrissie writes in her short story Maister Scollay’s Son: 

“[As Kirkwall grew,] it aye needed more folk tae wirk the wark o’ the toon, 
bakers, an’ joiners, an’ masons, an’ blacksmiths, an’ millwrights, an’ weeman 
servants teu tae cook, an’ wash, an’ bake; an’ the folk fae the isles and 
perishes cam tae deu the wark an’ wir gled tae come, for no a’body’s thirled 
tae the land when thir hands can deu skilly wark.” 

Chrissie’s mother and father were two of these people who came from the 
country seeking work and perhaps a future in Kirkwall. In the town, Chrissie’s 
mother found work as a general domestic servant to James Cursiter, grocer and 
baker, and his sister Ann Garrioch Cursiter at number 50 Albert Street. Her father 
found work as boatman to the company R. Garden Ltd., which ran several shops, 
including a whole fleet of “floating shops”. These were boats that went around 
the isles and down the coast of Scotland. “Half a century ago the floating shop 
was a household word in Orkney and Shetland, and the “salesgirls” were all tough 
hornyhanded seamen with thick blue “ganseys” and heavy seaboots” Chrissie 
reminisces (manuscript held by Nancy Scott). She continues: “They carried all kinds 
of goods to the people at a cheaper rate than they could purchase at the small local 
shops, and in addition they bought what the islanders had to sell, eggs, butter, 
cheese, wool, oats and bere ...” Chrissie’s father was boatman on Garden’s boat 
The Cormorant, which was a well-known sight around Orkney (James Foubister, 
interview 2011).
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Kirkwall is thus presumably where Chrissie’s parents met and fell in love. As Chrissie 
later wrote, again in the story Maister Scollay’s Son: “Thoo can weel understand 
that the outcome o’ a’ this young folk i’ the toon wis that they wir a’ married 
freemple-frample, Sooth Isles and North Isles, this perish wae that ane,” and this is 
exactly what happened with Chrissie’s parents. Christina and Hugh were married 
in Kirkwall on the 4th of June, 1896. As an employee of Garden’s, Hugh was able 
to rent one of the houses known as Garden’s Buildings, which Robert Garden had 
built for his workers. Garden’s was generally considered to be a fair employer, as 
Robert Garden took interest in the welfare of his employees. Many people from 
the outer Orkney isles counted themselves very lucky if they managed to secure 
a job with Garden’s in Kirkwall. Thus, we find the Costie family at number 36 St 
Catherine’s Place: an idyllic little house fronting the street of St. Catherine’s Place 
at the one side, and a semi-hidden lane at the other. The row of houses inhabited 
by Garden’s employees each had a little garden at the back, beyond which was the 
large and once magnificent mansion garden of the Traill family  –  complete with 
a summer house made with volcanic rock salvaged from a grounded pirate ship, 
known as Gow’s Folly. The mansion known as The Gallery, once home to a wealthy 
merchant and later Kirkwall’s first hotel, was converted into business premises by 
Robert Garden in 1890 (Hossack 1900: 159).

When Chrissie was born at home in Garden’s buildings on a summer’s night in 
1902, she already had a sister – two-year-old Bessie Margaret. Chrissie and Bessie 
were to grow very close in the course of their lives; in fact, they lived together from 
Chrissie’s birth until her death, nearly 65 years later. Their parents were somewhat 
old when their children arrived into the world. When their oldest daughter Bessie 

Robert Garden Ltd’s boat The Cormorant, where Chrissie’s father Hugh Costie worked as boatman. Photo of a 
painting by unknown artist. Lent by Orkney Library and Archive.
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was born, Hugh was 41, while Christina was 
35 years old. When Chrissie was born, they 
were 43 and 37. Four years later, in 1906, little 
brother Hubert James was born. Their mother 
was then 41 and their father 47.

When Chrissie was born, the population of 
Kirkwall – Orkney’s main commercial centre 
and “City and Royal Burgh” by charter of 1486 
– was around the four thousand mark. At the 
time of her death in 1967, the number had 
not changed very much; however, the town 
continued its slow and steady growth and has 
by today doubled in size and holds nearly half 
of Orkney’s population of just under 20,000. 
But in Chrissie’s lifetime, Kirkwall was a place 
where people generally knew each other.

St. Catherine’s Place, where Chrissie grew up, borders the areas of town called The 
Shore and The Brig, both being of the oldest settlements in Kirkwall. Growing up 
in an area thus steeped in history later inspired Chrissie in her writing (see chapter 
3).

Chrissie’s parents Hugh Costie and Christina 
Mackay. Wedding photo 1896. 

Lent by Nancy Scott.

St Catherine’s Place. Chrissie grew up in the house between the first and second chimneys from the left. 
Lent by Orkney Library and Archive.
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Chrissie, Bessie and Hubert grew up in a loving family, where their parents had 
time for them. One of Chrissie’s early memories was of her father reciting a nursery 
rhyme to her.

“Chrissie: The first ane I learned wis fae me faither.

Dance, dance dust feet

Sing, Andrew Young,

The dog’s heid’s in the pot

An’ thoo’ll get the tongue.” (Manuscript held by Nancy Scott.)

Chrissie’s sister Bessie also had fond memories of their mother, taking her up on her 
knee and singing nursery rhymes for her:

“Bessie: I think that the rhymes that I mind on best are the wans me mither 
eused tae say whin she hed me on her knee. She wad tak howld o’ me legs 
an’ mak them run wan efter the ither, and sheu wad say till she was nearly 
oot o’ braith:

Twa peerie penny-dogs aff tae the mill,

Ae fest afore the ither – hill, trill, trill,

Lickan oot o’ ivery man’s pookie o’ mael,

Hame again, hame again, hill, trill, trill;

Twa peerie penny-dogs aff tae the fair,

Hame again, hame again – naebody there.”

(Manuscript held by Nancy Scott.)

By taking their children up on their knees, 
singing songs and reciting rhymes to them 
and telling them stories, Christina Mackay and 
Hugh Costie passed on a great cultural legacy, 
which later inspired Chrissie in her writing 
(see chapter 5). These fond memories by the 
two sisters also tell of a happy family home, 
where the parents had time and energy for 
such games. On both sides of Chrissie’s family 
there were also good storytellers. Chrissie was 
therefore “steeped from her childhood in the 
lore of both North and South Isles” (Hewison 
1998: 29). Even to this day, her colleague 
Francis Cursiter remembers Chrissie as being 
“good with old verse and things like that” 
(interview, 2010).

Chrissie’s parents Christina (née) Mackay and 
Hugh Costie outside their home at 

St Catherine’s Place, Kirkwall. 
Lent by Nancy Scott.
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School days

Chrissie started school in March 1909, at the 
age of six and a half. Her school was Kirkwall 
Burgh School, which later took the name of 
Kirkwall Grammar School. This school was 
founded sometime in the twelfth century as 
a Cathedral school for St. Magnus Cathedral, 
where pupils to begin with studied singing and 
Latin. The school is thus one of the oldest in 
Britain (R. P. Fereday in Thomson 1976). Unlike 
today, Kirkwall Burgh School in Chrissie’s 
schooldays was both a primary and secondary 
school, and the general school leaving age was 
14. As Chrissie never wrote an autobiography 
(unlike several of her friends) we do not know 
much about her childhood and school life, but 
it is possible that she used some of her own 
memories of her first schooldays in the poem 
First Day in School:

First day in school

The walls are so high

And the windows so wide

And there’s so many children

I wish I could hide.

What do all those pictures mean?

I noticed a horse and a cow,

And a queer looking thing with coloured beads

I’d like to play with it now.

I wonder what mum is doing at home

And if she misses me,

And if she remembered Patty’s bone,

He’s my pup, and he’s awful wee.

Penelope Green sits next to me,

She’s crying and wants her mum,

But how can she learn her ABC, 

And to count and do her sums?

Chrissie’s brother Hubert James. 
Lent by Nancy Scott.
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We’ve marched around and played at trains,

And “London Bridge is falling down”,

So I’ll swallow that lump in my throat again,

And be the cleverest boy in town.

Edwin Muir, who was 15 years older than Chrissie, in his autobiography described 
his days at Kirkwall Burgh School as follows: 

“The Kirkwall Burgh School was a big school with a large staff and several 
hundred scholars. ... I passed under a whole regiment of teachers there, 
male and female: teachers who shouted at me, who hit me over the head 
with the pointer, who strapped me (for the tawse was used vigorously), 
who took an interest in me, who sneered at me (and they were the worst); 
teachers whose personal habits I came to know as I grew older: who drank, 
or were infatuated with the pretty girls in their class, or had a curious walk 
or some curious habit. We studied them with the inquisitiveness of visitors 
to a zoo; for to us they were really animals behind bars. There were teachers 
who terrified us, and whose eyes, fixed on us, could assume the hypnotic 
glare of an animal-tamer. I knew the appearance of all the straps in all the 
classrooms: there were thick, voluptuous ones, and thin, mean, venomous 
ones; laid down on the desk after execution, they folded up with ruthless 
grace like sleepy cats” (Muir 1954).

Others have more fond memories of Kirkwall Burgh School. One of these is Ronald 
Mooney, who was only two years younger than Chrissie and thus shared most of 
his school years with her. He describes (in Thomson 1976) how he learned to write 
on a slate in the infant classes before they progressed to pens, and how important 
it was to maintain a good attendance record. The class with the best attendance 
record was let out half an hour early on a Friday.

“There were of course no school lunches in my day, but the Rocky shop at 
the top of the Strynd supplied “hands” at playtime for a penny (or perhaps a 
ha’penny). These were currant buns, roughly hand-shaped, sticky and sweet 
when I first knew them, but they became less tempting as the 1914 war 
went on. Later I remember the hot buttered scones made by Robert Rendall’s 
mother every school day and sold from the kitchen of her house opposite the 
girls’ entrance to the school. I think some of the lady teachers had a morning 
cup of tea there.”

Robert Rendall was four years older than Chrissie, but Chrissie would likely have 
known of him and certainly of his mother’s delicious scones. Later in life, Robert 
Rendall and Chrissie became close friends.

Ronald Mooney’s reminiscences also describe an inspiring teacher, which shows us 
that school life in the early 1900s was not just about discipline and punishment:
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“Miss Flett ... often read Arabian Nights stories to us at the end of the 
afternoon. I think she gave me my first lesson in astronomy as she walked 
round a lighted lamp, carrying a small terrestial globe which she turned with 
one hand.” (Ronald Mooney in Thomson 1976.)

In Chrissie’s letters to her friends Ernest and Janette Marwick, written in 1953-54, 
we get an occasional glimpse of Chrissie’s own school memories, for instance when 
she writes to Ernest who is studying at Newbattle Abbey College: “I hope that 
the study goes well, and that you made out with “The Ancient Mariner”. How I 
loathed him!” So, although Chrissie as an adult was very interested in literature, 
and gladly spent many an evening reading and discussing literature with her friends, 
she clearly did not enjoy having this poem by Samuel Taylor Coleridge drilled into 
her at school.

In Chrissie’s last years of schooling, life at Kirkwall Burgh School was disturbed by 
the onset of World War 1. In 1914, the renowned Orkney scholar Dr. Hugh Marwick 
had just succeeded John McEwen as headmaster – at the astronomical salary of 
£260 a year! (Hazell 2000: 47) –  but he was in for a rough start. As the war broke 
out, several of his staff left the school to join the Army. “Of six male teachers in 
the secondary department in 1914, only one survived the war. Three were killed 
in France. The newly built addition was requisitioned in 1914 by the Navy, who 
required to establish an emergency hospital in Kirkwall” (John Shearer in Thomson 
1976). With the hospital occupying part of the school, some of the classes had to 
be taken elsewhere in Kirkwall. The school at this point had seven hundred pupils.

The war continued, as Chrissie proceeded to do Higher Grade in 1915. Seeing 
her teachers and many other young men go to war and never return must have 

Chrissie (centre) with her sister Bessie Margaret (left) and brother Hubert James (right), by Sinclair Photographers. 
Lent by Nancy Scott and Margaret Davidson.
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made a deep impression on Chrissie. Indeed, one of her most moving poems is The 
Memorial, where she eloquently shows us, through the image of a young Orkney 
boy who never came back, the sorrow and the feeling of pointlessness at shedding 
a young life (see chapter 9). 

By going into Higher Grade, Chrissie showed academic talent at an early age. As 
is evident from what she wrote later in life, Chrissie was a very intelligent person. 
She had an excellent memory, and even without higher education she possessed 
a vast knowledge of local history, folklore and traditions, as well as linguistics and 
literature.

Career

Having left school, Chrissie joined the Kirkwall law firm Macrae and Robertson, 
located at number 8 Albert Street. Here, she was to remain as a clerk and shorthand 
typist throughout her working life. Macrae and Robertson was a fairly large and 
well-established firm. Chrissie’s colleague Francis Cursiter, who worked as a 
bookkeeper to Macrae and Robertson before World War 2, remembers Chrissie 
as “a very capable woman”. According to Mr Cursiter, Macrae and Robertson was 
a nice office to work in. “It was nice, big, airy rooms. Our rooms were on the top 
floor” (interview, 2010).

Chrissie presumably liked her job well enough, as she remained in it for her entire 
career. Although it may not seem so in her story A Hunder Year Efter This, where 
we get a glimpse of the imagined life story of the trainee clerk Peter, who “dinna 
hae the life o’ a dog” in a lawyer’s office in Kirkwall:

“ ... ee day whin the ither eens aboot haan’s wae him tried tae mak’ a feul 
o’ him bae sendan’ him tae a smiddy tae see if the ‘Notorial Instrument’ wis 
sharpid, he cam back cheust pirran, an’ teuk half a dizzen muckle books 
caa’ed ‘Coort o’ Session Cases’ an’ flang them at first een an’ than anither 
till the place wis a’ ink an’ a most faerful mess. Than he wakkid oot, an’ that 
wis the last o’ Peter an’ his clerkin’ wark” (A Hunder Year Efter This).

In a letter to her friend Ernest Marwick written in 1954, Chrissie expresses some 
frustration with the tasks mounting on her desk:

“I seem to have been long in writing, but I have been very busy with all the 
first of the year work, Stewart Endowment, Income Tax, Rates and Taxes, 
etc., not to mention the sending out of all accounts, so much so, that I have 
come to the conclusion that all figures, not including, of course the Marilyn 
Munroe type, are little fiends, each carrying little prongs, and running up and 
down red and blue ladders all day, so that I can never get them assembled in 
the proper order! How I hate them!!” (letter to Ernest Marwick 17th January 
1954).

Although these two little excerpts seem to tell of anger and frustration, it is more 
likely that they are actually indicative of Chrissie’s sense of humour more than 
anything. Bringing humour into everyday office life by imagining practical jokes 
about the “Notorial Instrument”, or envisaging numbers with prongs, all alive and 
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animated, must have enlivened 
Chrissie’s spirits as well as that of 
her colleagues.

Her job also enabled Chrissie to 
keep in touch with the farming 
community of Orkney. Macrae and 
Robertson had customers from all 
corners of the archipelago, and 
would send staff out on business 
to the isles when necessary. 
Through long standing customer 
relationships, Chrissie got to know 
the firm’s clients and their affairs well, and she was “particularly well known 
to generations of farmers, to whom she was able to give much practical help” 
(Obituary, The Orcadian). Chrissie’s thorough knowledge of all aspects of farming 
life shows well in her writing. This knowledge she, as Kirkwall born and bred, would 
have acquired through her coming from farming stock on both sides of her family, 
and from keeping in touch with relatives and friends in various parts of the isles, but 
also through her work in the solicitor’s office.

Meanwhile, Chrissie’s sister Bessie was the manager of Glaitness Laundry, while her 
brother Hubert was a baker at Groundwater’s bakery.

Home and neighbourhood

In 1930, the Costie family started a new project. They decided to build a house of 
their own on Willowburn Road, in the then-outskirts of Kirkwall. As neither Chrissie 
nor her sister or brother were married, it felt natural for the family to stay together 
rather than move to individual households, even though the three Costie children 
were by now well grown up. And, as their parents were elderly it was naturally 
Chrissie, Bessie and Hubert who took the lead in the house-building project. The 
site for the house was and still is beautifully situated a few minutes’ walk from 
the centre of Kirkwall. It overlooks the Papdale Burn and the park around it called 
The Willows. In 1931, when the house was ready, the family decided to name it 
Bridgewood after the wooden bridges which ran across the little stream below their 
house. Near the house was also a duck pond where the children of Kirkwall used 
to sail their toy boats, as well as in the stream. Chrissie observes a child at play in 
her poem My Ship:

With a hammer and a chisel

I’m making me a boat

It’s the finest sailing craft

That’s ever been afloat,

For I marked it with a pencil

Before I should commence

Number 8 Albert Street, Kirkwall, 2010. Upstairs was the 
office of Macrae and Robertson Solicitors, where Chrissie 

worked. Photo by Ragnhild Ljosland.
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As all the best of workmen do,

It’s only common sense.

And when I get it hollowed out

And decked so neat and trim

I’ll have a leaden keel put on

And shining spars and thin,

So with her white sails billowing,

I’ll capture all the races,

Poor Billy Jones and Tommy Smith!

I long to see their faces.

The neighbourhood on Willowburn Road was a friendly middle-class one, where 
people knew each other and looked after one another. Indeed, Chrissie and her 
sister Bessie developed a close friendship with their next-door neighbours – Janette 
(née Sandison) and Ernest Marwick, who moved to Willowburn Road some years 
later. In their old days, after Chrissie had passed away, Ernest Marwick honoured 
their long friendship by looking after Bessie. After having suffered a stroke, Bessie 
only had the use of one hand, so Ernest used to come into her house every morning 
to light the fire for her and cut her bread for breakfast. He also equipped her with a 
“babycall” intercom, which transmitted from Bridgewood to the house next door, 
so that Ernest could always keep an ear on Bessie in case she needed help (told by 
neighbour Russell Croy, interview 2010). Another good friend was Robert Rendall, 
who lived on the other side of the little stream at Willow Road. 

Bridgewood house itself was a spacious one compared to what the family had 
come from, although its narrow kitchen may seem small by today’s standards. It 
was two-storey, with elegant bay windows, and something as modern as an indoor 
bathroom halfway up the stairs. At the back it had a sheltered garden, where 
Chrissie and Bessie grew potatoes among other things.

From this new base, Chrissie was perfectly positioned near her friends and at a short, 
convenient walking distance from work and the centre of town, and furthermore in 
an idyllic setting on the picturesque outskirts of Kirkwall. Here she stayed, with her 
sister Bessie, for the remainder of her life. Their parents also lived with them until 
their deaths in 1934 and 1935. Chrissie’s father Hugh had then been in poor health 
for a number of years after a traffic accident where he as a pedestrian was hit by a 
car and suffered a head injury (James Foubister, interview 2011).

The onset of World War 2 in 1939 naturally brought changes to Orkney. As Chrissie 
writes in one of her stories: “Bae this time Hitler wis keekan ap a rumpus an afore 
wae kent whar wae wir the War wis on” (The Ill-Natured Lass). “Fortress Orkney” 
was again an important naval base, as it had previously been in World War 1. In 
Chrissie’s immediate neighbourhood, a Wren camp was erected at Papdale. The 
Orkney Herald reported enthusiastically on the 10th of April 1940: “And behind 
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the attractive façade of Service custom the 
Wrens are a splendid company of happy 
workers which any British woman of spirit 
should be glad to join.” Nevertheless, 
Chrissie chose not to join. Presumably, she 
was happy where she was, in her clerical job 
with Macrae and Robertson’s law firm.

World War 2 also brought the sad death of 
Chrissie’s brother, Hubert James, although 
his death was not in any way connected 
with the war. He died of illness in 1944 at 
the age of only 38. Neither he nor Bessie or 
Chrissie had any children.

A culturally interested circle of friends

On the cover sheets of her published works, 
Chrissie is described as quite a shy person. 
For instance, on the back cover of Wullie 
o Skipigoe or the True Story of the Harray 
Crab and Other Orkney Dialect Poems, she is 
described as “a quiet Orcadian lady”. This impression is confirmed by relatives and 
friends: “She was quite a reserved person”, reminisces Francis Cursiter. “She was 
quite chatty, but she wouldn’t tell you very much about herself. But she was a very 
nice woman.” Chrissie’s paternal cousin Nancy Scott, who was 16 when Chrissie 

Chrissie (left) and her sister Bessie at the door of 
their house Bridgewood, Willowburn Road. 

Lent by Nancy Scott.

Willowburn Road in the 1930s. Chrissie’s house Bridgewood in the centre of the picture with stonework showing, 
with Ernest and Janette Marwick’s house to the right. Lent by Orkney Library and Archive.
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died, remembers: “To me, they were always a quiet and reserved pair of sisters, 
she and her sister Bessie.” Nancy’s brother Alex Costie remembers how he felt that 
Chrissie was staring at people, observing them, rather than taking the stage herself: 
“She was studying me the whole time, you see. Every word that you were saying 
and every movement of your head. She was watching all that things.” 

This preference for listening to and observing others rather than speaking about 
herself also clearly comes through in her written works. While other writers, such 
as for instance Edwin Muir, may put themselves and their own life story at the 
centre of their writing, Chrissie never – at least not openly – writes about herself. 
She uses first person narrators, but these narrators seem to be anyone but shy 
spinster lawyers from Kirkwall with an interest in literature: Instead of engaging in 
introspection of her own heart, Chrissie sees and understands the hearts of farmers, 
fishermen, grandparents and parents, youngsters, brides and bridegrooms, children 
and historical characters – just about every Orcadian from the past and present 
except herself. 

However, although she may have appeared quiet and shy, Chrissie could also be 
lively with friends whom she knew well. In her letters to her close friends Ernest 
and Janette Marwick, she comes across as observant, witty and with a talent for 
caricature. The following story of when her friend Rosemary Jackson took Ernest 
Marwick’s mother out for a car ride illustrates Chrissie’s ability to see the humour in 
everyday situations and then retell them with a sharp wit:

“About 2.30 who should call but Rosemary complete with car, asking me to 
go a run with her, along with Mrs. Marwick. I would have liked it very much 
but I couldn’t leave the house so I had to refuse. I can see Janette’s face now 
when I come to this bit. Your mother is a heroine, for she got into the car 
as calm as calm. Rosemary pushed this and pressed that but there was no 
answering whirr out of the car, so she sat a minute and then pulled out a 
book of instructions so see that she had done wrong! Next time the engine 
started, so away they went, your mother waving gaily to me. I laughed until 
I cried at the idea of Rosemary sitting among the traffic reading instructions 
as to what to do next! Of course, she can drive all right, only I know Janette 
was afraid she couldn’t. It is nothing at all to read this, but if you’d seen it for 
yourselves you would have been helpless with laughter.” (Undated letter to 
Janette and Ernest Marwick, 1953/54).

At least from the 1940s on, Chrissie was part of a tightknit and culturally interested 
circle of friends. At the centre of this group was her next-door neighbour Ernest 
Marwick, who collected Orkney folklore and social history. After having worked as 
bookshop assistant at Leonard’s shop, in 1953-54 he went on to study for some 
months at Newbattle Abbey College outside Edinburgh, during which Chrissie 
wrote him and his wife a number of letters, which give valuable glimpses into her 
life. Ernest then returned to Kirkwall and started a job as bookshop manager and 
columnist for The Orkney Herald. From 1966 on, he became a freelance writer and 
broadcaster. Since childhood, Ernest Marwick had a burning interest in literature. 
Although he did not write fiction himself, he was very influential on the Orcadian 
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literary scene as a catalyst for other people’s writing. He also compiled and edited 
the influential An Anthology of Orkney Verse, which was published in 1949. Ernest 
and his wife Janette’s house Westermill, right next door to Chrissie’s, developed into 
a cultural hot spot which attracted intellectually disposed Orcadians like a powerful 
magnet. Maggie Fergusson, in her biography of George Mackay Brown, quotes him 
describing Ernest and Janette Marwick’s house in the following manner: “’Entering 
Westermill’, he wrote, ‘one was aware of an air of happiness and cleanness and 
peace that never, with the passing years, turned stale.’” (Fergusson 2006: 94).

By the time Ernest and 
Janette left for Newbattle 
Abbey in 1953, their 
circle of friends was well 
established. Their going 
away over winter caused 
some anxiety, and it is 
plain to see from Chrissie’s 
letters that Ernest and 
Janette were sadly missed 
in Kirkwall. She writes: 
“[Rosemary] was upset at 
the idea that you would 
not be back. Robert had 
assured her on this point 
so she was all smiles, so Janette you see how popular your cups of tea had been, 
you have left quite a vacuum behind as regards folk, and as for the cats!” (Letter to 
Janette and Ernest Marwick, 9th November 1953).

The group of friends also included Robert Rendall, poet, conchologist, draper and 
occasional farmer, as well as George Mackay Brown, who, in hindsight, became 
the most renowned writer of their group. Others who were part of the group, 
were Allison Leonard Tait, Rosemary Jackson, and Embla Mooney. Embla was the 
daughter of John Mooney, the local historian and founder of the Orkney Antiquarian 
Society. He was also a director for R. Garden Ltd. (Hazell 2010: 190), so he would 
have known Chrissie’s father through work. 

These friends would gather at each other’s houses to read, both their own work 
and the works of established authors. In doing this, they became valuable critics 
to one another and they mutually relied on the support of the others in their 
writing process. George Mackay Brown in An Orkney Tapestry fondly remembers 
how Robert Rendall used to visit him, sometimes several times a day, at Eastbank 
Hospital, seeking Mackay Brown’s opinion of his poetry in progress. 

Robert Rendall was also a frequent guest in Chrissie’s house Bridgewood. As he 
lived nearby, and also worked just across the road from Chrissie’s workplace, it was 
easy for them to keep in contact. In one of her letters, Chrissie indeed complains to 
Ernest Marwick that it has been over a week since she last had a visit from Robert 
Rendall, which must have been unusually long: “We have not had a visit from 

Ernest Marwick. Lent by Orkney Library and Archive.
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Robert for over a week. He is helping George with his book, Embla says, and is also 
working on his Shell book” (letter to Janette and Ernest Marwick, 24th February, 
1954). Chrissie appreciated Robert’s friendship. Indeed the lines “Tae ken a bonnie 
floo’er/ An’ find new worlds i’ the whorls o peerie buckies / An’ see infinity hidsel i’ 
twa-t’ree grains o’ san’” (The Auld Hoose Spaeks) sound like they may have been 
written with Robert Rendall in mind by a friend who knew him well. 

In Robert Rendall, as well as in Ernest Marwick, Chrissie found someone who shared 
her passionate interest in literature: “We had a nice visit from Robert last Sunday 
evening. He stayed & had a cup of tea & we discussed various aspects of literature, 
poetry etc.” (letter to Ernest and Janette Marwick, dated Wednesday 9th [December 
1953]). Robert and Chrissie also frequently discussed their own writing with one 
another, and Ernest Marwick – although not a poet himself – advised them both in 
the writing process: “I have got another “poem” done,” Chrissie wrote to Janette 
and Ernest on the 22nd November, 1953, “and enclose it for your kind attention. 
Robert saw this one half done. He said a half done picture was surely worth a half 
done poem!”

The poem she is talking about, is Winter, dated 21/11/53. Writing at a time before 
the arrival of home computers, Chrissie would often have several hand-written and 
type-written drafts of her poems. And as she tended to change and improve things 
as the writing progressed, it was important to keep track of her latest drafts. This 
was not always easy, as we can see from the following correspondence:

“Did you get my poem Winter or did I omit to enclose it? At any rate, I can’t 
find it at home! Robert objects to the phrase “nuts of life” as being “un-
Orcadian” so we agreed to change it to “sids”.” (Letter to Ernest and Janette 
Marwick, dated Wednesday 9th [December 1953]).

Chrissie, Robert Rendall, George Mackay 
Brown and Ernest Marwick were each other’s 
best critics, and constantly kept each other 
updated on their latest writing. Typically, at 
having just written the poem Renewal, Robert 
Rendall immediately felt the urge to show it to 
his friends: 

“Immediately I DASHED up to George 
[Mackay Brown at Eastbank Hospital] to 
get the thing off my chest which was much 
constricted by it (although I had already 
visited him during the afternoon), but when 
I got there I was so completely out of breath 
that I was physically EXHAUSTED and could 
only lie and pant for a while to George’s 
amazement, for he did not know what 
on earth was the matter at that late hour. 
You see, I missed the cooling influence of 

Robert Rendall. 
Lent by Orkney Library and Archive.
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Westermill and Janette’s bland voice innocently enquiring, “Cup of tea?” 
George must have been highly amused. Then I had to call on Embla and 
inflict it on her, to her great amusement, and finally on poor Bessie, then I 
partially subsided like a floundered fish.” (Letter by Robert Rendall to Ernest 
Marwick 30th December, 1953, quoted in Dickson 1990: 92-93). 

Being best friends did not, however, mean that Robert Rendall and Chrissie always 
agreed! In one letter, Chrissie complains that Robert Rendall “was talking about 
Cathleen Wren & said: “She writes quite good poetry for a woman”. Now what do 
you think of that? I think R. R. needs his values reversed!!!” (Letter to Ernest and 
Janette Marwick, dated Wednesday 9th [December 1953]).

In the meantime, at Kirkwall’s tuberculosis sanatorium Eastbank Hospital, “the 
horizontal bard” George Mackay Brown – being unable to stop writing even when 
he was ill – involved his fellow patients as well as his writer friends in producing 
a hospital magazine which he named Saga. This 
magazine produced five issues over one year, one 
of which was properly printed and made available 
to the general public. Chrissie did her bit for her 
friend’s project: “I did a small effort for George 
for Saga and Robert took it to give him. Robert 
laughed quite a lot at it, so I therefore feel it must 
have been fairly good! Whether George thinks so, 
of course, is a different matter” (letter to Ernest and 
Janette Marwick, 22nd Nov, 1953). Perhaps he did 
think differently, because for some reason or other 
Chrissie’s contribution does not seem to have made 
it to the final product. At least nothing appears 
in Saga either under her own name or under her 
pen name Lex, nor are any of the anonymous 
contributions recognisably in her style. 

Ernest Marwick was always a good support when Chrissie needed to discuss a 
particular story or piece of poetry that she was working on. She would normally 
have taken her drafts by his house, or shown them to him if he was by her house, 
but in the months that he was away studying, she sent him her drafts by post:

“As you know, the measles have been raging here, and I am enclosing what 
broke out on me, Ernest, for your consideration. No one else has seen it, and 
I await your verdict with impatience. Personally, I like it, but you can see for 
yourself. Maybe now you have been converted to the MacGonagal style, 
which Heaven forbid!” (letter to Ernest and Janette Marwick dated Sunday 
18th [1953/1953]).

The poet William McGonagall was renowned for his “memorably bad poetry 
of naïve sincerity and tortuous rhythm” (Hazell 2000: 13). He spent part of his 
childhood in the Orkney island of South Ronaldsay (Hazell 2010: 168) and died the 
year Chrissie was born. 

George Mackay Brown. 
Lent by Orkney Library and Archive.
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Ernest responded and said what he thought of Chrissie’s drafts, and in one letter he 
seems to have been encouraging her on her style:

“Thanks very much Ernest for your crit. on the poem. I am surprised to learn 
that there may be a swing back to this sort of thing. It seems we have been in 
the forefront of the battle without knowing it!” (Letter to Janette and Ernest 
Marwick, 9th November, 1953).

It is not known what poem she is referring to, but, in terms of style, Chrissie was 
not what one would call a modernist, which was in fashion at the time. This style 
found expression for instance through Edwin Muir, who was a leading modernist 
poet and warden of Newbattle Abbey College, while Ernest Marwick and George 
Mackay Brown studied there. Chrissie’s words about a “swing back to this sort of 
thing” seems to indicate that Chrissie herself knew that her style was perhaps a bit 
more old-fashioned, but that she was conscious and confident about it, not wishing 
to join in the modernist movement.

So within Chrissie’s circle of friends, poems and stories were constantly being 
passed around and discussed, whether it was their own writing or published works 
of other writers. Thus, Chrissie writes to Ernest and Janette Marwick: “We got four 
books from Canada yesterday, which I shall send on to you in a day or two, and you 
can pass them on to George” (letter to Janette and Ernest Marwick dated Sunday 
18th, [1953/54]). And on the 3rd of January, 1954: “We gave [Ernest Marwick’s 
mother] about a ton of books home with her, and these will eventually find their 
way to George.” 

When discussing their own writing, the friends were not necessarily afraid of giving 
each other quite hard criticism on their work in progress. This shows that these 
were people with serious literary ambitions. Chrissie herself could be a harsh critic: 

“Well, to go back to Rosemary. She read what she said was a ghost story, 
but from what she read no one could tell who or what was the ghost. She 
had the matter there all right but it was smothered in words and phrases 
that deprived the plot of air. She said no less than four times in one sentence 
that the water dripped from the birch leaves down his neck. Whose neck? 
Nobody knew. I can now see what Janette said, that she can’t hold interest, 
and yet the material was not bad at all. She has far too many words. I suppose 
you have tried to tell her that often enough, but she won’t listen” (letter to 
Janette and Ernest Marwick, 22nd November, 1953).

A favourite pastime among Chrissie’s friends was meeting up at each other’s houses 
to read aloud to each other:

“The Play Reading was last night at Rosemary’s. Jane read a chapter from 
Kontiti, Embla from Travels with a Donkey, Rosemary read the prize winning 
story from The Sunday Times, Alison read a chapter from a book on Foula by 
some orthniologist [sic.] people who stayed there, I read an article on a visit 
to Canada by Charles Dickens and his wife in 1842, and Miss Linton read a 
chapter from a book about a visit to Arabia by an American who by some 
strange turn of events was allowed to visit the haunts of the Dervishes and 
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followers of the Mahdi” (letter to Janette and Ernest Marwick, 25th February, 
1954).

“We all go to Alison’s on Wednesday night, when each one must read a 
poem. I thought of reading that last one I sent you, but perhaps it would be a 
bit too uppity” (letter to Janette and Ernest Marwick, 9th November, 1953).

The “Alison” who Chrissie often mentions in her letters is Allison Leonard Tait, 
“a gifted and charming personality” (Orkney Herald 16th March 1954, p. 5). She 
graduated with an M.A. with honours in English from Edinburgh University shortly 
after World War 2. She then returned to Kirkwall where she “took a notable part 
in the artistic life of the town” as a member of Kirkwall Arts Club and as a concert 
soloist, as she had a “lovely contralto voice” (Orkney Herald, 16th March, 1954). 
Being an educated woman, she was also a popular lecturer with the Orkney branch 
of the Workers’ Educational Association. Her talent as a writer was apparent early: 
She had two poems published in Ernest Marwick’s An Anthology of Orkney Verse 
in 1949, when she was only 24 years old. Although the poems must have been 
written even earlier, as Robert Rendall noted already in 1947 that “Ernest has his 
anthology complete now, I think, in all its details, so we hope that he will speedily 
find a publisher” (letter by Robert Rendall to George Mackay Brown, 13th October, 
1947, quoted in Dickson 1990: 56). Allison Leonard Tait is also almost certainly 
the author of a third poem1, cited anonymously in An Anthology of Orkney Verse, 
taken from the Kirkwall Grammar School magazine The Kirkwallian, of which she 
was editor for a while.

Allison was a regular attendant at the evenings of reading which Chrissie and her 
friends enjoyed together, and sometimes hosted these events at her house. For 
instance, on the 22nd November, 1953, Chrissie writes to Ernest and Janette that 
she has been at a poetry reading night at the 
Tait family home, where Allison read The Hame 
Moose and the Country Moose in Middle Scots, 
while her husband Billy Tait “was in grand form, 
telling tales of long ago, and a good time was 
had by all.” She then gives Janette and Ernest 
the news that “the stork is expected at Alison’s 
within a very short period, and this will probably 
put and end to the readings.” 

In this, Chrissie was right, but not in the way 
she expected. The baby was to be the third 
child of Allison and Billy Tait. However, tragedy 
struck the family when, on the 9th of March, 
1954, both mother and child died in childbirth. 
The collection of letters from Chrissie to 
Janette and Ernest Marwick stops a month 
before this happening, so we do not know 
Chrissie’s reaction to it, but she must have been 

1 I am grateful to Ray Fereday for bringing this fact to my attention.

Allison Leonard Tait, graduation photo. 
Lent by Christopher Gee.
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devastated, as was all of Kirkwall. “It was with a deep sense of shock that the 
community learned of the sudden death in Balfour Hospital last Tuesday of Mrs W. 
Tait” the Orkney Herald reported on the 16th of March, and continued: “Striking 
testimony to the widespread sorrow caused by Mrs Tait’s death was seen in the 
huge crowd which gathered to pay their last tribute to her at the funeral .... Nearly 
eighty cars conveyed the mourners to the cemetery ...” With the death of Allison 
Leonard Tait, Orkney lost a great talent and resource.

Literature was not Chrissie’s only interest. She and her friends were also interested 
in history, and in local history in particular. In addition to pursuing this interest by 
reading literature such as Buckham Hugh Hossack’s Kirkwall in the Orkneys (1900), 
Chrissie was also a member of the Orkney Records and Antiquarian Society, where 
she attended meetings to hear about a wide variety of subjects relating to Orkney’s 
history. 

Chrissie also took an interest in other art forms. She enjoyed exhibitions of paintings 
in Kirkwall Arts Club, perhaps especially when the painter was Robert Rendall. 
Chrissie did not paint herself. However her sister Bessie was an accomplished 
amateur painter and also very skilled in handicrafts. Chrissie also enjoyed viewing 
theatre performances, put on for instance by the Arts Club. In the following quote 
from one of her letters, she is entertaining Ernest and Janette Marwick by turning a 
somewhat disastrous evening into a highly comical account:

“We went with Rosemary to Stromness last Thursday night to see the plays2, 
but as we arrived about 3 minutes late, we were not allowed in. It was a 
sleety sort of night and very cold, and we stood for over half an hour in the 
lobby of Stromness Town Hall, i.e. Embla, Jane and myself. Embla had asked 
Rosemary to take a cup of coffee before they started, so down she sat and 
refused to hurry. We have laughed a lot about it since. However, we enjoyed 
the plays we did see and got home passing 12 without any incident although 
the wind continually blew the car over to the side of the road. Rosemary is 
a terrible driver. The Arts Club team were only seventh among all the rest. 
Lockhart seemed to be specially nasty to them, and in fact from what I hear 
he seems to be a most conceited ass – always telling what he would do, has 
done or is about to do. Spike drew him in this week’s Orkney Herald and 
it was very like him too. At one Session he summed up for over an hour 
until the people were bored stiff, as well as being stiff from sitting on those 
horrible benches. Taking it overall I daresay the life of an Adjudicator is not a 
happy one, but why be so over critical in a place like this where the players 
are amateurs and known to all, and the audience is there for enjoyment 
only, and quite fail to see half of the small mistakes – so called –, and think 
the whole thing is a howling success, expecially [sic.] if peerie Cheemie or 
Chessie takes a leading part!” (Letter to Janette and Ernest Marwick, 24th 
February, 1954).

Another of Chrissie’s interests was language. She was particularly interested in the  

2 As part of the 1954 drama festival, Rosemary Jackson performed in The Woman from the Voe by Gordon 
 Bottomley.
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Norwegian language, as she felt that learning Norwegian would help her understand 
the roots of her own Orkney dialect better. In order to learn the language, and 
culture of Norway, Chrissie helped organise a study group which met regularly to 
read Norwegian literature:

“We had our first Norwegian session last night … I have got a letter from 
Mr. Carl Hambro of the Norwegian Legation (Cultural Division!) asking 
for further particulars of the type of material we wish to study, so we are 
certainly getting ahead – at least I would like to think so.” (Letter to Janette 
and Ernest Marwick, unknown date, 1953/54). 

Chrissie became fluent enough in Norwegian that she was sometimes called upon 
to assist when Norwegians got into trouble in Orkney waters:

 “I have [had] quite a time with another Norwegian boat. She was escorted 
to Stromness and arrested for fishing within the three mile limit. The Skipper 
spoke no English and the Mate a word here and there. They were taken 
to Court, of course, on Saturday morning, and the Sheriff asked simple 
questions which I translated to the Skipper. Can you imagine it!” (Letter to 
Janette and Ernest Marwick dated Sunday 18th [1953/54]).

Chrissie’s fluency in Norwegian was also of great value to her employer Macrae and 
Robertson, which acted as Consul for Norway. In 1958, Chrissie visited Denmark and 
Norway. This was a memorable trip for her, which she often spoke about afterwards 
(told by neighbour Russell Croy).

Writing career

It is not known when Chrissie started writing poetry and stories. She is conspicuous by 
her absence from Ernest Marwick’s An Anthology of Orkney Verse (1949), although 
we know she was writing poetry and publishing it in the Orkney newspapers by 
the 1940s. Possibly, she is missing from the anthology because she was at that 
time working hard towards her first book publication: But-End Ballans, which was 
published the same year as the anthology, in 1949.

But-End Ballans is a little book of 27 pages, containing 17 poems and a short 
glossary of 16 dialect words. Some of these had already appeared in print in the 
local papers. But-End Ballans got a good review in The Orcadian, drawing attention 
to how popular Chrissie’s poems were with readers of the paper (The Orcadian, 6th 
October, 1949, p. 2). The review concludes: “Orkney exiles who receive this little 
book as a Christmas greeting may count themselves fortunate, especially those who 
may chance in their early days to have been familiar with the setting of the poems. 
But in all districts throughout Orkney itself the book will receive an enthusiastic 
welcome, and on winter evenings will be read aloud at many a farm fireside after 
the milking is done and the day’s work over.”

But-End Ballans has the subtitle Orkney Folk Poems. Both from the main title and 
from the subtitle it is clear that Chrissie (or her editor) intended to communicate 
that these poems were not “high literature”, but rather meant to be from the grass 
root. The but-end is the kitchen end of a traditional Scottish croft house – the room 
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for everyday use; the other room being the ben-end. A “ballan” is more or less 
synonymous to a “folk poem”, pretending that these poems were of the kind that 
would have been recited and passed on among families in old-time croft houses. 
As is evident from the quotes from the review above, the book was indeed received 
as such. Another reviewer, “Hjal”, in a review of Orkney literature from 1949 went 
even further in conveying this sentiment (The Orcadian, 15th December, 1949): 

“In the Autumn, however, a book of original verse was published which 
immediately found popular favour. .. Written in dialect, many of them 
appeared in this paper and their unpretentious home-spun texture gained 
immediate favour. I don’t intend to measure But-End Ballans by the same 
yardstick as The Labyrinth3. Obviously they cannot be compared, for the one 
is serious verse which seeks to interpret man’s life on earth, while the other is 
essentially light verse which merely reflects a particular isolated rural society 
at one particular point in time. Nor, of course, has But-End Ballans the fine 
craftsmanship and metrical virtuosity of The Labyrith. It is a fine production, 
however, and well worth its place on any Orkney book-shelf.” 

In this rather condescending comparison to Edwin Muir’s poetry and insistence that 
Chrissie’s poetry is just “light verse”, “Hjal” fails to realise that the specific can also 
be universal. We also see the beginnings of the categorisation of Chrissie’s work as 
“dialect verse”, which, as we noted above, lingers on to this day.

In But-End Ballans, Chrissie has found her form in masterpieces such as De 
Government Inspector, De Shore Below Wir Hoose and De Ferm Servant. She is 
also showing her comical talent, for instance in At the Ceuthes, Teu-Pitten and At 
Willie’s Funeral. However, from a retrospective point of view, we can see that But-
End Ballans is still missing some of her best poems, such as Speir Thoo the Wast 
Wind, The Peerie Grandson, The Auld Hoose Spaeks, The Memorial and the comical 
masterpiece Wullie o Skipigoe or the True Story of the Harray Crab. 

But-End Ballans was published by The Kirkwall Press under the pseudonym Lex, which 
Chrissie also often, but not always, used when she wrote in the local newspapers. 
The word “lex” is Latin for “law” and “word”, which is very aptly chosen, as 
it hints towards her occupation and her interest in language. It was no secret 
who was behind the pseudonym – Kirkwall was a small place, and everyone who 
wished to know, knew who Lex was, at least after a while. However, by choosing 
to write under a pseudonym, Chrissie aligns herself with other famous Scottish 
writers at the time, also writing under pen names such as Hugh MacDiarmid (real 
name: Christopher Murray Grieve) and Lewis Grassic Gibbon (real name: James 
Leslie Mitchell). Writing under a pseudonym seems to have been somewhat of 
a fashion, not just in Scotland, but also in Orkney. George Mackay Brown wrote 
in The Orkney Herald under the name Islandman. Other well-known Orkney pen 
names were Onlooker/Spike (R. T. Johnston) and Countrywoman (Bessie Grieve, 
née Skea).

Chrissie’s next published volume appeared in 1956, this time under her own name 

3  By Edwin Muir.
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C. M. Costie. It was not a poetry book, but a book of short stories this time. The 
name of the book was Benjie’s Bodle, after the title of one of its stories. The subtitle 
of Benjie’s Bodle is “and other Orkney Dialect Tales”. Either through her own or 
through her editor’s choice, the defining element of Chrissie’s writing seems to be 
the dialect. Indeed, in the preface to the book, Chrissie states that while writing the 
stories, she had Hugh Marwick’s concern for the Orkney dialect in mind. The book 
is 210 pages long and contains 14 stories, 13 of which are set wholly or partly in 
Orkney. The only story which is not set in Orkney, is The Dog Called Vige, which is 
set in Ireland in the Viking era.

As with But-End Ballans, the title of the book is trying to convey the authenticity 
and “folkiness” of the printed text. Benjie in the story is a hard-working Orkney 
farmer – very much a hero in Chrissie’s literary universe – and his “bodle” is his 
hard-earned treasure of gold sovereigns. However, as the title of a collection of 
short stories, all bar one with an Orkney setting, Benjie’s Bodle may represent the 
cultural treasure that is Orkney’s storytelling tradition.  As already noted, Chrissie 
grew up with good storytellers in her family and even though most of the stories 
in Benjie’s Bodle are of Chrissie’s own invention, she was obviously concerned with 
preserving and passing on Orkney’s cultural heritage. The oral tradition forms the 
seed which her tales have grown from. As she writes in the preface: “The stories 
are, for the most part, tales of the North and South Isles, sometimes two or three 
small happenings being strung together to make one tale.” This technique was also 
employed by the 19th century Orcadian writer and folklorist Walter Traill Dennison, 
and, in his review of Benjie’s Bodle, Hugh Marwick did indeed compare Chrissie’s 
work to Dennison’s. Chrissie’s extensive use of first person narrators also enhances 
the oral “around the peat fire” feeling of the stories.

But-End Ballans and Benjie’s Bodle were the only two book volumes published in 
her lifetime. However, she continued writing, and many of her poems and short 
stories were published by the local newspapers The Orcadian and The Orkney 
Herald. Indeed, in his foreword to Chrissie’s collected short stories, Ernest Marwick 
thanks these papers for lending their space to her “to an almost equal degree”. 
In The Orcadian, Chrissie’s stories often appeared in the column Our Short Story.  
Publishing poems and fictional writing in the newspapers was not at all unusual at 
the time, and many Orkney writers, big and small, found an outlet in this way.

The editor of The Orcadian must have been a fan of Chrissie’s writing, for in 1954, 
she was among those who were specially asked to contribute something to the 
newspaper’s centenary issue: 

“Did you get a letter from Jerry Meyer4? (sic) I got one asking for a dialect story 
of from 2,500 to 3,000 words, also a But-end Ballan, for the centenary issue of 
the paper. I said I would do what I could, but meantime I have not the slightest 
clue as to what may emerge. Robert got a request for an article on personalities. 
Embla was poking fun at us by saying that only a few “hand-picked” were 
asked” (letter to Ernest and Janette Marwick ,7th February, 1954.) 

4  Gerry Meyer, editor of The Orcadian.
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The centenary was celebrated the following November, with special features in the 
November 11th, 18th and 25th issues of The Orcadian. Contributing to the centenary 
issues were the Orkney writers George Mackay Brown, Eric Linklater, Edwin Muir, 
Robert Rendall, folklorist Ernest Marwick, painter Stanley Cursiter, Dr. Hugh Marwick, 
and many others. Chrissie’s contributions were the short story A Hunder Year Efter 
This, published on the 25th, and the much-admired poem The Peerie Grandson on 
the 18th. Both were later reprinted in her collected works (see below).

In addition to writing poetry and fiction, Chrissie also wrote features for the local 
newspapers. Some of these appeared in the column Lex remembers and recalls. 
These articles were about all aspects of Orkney life, past and present, such as 
transport by horse, the working conditions of domestic servants then and now, 
the beauty of Stronsay, the Lammas Market, or the floating shops. These were no 
doubt popular reading. 

Although Chrissie only ever had two volumes published in her lifetime, readers 
fortunately may still enjoy her writing in two posthumous publications of her 
collected works. It was her sister Bessie’s wish to see Chrissie’s writing preserved 
and published, so, in 1974, her collected poems and in 1976 her collected short 
stories were published thanks to “the generosity of her late sister, Miss Bessie 
Costie, and by the interest and concern of surviving relatives and friends” (Ernest 
Marwick, foreword to The Collected Orkney Dialect Tales of C. M. Costie). The book 
of collected poems was entitled simply The Collected Orkney Dialect Poems of C. 
M. Costie, while the collected short stories was called The Collected Orkney Dialect 
Tales of C. M. Costie. Both were published by The Kirkwall Press.

The Collected Orkney Dialect Tales of C. M. Costie contains all of the stories from 
Benjie’s Bodle except A Dog Called Vige (which is not written in dialect and is 
deemed “slight and uncharacteristic” by her anthologists) along with ten more 
stories. From manuscripts kept by Chrissie’s family, we know that she wrote stories 
which were not included in her collected works. However, as the foreword states, 
the criteria for inclusion in The Collected Orkney Dialect Tales of C. M. Costie is that 
Chrissie herself, or her sister Bessie, wished to see the story preserved. Respecting 
this wish, the existing unpublished stories have not been printed in the present 
volume, but some are briefly described in the following chapters. The Collected 
Orkney Dialect Tales of C. M. Costie was reprinted in 1995 for the Westray Buildings 
Preservation Trust.

Thanks to her relative Nancy Scott, Chrissie’s poems also appear in a newer volume 
of collected works. This volume is entitled Wullie o’ Skipigoe or The True Story 
of the Harray Crab and other Orkney dialect poems, and it was published by The 
Orcadian for the Westray Buildings Preservation Trust in 1997. This volume contains 
all of the poems from The Collected Orkney Dialect Poems as well as 19 others, 
some of which, despite the title of the book, are not written in dialect. All three 
volumes of Chrissie’s collected works have titles which emphasise the dialect aspect 
of her writing, continuing the naming tradition from the two volumes published in 
Chrissie’s lifetime. Chrissie’s poems, such as De Government Inspector, The Peerie 
Grandson, Speech and The Auld Hoose Spaeks are still popular in Orkney, and 
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can be heard on occasions such as harvest homes, museum open days or as part 
of speeches. Also, recently, a CD was produced, where Orcadian voices read the 
poems from Wullie o Skipigoe or the True Story of the Harray Crab. This CD was 
produced by the Westray Heritage Trust (and is, at the time of writing this book, 
still available).

The end

In her lifetime, Chrissie had seen many changes. 
Tractors, cars and buses replaced horses. Owner-
occupied farms replaced crofts. Two World Wars 
brought soldiers, ships, aeroplanes, buildings 
and business to Orkney, but also the tragic loss 
of many Orkney men. Kirkwall, which was a 
small town when Chrissie was born in 1902, 
was entering a growth period, which, over the 
years, has made it not exactly big, but at least 
larger, and Chrissie’s house was now no longer 
so definitely in the outskirts. In 1955, a new 
infant school was built at nearby Papdale, and, 
in 1962, the picturesque duck pond was filled 
in to make room for Papdale Primary School.

As the 1960s went on, Chrissie’s health, which 
had never been strong, became poorer. “For 
the last year of her life, at least, she was not 
very well at all” (told by cousin Nancy Scott, 
interview 2010). Her obituary records: “Despite 
the fact that she always seemed busy and interested, Christina Costie had to battle 
from her earliest days with frequent ill-health. In her last years she was more than 
once in hospital and her final illness was a protracted one. That she achieved so 
much in circumstances of bodily weakness was in itself a triumph.” (Obituary, The 
Orcadian). Chrissie died on the 23rd of June, 1967, near 65 years old. She is buried 
at St. Olaf’s Cemetery, Kirkwall. She was survived by her sister Bessie, who stayed 
on in their house on Willowburn Road, until her death in 1973.

A portrait of Chrissie. Lent by Nancy Scott.
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Chapter 2

The use of dialect in Chrissie Costie’s works

It has been said about Chrissie Costie that she had an unrivalled command of 
the Orkney dialect. Indeed, after having read Benjie’s Bodle, her first collection of 
dialect tales, Dr. Hugh Marwick, the author of The Orkney Norn, praised her work 
as containing “the finest examples of authentic and convincing Orkney dialect that 
have appeared since the work of Walter T. Dennison” (foreword, The Collected 
Orkney Dialect Tales of C. M. Costie). Her excellent command of the dialect is 
usually put down to stemming from her family background. Her mother being from 
Longhope and her father from Rousay meant that Chrissie experienced the breadth 
of variety that the Orkney dialect holds. 

However, simply portraying Chrissie as a passive mouthpiece for the stories and 
dialects of Rousay and Walls does not do her justice. True enough, she had a fine-
tuned ear to capture dialectal and sociolinguistic differences, and a very good 
memory for storing words and expressions. But it was her literary creativity which 
allowed her to use the full range of Orkney dialect varieties to her advantage in her 
stories and poems. She was also very well aware of Orkney’s linguistic history and 
she studied Norwegian – in which she became a fluent speaker – and also some 
Icelandic, in order to fully understand the Norse roots of the Orkney dialect. She 
was a great admirer of Dr. Hugh Marwick and his Orkney Norn (Marwick 1929), and 
she consciously let herself be inspired by his works. She was also very interested in 
literature in general, and would have been very much aware of the current goings-
on in Scottish literature. It is therefore inconceivable to think that her choice of 
Orkney dialect as her pallet would have been merely an unconscious reflection of the 
language in which she heard the stories and anecdotes which inspired her writing.

Synthetic Scots and the Scottish Literary Renaissance

During Chrissie’s early adulthood, Scottish literature was going through a period of 
renewal known as the Scottish Literary Renaissance. The movement took off from 
the early 1920s on, involving key figures such as Hugh MacDiarmid, Lewis Grassic 
Gibbon, Neil Gunn and Orcadian-born Edwin Muir. Their project was to lift Scottish 
literature out of the ”kailyard” tradition of the 1890s and early 1900s with its 
unrealistically rose-tinted depiction of rural life, as well as renew Scottish writing in 
relation to Robert Burns and the ”Celtic Twilight” tradition (Valdés Miyares 2008: 
136). The Renaissance writers were generally politically engaged and visionary on 
behalf of Scotland, some of them with nationalist sympathies. However, in the case 
of Edwin Muir, any nationalistic feelings for Scotland were not as relevant, as he felt 
that Orkney, with its Norse cultural heritage, was somehow different and separate 
from Scotland. Therefore, Edwin Muir took a more European outlook, and, along 
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with his wife and fellow writer Willa Muir, engaged with European literature, for 
instance by translating Kafka. With his visionary Jungian-inspired and often heavily 
symbolic poetry, Edwin Muir also became a leading modernist poet.

However, the Scottish Literary Renaissance was not just about renewal in form and 
literary subject matter. Part of it was also about renewal in linguistic expression.  
The leading figure in this project was Hugh MacDiarmid (alias Christopher Murray 
Grieve). Although initially convinced that “the Scots language could no longer offer 
the attributes necessary for a modern poetry and that the way forward would of 
necessity be through English” (Gifford, Dunnigan and MacGillivray 2002: 509), 
MacDiarmid was later to change his course. Despite his initial assessment that 
the Scots language was not fit for the job, rather than discard it, he went on to 
renew Scots as a literary language. MacDiarmid did this partly through drawing 
on vocabulary and turns of expression which local dialects had to offer, and 
partly by reviving old Scots vocabulary on the brink of being lost to oblivion. “The 
language he [Hugh MacDiarmid] used for literary purposes was ‘synthetic’ Scots, 
or re-integrated Scots – that is, a synthesis of Scots vocabulary and expressions 
from different areas of the country, including obsolete terms from Scots-language 
dictionaries” (Gifford, Dunnigan and MacGillivray 2002: 517). Another name for it 
is Lallans. Among MacDiarmid’s biggest achievements is his inventive and effective 
use of this “synthetic” Scots in Sangschaw (1925), Penny Wheep (1926) and A 
Drunk Man Looks at the Thistle (1926). In parallel to MacDiarmid’s writing of these 
masterpieces, he was also – under his real name of Christopher Murray Grieve – 
constantly arguing the case for Scots as a literary language. In due course, other 
writers such as Helen Cruickshank, Sydney Goodsir Smith and Robert Garioch also 
started contributing poetry in Scots (Gifford, Dunnigan and MacGillivray 2002: 
711). The Renaissance movement and its linguistic project thus gained momentum 
through the 1930s and 40s and into the post-war period.

However, not all the writers associated with the Scottish Literary Renaissance 
movement agreed with MacDiarmid that writing in Scots was a good idea. Most 
notably, Edwin Muir never wrote in any form of Scots, “synthetic” or otherwise.  
Muir’s medium of expression was English, which Hugh MacDiarmid greatly 
disapproved of. In his book Scott and Scotland, Muir explained why he felt that 
Scots did not work for him: 

“The pre-requisite of an autonomous literature is a homogenous language... 
For this homogenous language is the only means yet discovered for expressing 
the response of a whole people, emotional and intellectual, to a specific body 
of experience peculiar to it alone, on all the levels of thought from discursive 
reason to poetry. And since sometime in the sixteenth century Scotland has 
lacked such a language.” (Muir 1936: 19-20). 

Muir assessed the linguistic situation in the early 20th century as a “linguistic 
division,”meaning that “Scotsmen feel in one language and think in another; 
that their emotions turn to the Scottish tongue, with all its associations of local 
sentiment, and their minds to a standard English which for them is almost bare of all 
associations other than those of the classroom” (Muir 1936: 20-21). Disapproving 
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of MacDiarmid’s approach to the problem, Muir stated that “Scots poetry can only 
be revived, that is to say, when Scotsmen begin to think naturally in Scots” (Muir 
1936: 22). Meantime, Muir expressed himself poetically in English.

This difference in opinion caused a rift in the friendship between Hugh MacDiarmid 
and Edwin Muir, where MacDiarmid continued to argue against Muir’s views, while 
Muir did not say much more about the topic, after having explained his stand in 
Scott and Scotland. Muir never joined in with the linguistic side of the Renaissance 
project, although he continued to produce outstanding poetry. Neither did the 
Orcadian-at-heart Eric Linklater write in Scots.

Chrissie and the Renaissance

Situated in her home town of Kirkwall, Chrissie Costie may seem rather peripheral 
to the literary developments in mainland Scotland. However, geographical distance 
did not hinder her in paying attention to what was happening. (Indeed, Hugh 
MacDiarmid himself moved to the even more remote Whalsay in Shetland in 1933). 
As a prolific reader of literature, she kept herself up to date on the writings of 
the Scottish Literary Renaissance writers, and she was also familiar with their lives 
and personalities – some of which could have been reported to her by her friends 
George Mackay Brown and Ernest Marwick, who both studied under Edwin Muir at 
Newbattle Abbey College outside Edinburgh. Some of what she heard, she clearly 
disapproved of:

“It seems that the Lallans boys are sure a bunch of lads! Can any good come 
out of it all?, or am I merely being aald fashioned? What kind of work can 
they do when they are so drunk all the time? This is what Thomson, I always 
seem to be quoting him – called the “Decline and Fall”. “The very same thing 
that happened in Rome”, he used to say, and I am beginning to think he was 
perfectly right.” (Letter to Ernest and Janette Marwick, 22nd Nov, 1953.)

Rather than engaging in partying, drinking and waiting for the Muses to make an 
appearance, Chrissie seems to have subscribed to the ideals of honest and steady 
work. She did not depend on “inspiration” in order to write: Rather, she wrote 
when she had the time, such as at weekends: “This is Sunday again, when tension 
slackens off a bit and I have time to write.” (Letter to Janette and Ernest Marwick, 
7th February, 1954).

Neither does Chrissie seem to have been much involved in the political side of the 
Renaissance movement. Whereas, for instance, Lewis Grassic Gibbon’s trilogy A 
Scots Quair – and in particular its final volume Grey Granite (1934) – has a “red” 
political view and argues the case for social security and the rights of working 
class people, Chrissie remarks in a letter: “How anyone could get imbued with the 
teachings of Carl Marx is something I can never understand” (letter to Ernest and 
Janette Marwick, 9th Nov 1953). However, this is not to say that she does not take 
the common people’s side. She can certainly be critical of the landowning class’s 
harsh treatment of tenants, as in the stories Benjie’s Bodle and Daavid the Laird. She 
is certainly in favour of fairness and decency – she is just not prepared to go all the 
way to political communism or Marxism.
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Chrissie may not have approved of the political ideas that were brewing among 
some of the Scottish Literary Renaissance writers, and she equally may not have 
approved of their wild lifestyle, but, in terms of writing, she was clearly influenced 
by some of them. In particular, the writing style in Lewis Grassic Gibbon’s Sunset 
Song seems to have been an inspiration. Sunset Song was published in 1932, and is 
generally regarded as one of the most important Scottish novels of the 20th century. 
Chrissie, being interested in literature and constantly keeping up with the latest 
goings-on in the field, could not have missed it. Sunset Song was revolutionary, 
in that it was written in a form of Scottish. The language is quite moderate – it 
was intended to be acceptable to English readers as well as Scottish ones – but it 
nevertheless comes across as distinctly Scottish. This is done by choosing specifically 
Scottish words such as “quean” rather than “girl” or “kirk” rather than “church”. 
Also, the syntax is distinctly Scottish, and by linking together long stretches of text 
with repeated use of the coordinating conjunction “and” the text achieves an oral 
style as if the reader is listening to the voices of the community it is describing.

The story itself is mostly told from the point of view of its heroine, but here and 
there it slips into the “community voice”, where the story is not seen through the 
eyes of anyone in particular, but rather reflects the communal judgement of the 
local, rural community where it is set, as in the following example:

“[The kirk] had fine glass windows, awful old, the wee hall with three bit 
creatures of queans, not very decent-like in a kirk, as window-pictures. One 
of the queans was Faith, and faith she looked a daft-like keek for she was 
lifting up her hands and her eyes like a heifer choked on a turnip and the bit 
blanket round her shoulders was falling off her but she didn’t seem to heed, 
and there was a swither of scrolls and fiddley-faddles all about her. And the 
second quean was Hope and she was near as unco as Faith, but had right 
bonny hair, red hair, though maybe you’ll call it auburn, and in the winter-
time the light in the morning service would come splashing though the yews 
in the kirkyard and into the wee hall though the red hair of Hope. And the 
third quean was Charity, with a lot of naked bairns at her feet and she looked 
a fine and decent-like woman, for all that she was tied about with such daft-
like clouts.” (Lewis Grassic Gibbon, Sunset Song, 1982 [1932]:20).

This technique is also employed by Chrissie, where the community voice of Kinraddie 
is of course substituted by the community voice of fictional Orkney – a similar 
Scottish rural community:

“As thoo kens, a’ the Lairds i’ Orkney, gret an’ sma’, wir doon-borne wae 
the skatt, an’ are still an’ yet. Hid’s a wrang that’ll nivir be righted as lang 
as gress grows an’ watter rins – a muckle black sight on Black Pate an’ his 
tregellye that cam’ fae the sooth like a flock o’ hungry scauries, steelan an’ 
grabban aff o’ honest folk, turnan them oot o’ thir bits o’ hooses, burnan 
an’ plunderan a’ t’ing. Hid’s little winder that the Orkney folk kinno bide 
o’ the neem o’ Stewart tae this very day, for hid wis him, thoo sees, wha 
doubled the skatt an’ meed hid most ineequetous.” (Chrissie Costie, Daavid, 
the Laird.)
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Another example is:

“Margit gaed hame for twa peels an’ they filled them wae the stuff oot o’ 
the bank, an’ my mercy for whit a steer-up hid meed. The Laird cam fleean 
and dizzans o’ yin folk they caa’ ‘experts’. Whit thir expert at wae hae yet 
tae find oot, bit they a’ said the stuff wis treasure trove, whit ever hid is, an’ 
waakid sooth wae the hale thing, weel, maybe no the hale thing. Are thoo 
ever noticed whit a most beautiful silver bangle Margit wears, bit I wad be 
the last een tae klipe aboot yin.” (Chrissie Costie, The Paet Bank).

In the discourse of the community voice we here and there encounter little 
exclamations such as “faith!” or “God!”. These increase the feeling of the text 
being oral: We are almost hearing the voices of all the people who have told and 
re-told the story and passed their judgments on it and added their own bits of 
interpretation to it. This device is used by Lewis Grassic Gibbon throughout Sunset 
Song:

“Out of the world and into Blawearie they said in Kinraddie, and faith! it was 
coarse land and lonely up there on the brae, fifty-sixty acres of it, forbye the 
moor that went on with the brae high above Blawearie, up to a great flat 
hill-top where lay a bit loch that nested snipe by the hundred; and some said 
that made it like the depths of a parson’s depravity.” (Lewis Grassic Gibbon, 
Sunset Song, underlining added).

The same device is also used by Chrissie, such as in the following quote from the 
story The Lady Doctor:

“Bit feth Johnnie wis right enough. Dr Meldrum wis a wumman, a young 
een at that. Peerie and dark sheu wis, wae bonnie broon eyes that kindo 
sparkled, bit for a’ that sheu wis peerie sheu could fairly haad aff hersel’, an’ 
meed thim a’ staan around whin sheu teuk id i’ her heid.” (Chrissie Costie, 
The Lady Doctor, underlining added.)

Incidentally, Dr. Meldrum is also the name of the doctor in Lewis Grassic Gibbon’s 
Sunset Song: “And then Dr. Meldrum shook him by the arm, You’re going to be 
a father, Blawearie man, what think you of that?” (Lewis Grassic Gibbon, Sunset 
Song).

Chrissie’s story The Lady Doctor was written in 1953, twenty-one years after the 
publication of Sunset Song. Her choice of the name Meldrum may be a deliberate 
tongue-in-cheek reference to Gibbon’s by then famous novel. It also shows clearly 
that Chrissie had read Lewis Grassic Gibbon, and is relating her own writing to his, 
whether or not she agreed with other aspects of his living or his political views.

Chrissie’s interest in language

Considering the sociolinguistic agenda of some of the Scottish Literary Renaissance 
writers, who were striving to revitalise Scots as a literary language, Chrissie seems 
to have been right there with them. Although she did write in Standard English 
occasionally, her main output is written in Orkney dialect, which is a dialect of Scots, 
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with a special history. So even though she did not find it natural for herself to write 
in “Synthetic Scots” or “Lallans”, given her Orkney background, she did agree with 
the “Lallans boys” that writing in some form of Scottish is a good idea.

Language, along with literature, culture and history, was among Chrissie’s main 
interests. As one of her colleagues from Macrae and Robertson’s law firm remembers 
her:

“She was very keen on old words. She loved languages, I think. And old-
fashioned sayings. She was great on that. She would use an old-fashioned 
phrase now and then, just to see if we would know what she was saying!” 
(told by Francis Cursiter, interview 2010).

Chrissie’s younger cousin Nancy Scott remembers how she as a teenager felt she 
was being observed by Chrissie: 

“Looking back at it now, I realise that she was probably listening to every 
word I said. Because coming from Westray, at that time, I would have had 
quite a broad accent.” (Nancy Scott, interview 2010).

Chrissie’s interest in all things linguistic is also clearly visible in the following comment 
to the idea of studying Latin under Willa Muir, brought about by the fact that her 
friend Ernest Marwick was just then studying at Newbattle Abbey College under 
Willa’s husband Edwin Muir:

“Latin under Willa would be something I think, especially if one gave the 
wrong answer! It is such a dead and unchanging language with no let up at 
all, but all the same it forms the root of most languages, and one is much 
the better of it in that I do think one understands our own much better after 
having studied it.” (Letter to Janette and Ernest Marwick, dated Sunday 18th 
[1953/54]).

Though Chrissie did not as a rule sound particularly old-fashioned or particularly 
broad-spoken for her time, as she would have had to moderate herself with working 
in a lawyer’s office, in her writing she is an expert on old words and sayings and 
turns of phrase. When she studied Norwegian and Icelandic in order to understand 
the Norse roots of the Orkney dialect to the full, and let Hugh Marwick’s dictionary 
The Orkney Norn inspire her in her writing, this is fully in line with the Scottish 
Literary Renaissance writers who let themselves be inspired by Scots dictionaries, 
old words and dialect words from various areas of Scotland in their writing.

That her interest in and concern for the Orkney dialect was partly what prompted her 
to write, is clear from Chrissie’s own preface to her book Benjie’s Bodle (1956): 

“In preparing these Tales for publication I had increasingly in mind the 
apposite words contained in Dr. Marwick’s Preface to The Orkney Norn, 
where he says, “It is earnestly hoped that this contribution to the subject 
may quicken the interest, and stir others to note down the old Orkney terms 
that are so swiftly and irrevocably passing out of use.” A like concern for 
the old language has prompted this contribution, particularly as, since those 
words were written, the dialect has receded even further from us. Readers 
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will not misunderstand, therefore, my purpose in using as far as possible 
the succinct words and rich idiom of our Islands, thus attempting, however 
inadequately, to retain their use by the people whose heritage they are.”

But even though Chrissie says that her writing was partly inspired by Hugh Marwick’s 
dictionary The Orkney Norn, her writing does not come across as artificial or as 
deliberately seeking out obscure words, as the Lallans writers were sometimes 
accused of doing. As Ernest Marwick writes in the foreword to The Collected Orkney 
Dialect Tales of C. M. Costie: She was undoubtedly “the ultimate authority on the 
dialect of Orkney in the twentieth century” and “the authenticity and versatility of 
her Orkney vocabulary were unmatched by any local linguist”.

Dialect literature in Orkney

Dialect writing in Orkney takes a different form from “Lallans” or “Synthetic Scots”. 
Because of its history as a former Norwegian colony, there is a lingering feeling 
among Orkney writers that Orkney does and at the same time does not culturally 
belong to Scotland. Orkney dialect is also different from other Scots dialects in that 
a sizable portion of its vocabulary and some of its grammar is derived from Norse 
rather than Scots. This means that “Lallans” or “Synthetic Scots” does not come 
naturally to speakers of Orkney dialect looking for a means of poetic expression. 
Therefore, Orkney’s literary output in Scots takes the form of Orkney dialect rather 
than “Lallans” or “Synthetic Scots”. For instance Robert Rendall’s Orkney dialect 
poems are widely praised.

Coming closest to the style that Chrissie employs in her short stories, is perhaps 
Walter Traill Dennison – not a Scottish Literary Renaissance writer, but three 
generations older than Chrissie. Born in 1825, Walter Traill Dennison is known 
as a folklorist as well as a short story writer and poet. According to Simon Hall 
(2010: 54), Traill Dennison “serves a crucial bardic function at a juncture in Orcadian 
cultural history where vernacular language might easily not have graduated into the 
world of print, given the intense anglicisation and southward orientation of many of 
Dennison’s contemporaries among the Orkney gentry.” Reading Dennison’s works, 
one immediately sees the kinship to Chrissie’s writing style. Here is the genuine 
Orkney dialect, and although Dennison’s Orkney dialect is at a slightly older stage, 
the difference is not great. Dennison’s methods were also similar to Chrissie’s: Both 
were keen collectors of stories and anecdotes living in the oral tradition of the 
community, and both used these as building blocks for their own stories, sometimes 
combining a number of shorter anecdotes or happenings in order to produce a 
longer tale. Chrissie’s storytelling style is also close to Traill Dennison’s: Both emulate 
the “fireside tale” style, with extensive use of first person narrative. Compare for 
instance Traill Dennison’s opening of the story Why the Hoose o’ Hellsness wus 
Brunt to the opening of Chrissie’s story When the Aald Man o’ Hoy took a holiday:

“Aye bairns, he’s jeust fower scor’ an’ fifeteen year sin’ de Forty-five. Sheu 
wus a sair ga’n year amang the gentry. The’ wur t’ree hooses brunt i’ the 
Nort’ Isles. An’ I’me ga’n tae tell you why de hoose o’ Hellsness wus aen o’ 
them.” (Walter Traill Dennison 1880).
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“Yaas, A’ll tell thee a story indeed, if thoo bees a geud boy an’ taks up thee 
supper. No’ hid’s no aboot Tammie Norrie ither, hid’s aboot the Aald Man o’ 
Hoy, an’ wan time that he gaed aff for a holiday.” (Chrissie Costie, When the 
Aald Man o’ Hoy Took a Holiday).

When Benjie’s Bodle was published in 1956, the reviewers immediately saw the 
likeness to Traill Dennison’s works. As Ernest Marwick writes in the foreword to 
The Collected Orkney Dialect Tales of C. M. Costie: “Despite the lapse of time,5 and 
the changes that had affected Orkney speech, she was immediately recognised 
as Dennison’s true successor.” Ernest Marwick then goes on to quote Dr. Hugh 
Marwick’s review of the book, stating that it “contains the finest examples of 
authentic and convincing Orkney dialect that have appeared since the work of 
Walter T. Dennison, and like Dennison also, she possesses the rare gift of telling a 
story well.”

Why write in dialect?

From papers left by her friend Robert Rendall, where he reflects on whether there 
is a place for dialect literature, we may conclude that the topic of dialect writing 
was discussed among Chrissie’s friends. Writing in dialect was certainly a conscious 
choice for Chrissie, and not merely a reflection of the language that she was used 
to hearing stories in from oral storytellers, or even the result of a desire to emulate 
Walter Traill Dennison. In Robert Rendall’s notes for what he intended to become an 
essay, but which was never finished, he argues that there is indeed a field for dialect 
poetry, although he disapproved of “the way the use of Scots had been made into 
a literary shibboleth” (Dickson 1990: 119). He writes: 

“The replacement of one language by another is not sudden and formal, 
but takes place gradually over a more or less extended period of time. Old 
habits of thought persist, and speech-forms that have no exact equivalent 
in the superceding language refuse to be jettisoned and survive as idiomatic 
dialect-words or sentence structure. When a local vernacular is rich in such 
survivals, there is a field for dialect poetry.”  (Notes on the literary uses of 
dialect by Robert Rendall, possibly written around 1947, quoted in Dickson 
1990: 120).

Robert Rendall seems to have felt that Orkney dialect words held something of 
Orkney’s history and its special way of life, and by using such words in his poetry, he 
was able to express this localness: 

“Dialect, then, is local in its genius. It is a manuscript of local history as 
language is of national history, and preserves the peculiarities of local 
development. … The ‘local’ character of dialect makes it undesirable to throw 
particular dialects into a common melting-pot and expect a new national 
language to emerge.” (Robert Rendall, notes on the literary uses of dialect, 
quoted in Dickson 1990: 121).

Robert Rendall evidently thought that Hugh MacDiarmid and his movement were 

5  76 years
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doing just that – throwing dialects in a melting-pot and expecting a national 
language to emerge. Neither Robert Rendall nor Chrissie Costie followed this lead, 
but rather chose a purely Orcadian dialect as their medium.

Probably with the Scottish Literary Renaissance in mind, Robert Rendall asks: 

“Is it possible to create a genuine, though limited ‘literature’ within the 
framework of a wider national tradition? So that it will at once reflect a local 
culture and be integrated with a broader literary development?” .” (Robert 
Rendall, notes on the literary uses of dialect, quoted in Dickson 1990: 122).

Robert Rendall’s own literary production shows that this is indeed possible, as does 
Chrissie’s poetry and stories. By writing in Orkney dialect, they both followed Hugh 
MacDiarmid’s main idea of writing in Scottish instead of English. But at the same 
time by choosing Orkney dialect they also separated themselves from MacDiarmid’s 
aspirations to create a national language for Scotland. Their writing is very much 
rooted in the cultural history of Orkney, but at the same time it is part of the 
contemporary literary development in Scotland.

Robert Rendall is on to something when he writes about the localness of dialect. 
A dialect – or “geolect” as some sociolinguists prefer to call it to distinguish it 
from “sociolects” defined by social class – is precisely defined by its belonging 
to a particular geographical area. In the case of Orkney, the geographical area in 
question is particularly easy to define, surrounded as it is by water. The Orkney 
dialect is also easily distinguishable from neighbouring dialects such as the Caithness 
and Shetland dialects. Anyone familiar with the Orkney dialect would be able to 
identify it as such when reading Chrissie’s or Robert Rendall’s dialect poetry and 
Chrissie’s dialect short stories. So by writing in Orkney dialect, the language itself 
immediately points to the “Orcadianness” of the poem or story. Had it been written 
in Standard English, Chrissie would have had to use other means to convey the 
“Orcadianness”. This can indeed be done, as George Mackay Brown has shown in 
his literary production. However, even if it can be done without writing in dialect, 
the dialect is a very efficient means which Chrissie utilises in order to root her 
fictional universe in Orkney. In her own words: “I have tried to reveal to the reader 
that peculiar hidden nature of the Orcadian, which, while giving nothing away, and 
without malice, seeks to get “one better” on his neighbour; to show his innate 
kindness, most frequently discovered in time of need; and more consciously to 
suggest the subtle humour which finds ready expression only in the native speech” 
(Preface, Benjie’s Bodle, 1956).

Why the use of dialect is so effective in rooting something in a particular place, 
is explained in theory on the place as a cultural construction (Mæhlum 1999). 
This theory says that inherent in the notion of a place is not only a geographical 
dimension, but also a social or cultural dimension and a temporal dimension. In 
the social or cultural dimension is the sense of identity that people feel belonging 
to a place. An archipelago such as Orkney is perhaps extra readily defined in this 
sense. In the temporal dimension lies the idea that a place is always connected with 
its own past, present and future. Speaking or writing in a dialect therefore brings 
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with it associations of tradition, linking the speaker or the text to the place and its 
history. In bringing up such associations, geographical dialects carry with them links 
with the past, which standard speech or writing fail to bring up. Ernest Marwick 
recognised this when he wrote in the foreword to The Collected Orkney Dialect 
Tales: “The language in which the stories are told is extremely important, for it helps 
more than anything else to reveal the kind and quality of life which is peculiar to 
a static community which has roots that rove very deeply into the past.” Orkney 
dialect is therefore the most suitable medium for Chrissie when her project is to 
write about Orkney and its cultural traditions and lore, its history and people and its 
ways of life in the past and present.

Sociolinguistic awareness

In her literary production, Chrissie shows a remarkable sociolinguistic awareness. 
She uses variations in dialect and style as part of her characterisation: The way that 
a character speaks becomes a very effective shortcut to saying something about 
their position, outlook, self-view or their geographical location. On the other hand, 
she has a remarkably egalitarian view for her time when it comes to her opinion on 
the inherent values of different speech varieties. Despite the sentiment of her time 
being very much that RP English is and should be superior to local dialects, Chrissie 
defends her Orkney dialect, both explicitly, and by the way she uses it in poems and 
stories.

Haad Oot Yer Haan and Speech

Two poems which more or less explicitly defend the Orkney dialect against attacks 
from the advocates of RP English, are Haad Oot Yer Haan and Speech. In Haad 
Oot Yer Haan, we meet a school child who is constantly being punished by his/her 
teacher for various shortcomings, one of them being his/her dialect. Apparently, 
there are many pupils speaking in dialect in the class, as the teacher at one point 
exclaims: “Ya hae a peece o’ wid shap’d like a heed, / If hid should be the very last 
o’me / aa’l mak ya aa’ spaek lik’ the B.B.C.!” The irony being, of course, that the 
teacher is speaking in broad Orkney dialect herself.

The poem Speech has a similar theme:

Don’t  say “Nu”, say “Now.”

And don’t say “Ku”, say “Cow.”

An’ the bairns aal shouted an’ roared wae laughter,

When I said “efter” instead o’ “after.”

Sheu gaed me the klipe ‘cis I said “Liv,”

Instead o’ the palm o’ me haand,

An’ sheu haaled i’ me gansey an’ gaed me a rive,

When I couldno’ understand!
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“Your English is terrible, boy,” sheu roared,

“I just can’t comprehend it.”

Bit I wisno spaekan English,

Though the peur sowl didno’ ken it!

So oot afore the door I gaed,

Tae ceul me heels, said sheu,

“Sayan ‘Ervo’, and ‘hicksan’, and ‘bat’ and ‘dunder’,

I really feel I could take you asunder,

You horrid unteachable boy!”

So A’m thowt an’ thowt aboot hid aa’,

An’ Aal hae the best o’ the bargain,

Aal tak me claes an’ me money box,

An’ cheust ging hjem til Bergen!

For many decades, schools in Scotland, including Orkney schools, had a policy 
of teaching Standard Spoken English. Many people now remember how they as 
schoolchildren were told off for speaking Orkney dialect in the classroom – or, if 
they were unlucky, even physically punished for it, as the child in Chrissie’s poem is. 
Speaking at the prizegiving ceremony at Kirkwall Grammar School in 1952, Orkney’s 
Director of Education, John Shearer, advocated the abandonment of dialect:

“ORKNEY EDUCATION DIRECTOR SAYS – “ELIMINATE DIALECT”

“The only class distinction in a modern state is a distinction of speech, and 
I think that distinction should be eliminated in the schools”, said Mr John 
Shearer, MA, B.Sc., Director of Education, in Kirkwall on Friday. He was 
speaking at the prize presentation at Kirkwall Grammar School …

“It has been said that the only class distinction in a modern state is a 
distinction of speech, and I think that distinction should be eliminated in 
the schools. Is this a proper aim and can it be accomplished? The schools 
have been urging the use of formal English for many years, but it is doubtful 
whether there has been any improvement during the twentieth century. It 
is equally likely that the language has become debased in that time. Most 
people dislike interference with their accustomed manner of speaking, 
and though they learn to speak Standard English in school, they revert to 
their accustomed idiom outside. No part of our work suffers more from 
the opposition of outside interests than this. The use of dialect along with 
Standard English imposes on our young people the handicap of bilingualism 
that they habitually use two languages. This is a real impediment to progress. 
Further, the dialects are not pretty and their literature is small. Therefore, as 
we now have the assistance of the radio service – the B.B.C. News is usually 
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a standard of modern English pronunciation – we should discard our inborn 
prejudice in favour of our own dialect and make a serious effort in school to 
raise the level of spoken English.” (The Orkney Herald, 7th October, 1952).

It may today seem naive to think that it would be possible to eliminate all class 
distinctions just by forcing everyone to speak in the same way. From the poems 
Speech and Haad Oot Yer Haan it seems clear that Chrissie did not agree with the 
schools’ official language policy. It may therefore seem strange that only thirteen 
months after the Director of Education’s famous speech, Chrissie remarks in a letter 
to Ernest Marwick:

“You would have found John Shearer a very pleasant person. He seems to 
get on well with everybody.” (Letter to Ernest Marwick 9th Nov ,1953).

Unless she is talking of a different John Shearer, which may of course be the case, 
as this is not an uncommon name, this seems to indicate that Chrissie was able to 
separate the man from his views. It is also said about Hugh Marwick, John Shearer’s 
predecessor as Director of Education, that he also enforced the Standard English 
policy in the schools. At the same time, he had a great scholarly interest in Orkney 
dialect, which produced the marvellous dictionary The Orkney Norn and several 
excellent works on place names. Chrissie clearly respected and admired Hugh 
Marwick for his work on finding the Old Norse origins of some 2,000 Orkney dialect 
words. Conversely, Hugh Marwick admired Chrissie’s excellent use of the Orkney 
dialect in her works.

In Speech, Chrissie uses her knowledge of Norwegian and of the history of the 
Orkney dialect to expose the Standard English policy as something rather ridiculous. 
Already, in the opening lines, “Don’t  say “Nu”, say “Now.” / And don’t say “Ku”, 
say “Cow.””, she is showing us how misconceived it is to propose that one way 
of speaking is inherently better than another. The ”u” vowel in the words ”nu” 
and ”ku” is in fact the original vowel quality in these words: The Standard English 
pronunciation is the result of The Great Vowel Shift which happened between c. 
1400 and 1750, starting in the south of England before spreading to other areas 
of the UK. Orkney dialect writing often spells these words as ”noo” and ”coo”, 
but the reason Chrissie chooses ”nu” and ”ku” is probably because this is the way 
they are spelled in Norwegian (Riksmål). By choosing a Norwegian spelling, Chrissie 
shows the Orkney dialect’s links with the Norwegian language, although the ”oo” 
pronunciation is also Scottish. (In the word ”oot” in line 13, however, she goes for 
”oo” rather than ”u” despite Norwegian having ”ut”. The word ”aboot” in line 18, 
on the other hand, has no direct Norwegian counterpart). Having kept the vowels 
as they were before the Great Vowel Shift is also the reason that Orkney dialect has 
an ”aa” vowel in the words ”aal” (line 3), ”haaled” (line 7) and ”aa” (line 18). The 
same is true for the ”ae” rather than ”ea” vowel in the word ”spaekan” in line 11. 
The word ”spaekan” also contains the ending ”an”, marking the present continuous 
tense of a verb, as opposed to the ”in” ending in verbal nouns. Hugh Marwick 
believed this distinction in the Orkney dialect to be a relict of Old Norse grammar 
(Marwick 1929). However, this distinction also existed in older Scots. Having passed 
out of most Scottish dialects, the Orkney dialect is one of very few that still retain it.
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Also in her word choice, Chrissie is trying to show that the roots of the Orkney 
dialect penetrate deeply through the centuries. She lards her poem with Norn 
words which survived the language shift and lived on as a substrate in Orkney 
Scots. For instance, in the lines “Sheu gaed me the klipe ‘cis I said “Liv,” / Instead o’ 
the palm o’ me haand”, the word the word “liv”, which causes the teacher to dish 
out the punishment, derives from Old Norse lófe meaning the palm of the hand6. 
And in the lines “Sayan ‘Ervo’, and ‘hicksan’, and ‘bat’ and ‘dunder’,/I really feel I 
could take you asunder,/You horrid unteachable boy!” the word “ervo”, meaning 
chickweed, goes back to Old Norse arfi and preserves the Norse accusative/genitive/
dative case ending –a (arfa) as –o. “Hicksan” means to shake, almost hiccup with 
laughter or tears, and comes from Old Norse hixta: to hiccup. Modern Norwegian 
has hikste, meaning the same thing as the Orkney word. The word “bat” exists in 
other Scots varieties as well, meaning a stroke or a blow, but the Orkney dialect has 
developed a special sense of the word as a sudden gust of wind. Marwick (1929) 
reckons that it has probably been influenced by Norwegian bad, from the verb 
bada meaning to crush or beat down. “Dunder” means a loud banging noise, and 
the word is identical in modern Norwegian too. What Chrissie is doing, is flagging 
up Old Norse derived dialect words, which show the cultural roots of the Orkney 
dialect. The old words act as links between the past and the present. In the light of 
this, the teacher’s insistence that these words are somehow wrong and need to be 
beaten out of the child seems rather misinformed. Chrissie really rubs it in in her 
last line, where ”hjem til Bergen” is pure modern Norwegian, meaning ”home to 
Bergen”.

Speech as a class marker

As the Orkney Education Director John Shearer said in the above quote, the 
reason the schools were trying to eliminate dialect was in an attempt to erase class 
distinctions. While stamping out dialect may not be an effective means to do so, it 
is still a fact that class distinctions are audible as sociolects. Chrissie of course knew 
this, and in her writing she uses language as part of her characterisation. Thus, 
people of a higher social position such as lawyers and doctors may be seen to speak 
Standard English. For instance, in The Thwarted Ferrylouper, Mr Heddle “the Writer”, 
although an Orcadian, speaks Standard English packed with legal terminology: “The 
Orcadians cannot accept the dictates of an undischarged bankrupt. Good day, sir.” 
Even the princess in The Story o’ Peerie Fool is occasionally conscious that a princess 
should speak her “best tong”, although most of the time she speaks Orkney dialect 
just like everybody else. In Daavid, the Laird, the main character, a farmer woman, 
is actually unable to speak anything but dialect even when she tries not to: “”Can 
thoo tell me,” she said, pittan on her best English tong, “whit they ca’ yin muckle 
lump ower there?””. 

Chrissie must have suspected that standard speech did not come naturally to some 

6  The word “klipe” means a blow for correction. Hugh Marwick (1929) also lists the forms ”kleebo”, ”kleepo” 
and ”kleepie”. He regards the etymological origin as ”doubtful”, but suggests a possible connection with Old Norse 
klýpa, still living in modern Norwegian as klype, meaning to pinch. However, The Dictionary of the Scots Language 
also records similar forms from other areas of Scotland.
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of the people who spoke it, as she sometimes lets her characters revert back to 
dialect when put in trying situations. For instance, in Maister Scollay’s Son the 
doctor starts off speaking near Standard English, which stands out against the 
Orcadian narrative and the speech of the other characters: ““Come on, Kirsty,” 
said he, grabban me bae the airm, “You an’ I have work to do. Are ye sober?”” 
However, although the doctor is mostly successful in putting on a standard tongue, 
his dialect shines through, for instance in the word “an’”. Later on in the story, 
when he is put under stress, he reverts fully back to dialect: “”Gae her sips o’ 
brandy noo an’ again, Kirsty,” he said. “A’ll be back as seun as I can,” and wae that 
he oot the door lik lightneen.” Likewise, Mistress Scollay, although being married 
to the richest merchant in Kirkwall and living in a “mansion at the Back o’ the 
Toon”, when she wakens up after having been unconscious as a consequence of 
a difficult childbirth, she forgets any airs and speaks in dialect: “Kirsty, did I hear a 
bairn greetan?”. In The Thwarted Ferrylouper, the main character is George Loutitt 
of Watland, former Precentor of the Parish of Deerness and Schoolmaster of the 
Society for Propagating Christian Knowledge, and also the former Substitute on 
the Court of Admiralty, before his fall from grace. It is therefore not surprising that 
he should speak in Standard English, even when he is speaking to himself, as he 
is walking home from Kirkwall: “”We’re in for a storm,” said he, “and a record 
storm too.””. Even when he enters his own house and discovers that his daughter 
has died of the disease he was in Kirkwall to get her medicine for, he continues 
speaking in the standard tongue to the woman who has come to help. However, 
when he, some hours later, is out in the storm gathering wreckage from a cargo 
ship on the beach, partly in order to get away from his mourning wife and the loss 
of his child, and he runs into one of his neighbours who addresses him in dialect, 
George Loutitt replies to him in dialect as well – no doubt helped by his anger: “if 
thoo so much as touches the wid A’m gaithered this night, I swar A’ll no lave a hale 
bone i’ thee body. Nither thee nor the Earl his ony mair right tae hid than I hae.” 
Acute feelings set the dialect free. 

Although people of high rank may try to put on a standard tongue, Chrissie was 
aware that not everyone did – or didn’t succeed in doing it, at least. She amused 
herself by noticing the different ways people spoke, and found it hilarious to discover 
that the Bishop of Aberdeen and Orkney spoke in dialect. Writing to Ernest Marwick 
about the bishop’s recent visit to the islands, she says: “I asked Edwin if the bishop 
talked with a good English accent. “Not he wumman,” said E. “If ya closed yer 
eyes ya wid hae swornn hid wis Dudley Kynoch spaekan. Maybe you know Dudley 
Kynoch. He works to Scarth’s Engineers, and has a very broad Aberdeen tongue!” 
(Letter to Ernest Marwick dated Sunday 17th [1953/54]). Perhaps it was this bishop 
Chrissie had in mind when she wrote the story Mr Dishington’s Dilemma, where she 
lets the bishop have a “harsh Scottish voice”?

There is nothing innate or God-given about the speech of high-ranking people. 
Contrary to popular belief, standard speech is not the true “language” while 
dialects are mutated versions of this “language”. Rather, language is an abstraction 
made on the basis of a recognition that a range of varieties have many things in 
common. This means that ontologically, all speech varieties are equal. The reason 
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that the speech of the upper classes is considered more “correct” is that this group 
possesses the necessary power to define the norms. Chrissie, however, does not 
internalise this norm in her writing. She challenges it, for instance in the poem The 
Why and the Whitfor. Here she lets God himself speak in Orkney dialect:

“Hid’s no cheust so aisy, Jeems,” said He,

“For man tae keep aaf fae sin,

Bit thoo disno see ‘id the sam’ as Me,

For whit’s wrang tae thee maybe’s no tae Me,

I see wae a langer an’ fairer ee,

For thee life’s cheust a dot on the sheet o’ time

Thee bits o’ thowts are far fae Mine,

An’ the only wey I can mak’ thee see,

Is tae luk at thee ain bitto life wae thee.” (The Why and the Whitfor, extract).

This is a God who is personally there for every man, and able to communicate with 
each one in their own dialect. 

In Chrissie’s poetical production, there is no division of labour between dialect and 
Standard English along the lines that dialect is for comedy and lighter stuff, while 
Standard English is for the serious, philosophical pieces. As we will see in chapters 
8 and 9, she easily and elegantly lets the dialect deal with serious matters such as 
the question of what happens when we die, as in Speir Thoo the Wast Wind, or the 
effects of war, as in The Memorial. On the other hand, Chrissie also masterly writes 
comedy in the Orkney dialect and she herself was the first to appreciate the instant 
feeling of familiarity that the dialect brings to her stories and poems. 

These qualities were recognised already in The Orcadian’s review of But-End Ballans 
(6th October, 1949): “Most of the “ballans” are monologues and therefore have the 
liveliness of direct speech, so that the reader has the illusion of listening to an actual 
conversation. This illusion is heightened by the use of genuine native idioms still to 
be heard in the islands, especially in remoter districts. ... Perhaps the most successful 
pieces are the short-line soliloquies in free verse which capture the terse rhythm of 
idiomatic speech and illustrate the average Orcadian’s way of saying what he has 
to say, directly, and in the fewest words. De Government Inspector and At Willie’s 
Funeral might almost be direct reportage. But the drawn-out speech of the longer-
lined poems delightfully reproduces the garrulity of neighbourly gossip.” 

Mixing ingredients to her advantage

In the foreword to The Collected Orkney Dialect Tales of C. M. Costie, Ernest 
Marwick warns that “apparent inconsistencies of speech may contain subtleties of 
meaning that only an Orcadian with a fair amount of grammatical knowledge, and 
a good ear, can genuinely appreciate.” The present author does not claim to be a 
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native Orcadian. However, it is nonetheless apparent to me that Chrissie possessed 
the skill of adapting the language of her writing to reflect geographical setting, 
time frame, generational differences, or in order to make sociolinguistic points.

Purposeful mixing of Standard English and Orcadian

One way that Chrissie exploits the opportunities of having access to two distinct 
codes – Orkney dialect and Standard English – is that she sometimes uses the contrast 
between dialect and Standard English as an organising device. One example of this 
is in the story Jeems William’s Christmas Trip, where the narrative is in Standard 
English and direct speech is in dialect. In Benjie’s Bodle, the framing story is written 
in Standard English, while, as we enter the first person narrative of old Jamie, all 
the text is in dialect.

In Lang Stane Ghosts, Chrissie uses nuances in language as a device to contrast the 
past and the present. As the story involves time-travel from 20th century Kirkwall 
back to the 17th century, the dialect spoken by the 17th century characters is 
markedly broad in contrast to the 20th century dialect. The narrative text in the story 
is written in Standard English, and the contemporary Orkney characters also start 
off speaking Standard: 

“I would never have been near the Farmer’s Ball at all,” said Jamie, settling 
back more comfortably in his chair, “had it not been that I had to collect that 
confounded cup, for I was coming down with the ‘flu, and I was as ill as I 
could be, shivering and sneezing time about, and besides, Jessie had been in 
bed all the week, so that left a lot more work on me.” 

There is not much Orkney dialect here, except perhaps a little hint in the phrases 
“ill as I could be” and “all the week”. Despite this, the main character explicitly 
disapproves of the move away from Orkney dialect on the following page: “... one 
of the girls, who had a shrill and penetrating voice, was saying: “That’s what you 
think, wise guy!” I thought to myself that the everyday speech of the people was 
getting very Americanised, and something in me rebelled against it.” 

The contrast is marked, however, when he, a few paragraphs later, is magically 
transported back to 1677. The characters we now meet, speak in broad dialect: 
“Wha are ye that disna ken whit happened here the day? Dae ye no ken that half 
a hunder o’ ‘is wir poyndit this very day for no dightin the street on Setterday? 
A’body fined fower shillings Scots, and no a doit amang ‘is a’.” Now the main 
character reveals that he is able to speak in Orkney dialect after all, and switches to 
it to accommodate the 17th century people: ””Dae ye tell me that,” says I, thinking 
I should humour the body, “Wha a’ wis fined?”” His dialect is clearly accepted 
by the 17th century people, as they make no comment about the way he speaks, 
but proceed to answer his question. However, when he suggests that “surely the 
Executive Council would have helped you all” it gets too much for the person from 
the 17th century, who shouts for his neighbours to come out and see this stranger. 
So although initially able to pull off an acceptable dialect, the main character is 
soon found out as someone who does not quite belong there, and the folk begin 
to wonder who he is with his “grand claes” and “grand mainners”. In an attempt 
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to win their trust again, the main character consciously pulls up his broadest dialect: 
””Luk,” I said, in the best dialect I could muster, “A’ll gae you a’ some money an’ 
you can maybe get your stuff back the morn””. This conscious effort wins him 
some of their trust back, and he even starts addressing some of them as “thoo” 
before the spell suddenly breaks and he is back in 20th century Kirkwall. As well as 
being a story about what Kirkwall was like two hundred and seventy-seven years 
previously, Lang Stane Ghosts also ends up as being a story about dialect change 
and the linguistic levelling of modern society.

Another way in which Chrissie takes advantage of having access to two linguistic 
varieties, is when she needs a rhyme. Consider for instance the following verse from 
At Willie’s Funeral:

“Kens thoo if Robbie’s gotten back 

his double furrowed plow?

Weel min, hid’s hardly likely,

An’ he aaed me for a yowe!”

Here Chrissie has chosen the US English “plow” rather than the Orcadian word “ploo” 
because that allows her to rhyme it with the Orcadian dialect word “yowe” (ewe). 
Similarly, in Wanderan Bairn, she chooses “dread” instead of “dreed” because it 
rhymes with “bed”. And in Steeraboot Lick she writes “moon” rather than “meun” 
to allow it to rhyme with “broon”. In Wullie o’ Skipigoe or the True Story of the 
Harray Crab she spells the word “head” in three different ways, depending on what 
she wants it to rhyme with: In verses two and seven it is spelled “head” because it 
rhymes with “said”. In verse 16 it is spelled “heid”, rhyming with “reed”. While in 
verse 17 it is spelled “haed”, rhyming with “bed”. Occurrences such as these are 
not uncommon, but do not cause jarring notes in the verse because, when she uses 
Standard English, she is usually careful not to use words or expressions which would 
be impossible or unheard of in Orkney.

Different dialects for different islands

Orcadians are quick to point out that there is not one Orkney dialect.  The dialect 
varies between the isles and districts, and a fine-tuned ear can identify on the basis 
of somebody’s speech which island the speaker is from.  Chrissie had such a fine-
tuned ear, and in her stories she varies the dialect slightly to reflect which island 
the story is set in. For instance, although the story Mansie Anderson’s Ghost does 
not say where it is set, one may guess from the dialect that it is set in Stronsay. 
One of the hallmarks of Stronsay dialect is the use of the vowel “ae” where others 
would have “o”, as in “dae” for “do” or “flaer” for “floor”. In Mansie Anderson’s 
Ghost, we may for instance read the sentence: “So I t’owt I wad dae cheust that.” 
Chrissie’s notes to the story, reprinted in The Collected Orkney Dialect Tales of C. 
M. Costie, indeed confirm that this is a Stronsay story: The story was told to her by 
Magnus Dennison from Stronsay.
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Also in the same story, we may identify more general North Isles dialect traits. For 
instance, Mansie Anderson’s Ghost has “heem” and “eeble”, where speakers from 
the South Isles of Orkney would have said “hame” or “home” and “able”. The 
South Isles story Waa’s Folk accordingly has “maed” and “haed” where people 
from the North Isles would have said “meed” and “heed”. Another trait which 
distinguishes the South Isles of Orkney dialect from that of the North Isles is the 
diminutive ending ”-ick” where the North Isles and most of the Orkney Mainland 
have ”-o”. This is easily visible in Chrissie’s writing for instance in the names of 
characthers. So, in South Isles stories, we find ”Kjerstic” (The Hill Anes), ”Chessic”, 
”Sannic”, ”Dannic”, ”Christic” and ”Jeanic” (Waa’s Folk). While in North Isles 
stories, we find ”Leezo” (The Story o’ Peerie Fool), ”Kitto” (The Lady Doctor), and 
also ”Geordo” in the Mainland story Fordal Geordie. 

Playing with geography and “teu-names”: When the Aald Man o’ Hoy 
Took a Holiday

The story When the Aald Man o’ Hoy Took a Holiday is a feast of playful puns on 
dialect expressions. In the story, the sea stack known as the Old Man of Hoy takes 
a tour around Orkney, and, on the way, he meets people and creatures – some 
of which are transformed geographical landmarks like the Old Man himself, and 
others which are named after the traditional parish nick-names. These nick-names 
are old and of obscure origin, but still very much current. Chrissie very cleverly 
bakes these into the story, either as characters or as objects, food, or things that are 
spoken about. Thus, we meet Kirkwall “stirleens”, Stromness “bloody-puddens”, 
Shapinsay “sheep”, Rousay “mares”, Eday “scarfies”, Stronsay “lempits”, Sanday 
“gruelly bjelkies”, North Ronaldsay “selkies”, and Evie “caald kail”. One of the 
characters of the story tries to tease the Shapinsay people with the following little 
verse:  “A Shapinsay sheep / Cam ower the deep / Cryan baaaaaa” making them 
so angry that “they vooed they wad caa’ oot the Shapinsay Volunteers if they didno 
geung awa at eence.” 

Also in the story, Orkney’s geography comes alive. Islands, headlands and other 
landmarks become characters who take part in the story: The Old Man of Hoy is 
joined on his holiday by the Horse of Copinsay and the Hen o’ Gairsay. They want 
to eat the Calf of Eday, but get scared off when they hear it has a Red Haed. Instead 
they get offered “clapshot” – an Orkney dish made of mashed “tatties” (potatoes) 
and “neep” (swede) – except it is no ordinary neep, but the Westray landmark 
Noup Head: “Thoose get twa tatties an’ a Noup an’ thoo can mak a grand pot o’ 
clapshot tae theesel’.” In  Stronsay, they are offered limpets to eat, and “they even 
offered him the Vat o Kirbister tae boil them in”. Wanting to make bacon and eggs, 
they end up in a fight with the Papey Bore (boar), initially capturing him. But in the 
end he escapes, and the Old Man of Hoy and the Horse of Copinsay have to return 
to their places as hungry as they were before. As a whole, the story turns into a 
game where the object is to spot all the hidden landmarks and nick-names.

For modern readers, the dialect in Chrissie’s works may sound old-fashioned. Their 
reaction to the dialect is often that it sounds “like granny” or “like someone from 
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Westray” – Westray being known as a dialect bastion, particularly for its continued 
use of the second person singular pronoun “thoo” (nominative case) and “thee” 
(accusative, genitive and dative cases).This is partly because Chrissie deliberately 
wrote in broad and somewhat old-fashioned dialect, in order to suit a setting which 
was often a generation or two back. She also used old words and expressions 
because she was interested in language and in the history of the Orkney dialect, 
and wished to preserve these words and expressions by using them. But another 
reason that the dialect used in Chrissie’s works sounds old fashioned and broad is 
that the Orkney dialect has changed in the fifty or so years that have passed since 
they were written. In that sense, her stories and poems are a valuable corpus for 
any linguist who wishes to study the linguistic properties of the Orkney dialect from 
that point in time.
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The Old Man of Hoy. Photo by Robert Foden
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Chapter 3

Real people and places in Chrissie Costie’s works

Being so unquestionably rooted in Orkney, and taking into account Chrissie’s keen 
interest in local history, it is not surprising that some of Chrissie’s stories are based 
on real historical characters, or take place in actual Orkney locations. Here, Chrissie 
uses her historical and geographical knowledge masterly to create stories which 
feel very real – and in some cases are real.

The Brig

An area of Kirkwall featuring in several of Chrissie’s stories and poems is the area 
around The Brig. As an employee of the law office Macrae and Robertson, situated 
next to Parliament Close, where Albert Street meets Bridge Street, she would have 
had a good view of this area from her workplace where she spent her entire career.  
The Brig is also not far from St. Catherine’s Place, where Chrissie grew up. So this 
was clearly an area she knew well, and she took a great interest in its history. This 
history comes alive in several of her stories, as we shall soon see.

Lang Stane Ghosts: A glimpse of The Brig in the 17th century.

The Brig and Bridge Street is the oldest area of the old commercial town, which is 
referred to as The Burgh, as opposed to The Laverock, which was the ecclesiastical 
centre a few hundred metres further along the shore. The area is called The Brig 
because this is where there was a bridge (or “lang steen”, a long stone) crossing 
the Papdale Burn. In the story Lang Stane Ghosts, taking its name after the long 
stone which was the bridge, Chrissie, in an ingenious way, lets us have a glimpse 
of life at The Brig in the 1600s by magically transporting her protagonist, and 
along with him the reader, back in time to the 19th of November, 1677. The 
protagonist of the story, who has this strange experience, is a young man called 
Jamie. He is walking through Kirkwall late one autumn night, after a farmers’ ball 
– and after a few whiskies. He passes the end of Laing Street, still firmly in the 
present.  But immediately afterwards, at midnight, the scene suddenly changes. 
Jamie does not realise at first what has happened. The sounds change: He can 
no longer hear the noisy girls he heard a minute before, but instead he hears the 
squelching of mud on his shoes. The light changes: He can no longer see electric 
lights. And the smell changes to “something indescribable”. At The Brig, this is 
what Jamie sees:

“I saw the flickering light of a flame on the wall of a house in front of me, 
and I saw that the burn was open, the water swirling brown, and foaming 
across the street at Leonard’s and down The Burn; but where were George 
Rendall’s shop and the houses on the opposite side? They simply weren’t 
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there! There was nothing, as far as I could see, but the clayey sides of the 
burn, and the dirty water swirling.” (Lang Stane Ghosts.)

This is an accurate picture of The Brig as it would have been in 1677. In the story, 
Jamie also meets some of the inhabitants of the area: Poor people who have been 
fined (or “poyndit”) that day for not cleaning (or “dighting”) the street on Saturday. 
Chrissie quotes: 

“Kirkwall, 19th November, 1677. Conforme to order of the Magistrates, the 
persones undernamed were poyndit for not Dighting the Street on Saturday 
last being ye 17 Nov. instant. William Gyre, a choppin stoup; Robt. Pottinger, 
a pair of shoon; Capt. Drummond, a brass candlestic; John Ross, a pewter 
plate; Wm. Richane, a browne coat; Francis Murray, a red petticoat.”

Chrissie combines the information from this quote with her vast knowledge of local 
history and her gift for storytelling to create an extremely vivid picture of The Brig 
and its people in 1677. In the story, the quote is read out from a book out of “Uncle 
Peter’s bookcase”. The book in question is indeed a real book, which Chrissie too 
must have had in her bookcase: Buckham Hugh Hossack’s door slab masterpiece 
Kirkwall in the Orkneys (1900). Here is it told (page 178) that “Nowadays our 
streets are swept by town-appointed scavengers, but formerly each householder 
was responsible for his own front. The pyoner was the professional street-cleaner 

A view of The Brig area, seen from Chrissie’s workplace. In the centre is the Frozen Food Centre, formerly Maxwell’s 
Shop and Dishington’s Land, with the possible site of Maxwell’s Close to the immediate right or left. The possible site 
of the fictional Lucky Flett’s Alehoose is either in the building to the left or immediately outside the right edge of the 

photo. Photo: Ragnhild Ljosland.
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at the service of anyone who chose to employ him, and he also cleared away ashes 
and refuse from the backyards of the few who kept their premises tidy.” Thereafter 
follows the record of the “poynding”, which Chrissie quotes in her story. From 
this story and others it is clear to see that Chrissie possessed a vast knowledge of 
Kirkwall’s history, and she must indeed have combed through Hossack’s book pretty 
thoroughly because her details are always accurate. Historical people, places and 
incidents then inspired her to write. 

Maister Scollay’s Son: a tour of 19th century Kirkwall

In the story Maister Scollay’s Son, with the subtitle A Tale of Old Kirkwall, Chrissie 
revels in taking her readers on a tour of Kirkwall as it was in the first half of the 19th 
century. Its opening paragraph sets the stage by saying: “The toon o’ Kirkwaa’s no’ 
a big toon, bit hid’s aald, aald, an’ hid a lang story ahint ‘id afore a steen o’ bigger 
peeces wis laid.” The tour starts at St. Olaf’s Church: “Some folk says thir wis nae 
toon ava till efter the Kirk wis biggid, bit that’s no true, for thir wis the Kirk o’ St 
Olaf onywey, an’ the door o’d’s still stannan i’ the Poorhoose Closs – yin’s whit 
the aald folk o’ Kirkwaa ken ‘id best bae, for at ae time the Kirk wis turned intae 
a Poorhoose for the aald folk o’ the toon.” The site of St. Olaf’s Kirk, which gave 
Kirkwall its name, is situated four houses along from Chrissie’s employer and not 
far from her childhood home. It was founded around 1040 and would probably 
originally have been built of wood (Hossack 1900: 160). According to Chrissie, 
“a Kirk aye gaithers hooses aboot ‘id, lik’ a hen wae chickens, an’ hid was nateral 
enouf that I wad big a hoose here, an’ thoo wad big een there whar hid seuted 
thee, an’ altho’ they might be a’ stannan rig a’ rendall hid wisna lang afore thir wais 
a hale collection o’ hooses, a’ stannan wae thir backs tae the nort’ wind, an’ yin’s 
the wey that the nerrow street o’ Kirkwaa winds alang the wey hid dis, cheust that 
folk can keep oot o’ the teeth o’ the nort’ wind.” In the late 1670s St. Olaf’s Kirk 
was converted into a poor-house, by royal orders (Hossack 1900: 160-162). 

Chrissie’s tour of early 19th century Kirkwall next takes the readers to the Shore area, 
where the flawed heroine of the story, Kirsty Work, lives in the Lang Closs. This 
lane, along with all the buildings of eastern Shore Street, are now demolished and 
replaced by oiltanks, but were still in existence in Chrissie’s time. Two houses along 
from the Lang Closs on the east was a house named “Scollay’s Land” (Hossack 1900: 
116). The Maister Scollay of Chrissie’s story is named Robert Scollay, merchant. A 
Robert Scollay, merchant, did indeed live in Kirkwall at one time. He was the owner 
of Scollay’s land, and may well have been Chrissie’s inspiration for using that name, 
although the real Robert Scollay lived in the 17th rather than the 19th century.

Chrissie’s tour continues up the Lang Gutter. This was an open-flowing gutter dividing 
the two old centres of Kirkwall, now superseded by Laing Street and Mounthoolie 
Lane. After she moved to Willowburn Road, Chrissie would have walked down 
Laing Street on her way to work, fully conscious of its history.

Having run up the Lang Gutter, Kirsty Work arrives at the fictional Maister Scollay’s 
home at “the Back o’ the Toon”, meaning one of the beautiful Georgian town 
houses on King Street. From there, she sneaks along what is now Queen Street, 
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“at the back o’ the Brewery”. This was a house built in 1816 named The Brewery 
because its owner James Drever once attempted to start a commercial brewery 
there. The business failed, but the house kept its name nonetheless (Hossack 1900: 
400). James Drever later started a whisky distillery at the corner of East Road and St. 
Catherine’s Place. An advert for lemonade, reading “R. Garden Aerated Water” can 
still just be seen on the wall of the corner of East Road and St. Catherine’s Place, at 
the site where James Drever’s distillery once was7.

Last, Kirsty Work sneaks down “St Cetherine’s Place tae the Shore”, past Chrissie’s 
childhood home. She then goes along the “Oilyhoose front”. This was a place 
which extracted whale and seal oil, situated on the right of the lower part of St. 
Catherine’s Place, now demolished. The tour of early 19th century Kirkwall finishes 
at “East India Dock” on the shore below the “Oilyhoose”. In the course of the 
whole the tour, we have just moved within a few hundred square metres, in which 
Chrissie moved every day. 

Mr. Dishington’s Dilemma

From the mid 1600s on, the building which now houses the Frozen Food Centre 
belonged to the Dishington family, and the back building was known as Dishington’s 
Land (Hossack 1900: 116). The first Dishington to occupy the building was Mr. 
Thomas Dishington, who was “Precentor and Session Clerk” (Hossack 1900: 165). 
We meet him in the story Mr Dishington’s Dilemma. First published in The Orcadian 
on the 21st of April, 1949, the newspaper editor introduced the story thus: “As a 
change from her popular But-End Ballans and feature articles, LEX this week tells 
the tale of times in Orkney when justice was hard and mercy had little place in the 
deliberations of the Kirk Session.”

In this story, Thomas Dishington is faced with the moral dilemma of having to 
be present, as clerk to the Kirk Session, at the sentencing of his late best friend’s 
daughter for theft, while knowing that the reason she had stolen a sheep was to 
feed her starving family. The woman, Isabel Anderson, is sentenced to go to Thieves 
Holm: A small islet between The Mainland and Shapinsay where criminals were 
held, as a very uncomfortable and exposed outdoor prison. Chrissie describes it as 
follows:

“On either side of the little island the dark tideway of The String rushed and 
gurgled with the force of the incoming tide. Once on the island there was 
no possible means of escape. There was no water and, of course, she had no 
food. Her head felt light and fuzzy from the lack of sleep and semi-starvation, 
and she wondered in a detached sort of way, as though the problem had no 
relation to herself, how long she could possibly exist in the cold of winter, 
without shelter, food or water.” (Mr Dishington’s Dilemma).

However, like most of Chrissie’s stories, this one too has a twist in it: Thomas 
Dishington’s conscience tells him that he cannot leave Isabel there, so he arranges 
for her to be rescued by a ship in the dark. She subsequently starts a new life in 

7  I am grateful to Dr. Steven Heddle for alerting me to this.
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Leith, where she, by a bizarre twist of fate, ends up as married to the son of Provost 
Sinclair, the Senior Elder who sent her to Thieves Holm. Even if this part may not be 
true, the story’s basic idea may be based on historical events. In the story, Chrissie 
quotes from a record of the accusations against Isabel Anderson, from 1667. 
However, I have not succeeded in establishing whether this is a genuine document, 
or if Chrissie is just copying the style of 17th century legal documents.

Lucky Flett’s Alehoose

In two of Chrissie’s stories, The Thwarted Ferrylouper and Maister Scollay’s Son, some 
of the action takes place at “Lucky Flett’s Alehoose at The Brig”. Both stories take 
place in the early 1800s – indeed The Thwarted Ferrylouper is dated to 1803. The inn 
is run by “Lucky” or “Luckie” Flett, described as a landlady with some temper. 

“It was Saturday afternoon and Luckie Flett’s alehouse at the Brig was 
crowded, for the biting March wind brought tears to the eyes of the hardiest, 
and with its roaring peat fire and comfortable settles, not to mention the 
potency of the brew, there was no more comfortable spot in Kirkwall where a 
weary man could relax and forget his troubles for a while. [...] Luckie hustled 
forward, her plump cheeks and beaming smile masking a nature that was 
rapacious and niggardly in the extreme.” (The Thwarted Ferrylouper).

In Maister Scollay’s Son, Lucky Flett’s Alehoose is filled with Dutchmen: “The Roads 
hid been fu’ o’ Dutchmen a’ the week, an’ they meed free wae thir money. Lucky 
wis at the height o’ her gorei, clatteran aboot wae a pair o’ widden clogs on and 
whippan the guilders oot o sight bae the dizzan.”

Did this inn really exist? According to Hossack (1900:164), the building to the left 
of Dishington’s Land stands on the site of an old inn, occupying the corner of 
a Mr. Dishington’s kailyard. Is this the inn which in Chrissie’s imaginary universe 
becomes Lucky Flett’s Alehoose?  It is tempting to think so, and its mention in 
Hossack (1900) could certainly have spurred on Chrissie’s fantasy, but as a real 
place, the inn mentioned in Hossack cannot have been Lucky Flett’s Alehoose. The 
name “Lucky Flett’s Alehoose” is not recorded anywhere, and must be an invention 
of Chrissie’s. Furthermore, the inn on Mr. Dishington’s corner is recorded in Hossack 
(1900) as being ruinous in 1812, which is too early to feature in the same story 
as The Brewery, built in 1816 (Maister Scollay’s Son). Lucky Flett’s Alehoose is 
therefore almost certainly a product of Chrissie’s imagination, but we can picture it 
as occupying either the building still named The Brig, at the outer corner of Albert 
Street and Bridge Street, to the right of Dishington’s Land, or else at the site of the 
real inn two buildings further down. As Chrissie’s cousin Nancy Scott observes: ”It is 
typical enough, but she would just have made up a name for it” (interview, 2010).

Nort’ Wind Blues: Kirkwall’s monuments speak

Chrissie must have felt the north wind in her face when she walked down Albert 
Street on her way to work, for in the poem Nort’ Wind Blues the north wind is 
personified, along with several of the well-known landmarks of Kirkwall. This creates 
the overall impression that the town itself is alive, independently of its inhabitants.
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Nort’ Wind Blues

The wind comes howlan doon fae the Nort’,

An’ gowsters up tae the Brig,

The aald spoots clatter, the grey slates toss,

An’ the stray cats scutter doon Maxwell’s Closs,

As he dances an Irish jig.

Than awa’ up the street wae a clash an’ a clatter,

He plays for a meenit wae puddles o’ watter,

An’ shouts as he boots at the aald Big Tree,

“Come, wumman, play Lae-lo-ley wae me!”

Bit sheu cheust rattles her branches bare,

An’ haads doon her iron goon,

“Na, michty me, sic a nicht tae be oot,

A’m blide I bide i’ the toon!”

Then aaf again wae a swoosh an’ a brullye,

He says, “Noo, Mansie, wae’ll hae a tullye,”

Bit Mansie rings oot a quarter-tae-three,

An’ quietly says, “Me boy, wae’ll see.

Thoo’re tried thee best for eight hunder year,

Bit thoo’re no shifted me yet!

I wadno meuve for the lik’s o’ thee,

I wadno shift a skrit!”

Sae aaf he gings wae a howl an’ a gowl,

 An’ storms t’row the Pally stair,

“Naetheen ava,” says he wae a hix,

“Hid’s aafil ghosty an’ bare!”

Bit dour Earl Pat, hingan on tae his hat,

(For never a rest gets he),

Says, “A’ll be bowled, hid’s cheust as cowld

As Fifteen Ninety-three.”
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Sae the peur Nort’ Wind wae a thrumlan chin

Comes shaakan me bedroom fleur,

An’ tirls at the sneck, an’ dirls an’ yells,

An’ greets i’ wir kitcheen door,

Bit he can deu whitever he lik’s, an’ never a hair care I,

A’m sef i’ me bed wae the claes ower me haed,

An’ the Nort’ Wind’s me lullabye!

In this poem, the north wind is portrayed as a frequent and ill-behaved visitor that 
the old town knows very well. Despite his attempts to cause chaos, the town is 
not very impressed. He is an unwelcome suitor to The Big Tree on Kirkwall’s Albert 
Street: In a draft version of the poem, he “boosts at the aald Big Tree” and “yells 
oot high” “Lass, be na shy! Come thoo an dance wae me!”  But the tree “haads 
doon her iron goon” and refuses him. To Mansie (the Saint Magnus Cathedral) he 
is like a young boy trying to wind up and fight with an older man who does not 
take the bait. At the ruinous Earl’s Palace the north wind meets the ghost of the 
infamous Earl Patrick Stewart, who is portrayed here as a non-threatening and 
comical figure, holding on to his hat and complaining that it is as cold as in fifteen 
ninety-three. This was the year when the 28-year-old Patrick succeeded his father 
Robert Stewart as Earl of Orkney. Throughout his rule, “Black Patie”, as he was 
nick-named, held Orkney in an iron grip, while he himself enjoyed luxury in his 
palace in Kirkwall, which is now a ruin.

The Brig is portrayed as the place where the north wind enters the town, as 
it would have been, for, in the old days, the town did not extend far beyond 
St. Catherine’s Place, which is the next street behind Bridge Street. Maxwell’s 
Closs, where the grey cats scutter to find shelter, is either the otherwise nameless 
narrow passage to the left of what is now the Frozen Food Centre, which, in 
Chrissie’s day, was Maxwell’s Shop, and, in the 1600s, Dishington’s Land, or it 
could be an alternative name for Bridge Street Wynd to the right of it. Maxwell’s 
shop was famous for its somewhat untidy appearance. The cat, for instance, 
used to sleep in the shop window, among the glazed cherries that were for sale. 
Clearly, having a cat did not help against the bluebottles, which also frequented 
the display window.

In her writing about Kirkwall, Chrissie’s home town with all its history comes alive 
in a way that no history book can make it do. Chrissie’s enormous compassion 
and ability to see into the lives and hearts of others also enabled her to empathise 
with people of earlier periods, who she brought back to life in her stories. It is 
fun to think that as she was walking around town, Chrissie’s eyes were not just 
seeing the Kirkwall of her own time, but also the Kirkwall of past times – from its 
earliest beginnings in the Norse period through nine hundred years of continuity 
and change.
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The Thwarted Ferrylouper

The story The Thwarted Ferrylouper is based on real historical events in its entirety. 
Chrissie notes: “Incredible as it may seem, the events chronicled here actually took 
place on the dates given. ... Some of the minor incidents and characters are of 
necessity fictitious” (notes, reprinted in The Collected Orkney Dialect Tales of C. 
M. Costie). It is a rather complicated story, with plenty of legal terminology, which 
Chrissie, as a law firm employee, would have been able to understand.  In her 
notes to the story, Chrissie explains that “the reader has been spared much of the 
intricacy of the legal proceedings ...” but as it stands, the story is still complicated 
enough that it takes a lot of concentration to follow. Chrissie read about the case in 
a document lent to her by Ernest Marwick (notes, reprinted in The Collected Orkney 
Dialect Tales of C. M. Costie).

The hero of the story is George Louttit from Watland in Deerness. The story starts 
in January, 1803, when George Louttit is at a definite low point. His daughter 
is terminally ill (she dies a short way into the story), and he has lost his jobs as 
Schoolmaster for the Society for Propagating Christian Knowledge and Precentor 
of the Parish of Deerness. He has also been removed from the position of Substitute 
on the Court of Admiralty. Why these positions have all been taken away from him 
is a mystery to George Louttit as well as the reader.

So coming from that desperate situation, late at night and in order to get away 
from his house, his dead child and his mourning wife, George Louttit goes down 
to the beach although the weather is very bad. There he finds that goods from a 
shipwreck have been washed up, consisting of “deals and battens”.  A few hours 
later, he also finds some of the crew alive on the shore.

The wreck is the “Daedalus of Yarmouth”. This was a real ship, and the story of 
its shipwreck is a true story. The captain’s name was Mr. Mallet, and the ship was 
on its way from Moss in Norway to London. The Royal Commission on the Ancient 
and Historical Monuments of Scotland records the ship as a full-rigged ship, but 
does not specify what the cargo was (Scotland’s Places, no date). The Daedalus was 
wrecked off Deerness at the location N58 57 W2 41 on the 11th of January, 1803. 
The first and second mates and two other men were drowned (Scotland’s Places, 
no date).

In the story, George Louttit gathers up a lot of the wreckage, but he soon gets into 
trouble as he does not have the authority to do so. Robert Thomson, tenant of the 
nearest farm, Sebay, and Vice Admiral Substitute, goes up to George Louttit and 
declares: “A’m here tae tak’ chairge o’ this wreck i’ the Earl’s neem, so the seuner 
thoo gets awa’ fae here the better A’ll like hid.” However, Captain Mallet appoints 
George Louttit as his salvor, and a legal argument starts over whether or not he has 
the right to do so. As the conflict escalates and more people get involved, the main 
point seems to be whether the Crown can claim ownership of the wreck goods or 
not. Further complicating the matter is the fact that Captain Mallet is unable to 
produce the necessary papers for his ship, and there is a mysterious insurance case as 
well, suggesting that the remote owners meant for the ship and cargo to be lost. 
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On the 1st of February George Louttit and Captain Mallet are both fined for having 
salved the goods themselves and for “their misdemeanours”. They are both 
imprisoned in the Kirkwall Tolbooth. The Tolbooth is today no longer there, but it 
used to be located in front of the St Magnus Cathedral on the corner of the Kirk 
Green nearest Palace Road. “It contained a prison and guard room on the ground 
floor, a courtroom cum council chamber and assembly hall on the first floor, and 
a Masonic hall in the attic. The front had five bays and an advanced central gable 
with an arcade of three semi-circular arches at ground level” (Royal Commission 
on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland, no date). It was built in 
1740 and demolished in 1849 (Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical 
Monuments of Scotland, no date).

The story enters a comical mode as we see the Orkney people’s reaction to George 
Louttit’s imprisonment. In a demonstration of spite towards the authorities, who 
they perceive as incomers and meddlers, they bring George Louttit and the captain 
all kinds of food to ensure them a pleasant stay. Chrissie lets the news of this spread 
through Kirkwall: “”Hid’s true enough,” said Peter. “Boy, yin wis a right ploy. ... 
Louttit wis nivir sae weel aff i’ his life. Deuan nothin an’ livan on the best the toon 
could gae him.” 

They are let out in the end, and George Louttit and the captain claim two thousand 
each from Lord Dundas in compensation, but the story never tells whether this claim 
was successful or not. The story ends as a story of the Orcadian people’s victory 
over the incomers (“ferryloupers”) and their supporters, but it is only a temporary 
victory: “For wan [ferrylouper] that goes, twa’ll come. Maybe thee an’ me’ll no see 
hid for wir aald deun men, bit as sheur as daith the day’ll come when the place’ll 
be full o’ them an’ a’ the Orkney folk’ll be scrapan an’ beckan an’ booan tae them 
an’ runnan tae deu their bideen, an’ eence they git in hid’ll be hard tae git them 
oot. Bit feenty bit I care for A’ll be mulderan i’ the Kirkyard bae that time” (The 
Thwarted Ferrylouper).

So in Chrissie’s hands, the story of George Louttit’s fortunes and misfortunes ends 
up as being a story about Orkney’s sense of being somewhat independent of 
Scotland and the UK. People do not necessarily subscribe to Scottish or British law 
or authorities. This sense of independence is a lingering effect of Orkney having 
been part of Norway and therefore under King Magnus Lawmender’s Norwegian 
law. It was only abolished in Orkney in 1611.
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Chapter 4

Saga inspiration

It has been said of Orkney literature that it keeps returning to its Norse past (Hall 
2010, Seibert 2008, D’Arcy 1996). The Norse sagas and skaldic poetry are both 
foundation stones and a continuing inspiration for Orkney literature, as well as 
the islands’ Norse past being a constituting element of Orkney’s identity. ”The 
medieval skalds and sagamen – warrior poets and Icelandic ecclesiastics – are the 
earliest literary artists associated with Orkney whose work has survived. The over-
enthusiastic celebration of these shadowy Norse figures has often ’awakened’ false 
feelings of atavistic kinship” writes Simon Hall (2010: 1). He continues: ”Such is 
the power of their writing – and such is the geographical rootedness of Orkneyinga 
Saga – that it has inspired generations of imitation and adaption, beginning in the 
age of [Sir Walter] Scott and continuing into the present, sometimes oblivious to the 
facts of vast historical and cultural distance.” Orcadian writers of the 19th and 20th 
centuries eagerly drank from the well of inspiration which became available with 
Samuel Laing’s translation of the Heimskringla in 1844 (see below) and the first 
English translation of the Orkneyinga Saga in 1873 by Shetlander Gilbert Goudie. 
For instance, it allowed J. Storer Clouston to write the novel Vandrad the Viking: or 
the Feud and the Spell (1898), Eric Linklater wrote The Men of Ness (1932), while 
George Mackay Brown kept coming back to the story of St. Magnus in his writing, 
for instance in the novel Magnus (1973). Another George Mackay Brown book 
inspired by the Norse sagas is Vinland (1992). Robert Rendall let himself be inspired 
by skaldic poetry in the poem Shore Tullye, where he imitates the dróttkvætt metre 
used by Norse poets.

Compared with these writers, Chrissie rarely uses the Norse sagas or skaldic poetry 
for inspiration. Her main preoccupation is with the 19th century, with branches back 
to the 17th and forwards to the 20th centuries. Her inspiration mainly lies in the oral 
storytelling culture of the Orkney farming and fishing communities, as well as in 
local history and local characters in the islands’ Scottish period. 

However, even Chrissie did not fully escape the huge influence that the sagas have 
had on Orkney literature. In Benjie’s Bodle, there is a story named A Dog Called 
Vige. The plot of this story is taken from the saga of Olaf Tryggvason, which is part 
of Heimskringla: The Sagas of the Kings of Norway. This work was first translated 
into English by the Orcadian Samuel Laing. Since its publication in 1844, it was 
reprinted a number of times and remained immensely popular for almost a hundred 
and fifty years. It would have been easy for Chrissie to get her hands on one.

Olaf Tryggvason was the king of Norway who, according to the Orkneyinga Saga, 
forced Earl Sigurd the Stout to convert to Christianity when he came to Orkney in 
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the year 995. He then went on to found the city of Nidaros or Trondheim two years 
later. In his saga, there is a short episode which tells of how it happened that he 
got his dog:

“While Olaf was in Ireland he was once on an expedition which went by sea.  
As they required to make a foray for provisions on the coast, some of his men 
landed, and drove down a large herd of cattle to the strand.  Now a peasant 
came up, and entreated Olaf to give him back the cows that belonged to 
him.  Olaf told him to take his cows, if he could distinguish them; “but don’t 
delay our march.”  The peasant had with him a large house-dog, which he 
put in among the herd of cattle, in which many hundred head of beasts 
were driven together.  The dog ran into the herd, and drove out exactly the 
number which the peasant had said he wanted; and all were marked with 
the same mark, which showed that the dog knew the right beasts, and 
was very sagacious.  Olaf then asked the peasant if he would sell him the 
dog.  “I would rather give him to you,” said the peasant.  Olaf immediately 
presented him with a gold ring in return, and promised him his friendship 
in future. This dog was called Vige, and was the very best of dogs, and Olaf 
owned him long afterwards.” (Sturluson/Laing 1844: 400-401).

From this short account, Chrissie builds the story The Dog Called Vige. Here she 
expands upon what happened – she provides flesh and blood for the story’s 
skeleton found in the saga. In the beginning of the story, Olav Trygveson (as she 
spells his name) is out looking for the son of a friend of his, who accompanied him 
in a recent battle, but thereafter vanished without a trace. Having captured some 
Irish peasants, he is told by them that the boy has been taken by “the little people” 
– these being the fairies of the mounds (see chapter 5). In true saga style, Chrissie 
writes coolly: “in terrible anger and exasperation [with the peasants], he beheaded 
them.” 

Having taken a walk up in the hills, Olav Trygveson spots a farm where a child is 
playing with a dog. This dog is Vige, and it is obvious that the dog and the child are 
very attached to each other. Without making contact, and still concerned about the 
“little people”, Olav returns to his followers who are eating and drinking excessively 
at a nearby house. They are all for leaving without further attempts to find the 
missing boy, when the boy suddenly turns up. He is half carried to the house by 
a farmer who turns out to be the owner of the dog Olav had seen earlier. After 
spinning Olav a tale about how he rescued the boy from the “little people”, the 
farmer soon admits that it was his dog Vige who found him dead drunk out in the 
hills. The farmer tells Olav that Vige is “the wisest dog in Ireland” and that he is the 
only animal the farmer has left after Olav’s robbers stole all his cattle. Olav’s follower 
Siward offers the farmer a reward for bringing the boy back safely. The farmer 
sensibly asks for his cattle back. This is when we enter the story as it is written in 
the saga: Vige successfully separates the correct cattle from the big herd that Olav 
and his men have taken, and Olav is very impressed with the dog’s intelligence. Olav 
asks the farmer to give him the dog, to which the farmer agrees: “There were other 
dogs, and his cattle were safe at any rate.” 
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In the end of the story, we hear of how Vige is taken away with the Norsemen 
and how it longs to be back home, but obeys without protesting to his master’s 
orders who told him to go with Olav. Vige “stood on the prow of Olav’s vessel 
and watched until the coast of Ireland became a blur in the distance and gradually 
faded from view. And that night, too, there was sorrow in the hut over the hill, 
and a little boy cried himself to sleep for the playmate who would not return. So 
Vige learned to obey commands in a strange tongue, and to dodge the kicks and 
blows aimed at him by the servants. He fought the older dogs and ignored the 
young ones and gradually found his own place in this new household, but to Olav 
Trygveson alone he gave his fealty and wisdom and courage as Thomas had ordered 
him to do. But sometimes when the high winds and snows of winter beat about 
his northern home, lying close by Olav’s feet in his own special place by the fire, he 
would shudder and yip in his sleep, for he was far away from Norway, romping with 
a little boy in the green fields of Ireland” (The Dog Called Vige).

Although Chrissie clearly attempts to imitate the saga style, for instance by giving 
her characters nick-names such as Limp-leg, One-eye and Great-sword and by 
reporting violence in a cool manner, she does not fully grasp the characteristics of 
the style. In authentic sagas, the style emphasises action and speech, while leaving 
out such things as insight into people’s thoughts and emotions. Chrissie’s story 
gives the reader too much insight into Olav’s feelings, thoughts and reasoning. This 
can be seen for instance in passages such as: “Should they make ready and leave 
without the boy? Delay was dangerous, as if they lingered the Irish would rally their 
forces and come against them. He could not bear the idea of leaving him to the 
mercy of the enemy.” Also, a passage such as “a sudden nostalgia seized him for 
his native land, a longing to feel the scent of the pine trees and hear the rushing of 
the mountain torrents” is a glaring deviance from the saga style. If such feelings are 
to be expressed at all, a saga would not have displayed them like that, straight out 
of the main character’s own head, but at the most put it in a piece of embedded 
poetry spoken by one of the skald characters. 

Chrissie further attempts to give us a Vikingy feel by describing heavy drinking and 
vomiting. However, we quickly snap out of it again when reading of “roast beef” 
being served to the Viking party on a “platter”. Although the ending of the story is 
moving, it is also clearly not written in saga style, as a saga would not have cared or 
even thought of the dog’s and the child’s feelings at being separated. Again Chrissie 
shows, as she has done in numerous other stories and poems, that she is good at 
empathising with the feelings of others. This skill usually does her credit, but, in this 
particular story, it brings about the failure of her attempt to write in the saga style.

The Dog Called Vige is written in Standard English, not in Orkney dialect. Even direct 
speech is in Standard English, without any attempt to use Norse based Orkney 
dialect vocabulary, and the language of the story really stands out against the other 
stories in Benjie’s Bodle, which after all has “and other Orkney dialect tales” as its 
subtitle.

The Dog Called Vige is the only one of Chrissie’s stories or poems as they appear in 
her published works that deals with saga- or Norse material. However, among her 
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papers, a fragment survives of another saga-inspired story: Gudrun Thorgilsdottir, 
and this time the story is in Orkney dialect. The fragment is merely two pages 
long, but its abrupt break-off at the bottom of page two shows that more was 
written. The story is clearly inspired by Njáls Saga. To show how closely Chrissie’s 
version follows that of the saga, it might be worth quoting some of Chrissie’s text 
next to that of Njáls Saga, here in the Penguin Classics edition (Cook 2001). In the 
following, Chrissie’s text appears as the first of each pair of lines, while the saga 
text is the second:

1. Thir wis eence a man caa’ed Mard – and Gigja they caa’ed him.

1. There was a man named Mord whose nickname was Gigja.

2. He wis a son o’ Reed Sigvat, an’ bade at Rangavollene.

2. He was the son of Sighvat the Red, and he lived at Voll in the Rangarvellir 
district.

3. He wis a gret cheftian an’ geud tae hae aboot haan’s when things wis 
bean set tae rights, an’ he wis that weel learned i’ the laa, that neebody 
thowt hid right if he hadno been aboot haan’s wae ‘id.

3. He was a powerful chieftain and strong in pressing lawsuits. He was so 
learned in the law that no verdicts were considered valid unless he had 
been involved.

4. He hid wan dowter wha wis caa’ed Unn. Sheu wis a weel faared clever 
lassie. Folk said sheu wis the best catch in aa’ Rangavollene.

4. He had an only daughter named Unn. She was beautiful, well mannered 
and gifted, and was thought to be the best match in the Rangarvellir.

Chrissie’s story continues in close parallel to the text of Njáls Saga, chapter one. 
It seems that her intention is not to write an original story, but rather provide an 
Orkney dialect translation of the saga. As there are no surviving notes to the story, 
we do not know which language Chrissie translated it into Orkney dialect from. 
She might have translated from English, Icelandic or Norwegian, as she was familiar 
with all these languages. Looking at the names of characters and places in her 
translation, it seems likely that she was in fact translating from Norwegian, as the 
names appear in Norwegian form.

Although it might seem like a rather crazy idea to write a translation of Njáls Saga in 
Orkney dialect, the text for the most part works very well. A good portion of Orkney 
dialect vocabulary is directly descended from Old Norse anyway, and apart from 
some obviously Scottish words such as “lassie”, Chrissie’s word choice successfully 
exploits the dialect’s Norse lineage. The Orkney dialect lends itself well to the saga 
style, with short, direct sentences and uncomplicated words. We may look at the 
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opening sentence, for instance: “Thir wis eence a man caa’ed Mard – and Gigja they 
caa’ed him.” There is no fancy “whose nickname” here, just a straightforward and 
simple statement that he was called Mard and Gigja. The corresponding Icelandic 
passage is “Mörður hét maður er kallaður var gígja” which similarly keeps it simple. 
Also, Orcadian dialect syntax lends itself to saga style. For instance, a bit further 
on in Chrissie’s story, a man says to his young daughter: ”Come thoo here tae 
me!” and he continues by saying to his brother: ”Whit t’inks thoo o’ the lassie?”. 
The word order in ”Whit t’inks thoo o’ the lassie?” parallels Old Norse word order 
because the Orkney dialect has retained the ”verb second” order in wh-questions 
while Standard English has instead introduced a supporting ”do” in such questions. 
In the imperative ”Come thoo here tae me!” the construction verb plus personal 
pronoun ”come thoo” is also Norse. So although it might at first feel a bit comical 
encountering saga characters speaking in Orkney dialect, considering the close 
kinship between Orkney dialect and Old Norse, the idea is not bad at all.

We do not know why Chrissie chose to attempt a translation of Njáls Saga. It is 
one of the most popular Icelandic sagas and generally considered a masterpiece. 
Curiously, it also has an Orkney connection. Contained within Njáls Saga is a poem 
called Darraðarljoð, telling of the battle of Clontarf in Ireland, where Earl Sigurd 
the Stout of Orkney was killed carrying a magical raven banner. Without the aid 
of a written saga text, inhabitants of North Ronaldsay remembered this poem and 
passed it down through the generations until the 18th century. Sir Walter Scott, who 
visited Orkney in 1814, wrote in a note to his novel The Pirate: 

“Mr. Baikie of Tankerness, a most respectable inhabitant of Kirkwall, and an 
Orkney proprietor, assured me of the following curious fact: - A clergyman, 
who was not long deceased, remembered well when some remnants of the 
Norse were still spoken in the island called North Ronaldsha. When Gray’s 
Ode, entitled the Fatal Sisters, was first published, or at least first reached the 
remote island, the reverend gentleman had the well-judged curiosity to read 
it to some of the old persons of the isle, as a poem which regarded the history 
of their own country. They listened with great attention to the preliminary 
stanzas .... But when they heard a verse or two more, they interrupted the 
reader, telling him they knew the song well in the Norse language, and had 
often sung it to him when he asked them for an old song. They called it the 
Magicians, or the Enchantresses. It would have been singular news to the 
elegant translator, when executing his version from the text of Bartholine, 
to have learned that the Norse original was still preserved by tradition in a 
remote corner of the British dominions” (here quoted from Marwick, 1929: 
227).

The poem, which the minister read to the old people of North Ronaldsay, which 
prompted them to point out that they knew it in Norse (Norn), is Thomas Gray’s The 
Fatal Sisters, which is inspired by a translation of Darraðarljoð in Latin.

It is not clear from the surviving story fragment who the Gudrun Thorgilsdottir of 
the title is. In Njáls Saga there is nobody by that name, although there are several 
other female characters named Gudrun. Perhaps Chrissie intended to deviate more 
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from the plot line of Njáls Saga further on in the story and introduce Gudrun as 
heroine?

So, even though Old Norse literature combined with a new consciousness of 
Orkney’s Norse past which surged from the 19th century on (Seibert 2008) has been 
a defining part of Orkney’s literary identity in the 19th and 20th centuries, Chrissie 
was not so much part of this vogue. In The Collected Orkney Dialect Tales of C. 
M. Costie, the story The Dog Called Vige was left out on the reason of it being 
a “slight and uncharacteristic” piece. Evidently, Chrissie’s strengths lie elsewhere, 
and in her tales of Orkney within living memory and her beautiful word-paintings 
of the islands from her grandparents’ generation up to her own, she is doing what 
she is best at. But, as we shall see in the next chapter, aspects of Norse culture are 
still present in Chrissie’s writing, although not so much through the popularity of 
everything Norse from the Victorian era onwards. Rather, Chrissie’s Norse influence 
comes through a genuine preservation of Norse beliefs, mythology and folklore 
which survived in Orkney independently of written sources.

Birthplace of saga translator Samuel Laing, Albert Street, Kirkwall. To the left is The Big Tree mentioned in the poem 
Nort’ Wind Blues, page 50. Photo: Ragnhild Ljosland.
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Chapter 5

Folklore and mythology

A number of Chrissie Costie’s poems and stories are inspired by local folklore and 
mythology. This reflects her interest in all sides of the Orcadian culture, as well as 
her upbringing in a family of good storytellers. From her parents “she heard many a 
fascinating story and legend, couched in the broadest dialect. Her retentive memory 
seemed to hold tenaciously anything she had ever heard, and her acute intelligence 
enabled her to estimate rightly the value of the lore she possessed” (Ernest Marwick, 
foreword to The Collected Orkney Dialect Tales). In their interest in folklore and 
mythology, as in many other things, Chrissie and her friend and neighbour Ernest 
Marwick would have had much to share. A glimpse of the atmosphere is captured 
in a fragment of a manuscript left among Chrissie’s papers, which is now kept by 
her relatives. Here, we meet Chrissie and Ernest, as well as Chrissie’s sister Bessie, 
in a thoroughly enjoyable conversation about old rhymes and verses remembered 
from their childhood (manuscript held by Nancy Scott).

“Ernest8: The scheul rhyme I liked best wis the wan aboot Nebuchadnezzar. Hid hed 
a fine foreign soond, an hid wis aafil bad tae get the tongue roond hid.

Twa pates an’ a clod

Spell Nebuchadnod;

Twa rings an’ a razor

Spell Nebuchadnezzar;

Twa pairs o’ beuts

An’ twa pairs of shoes

Spell Nebuchadnezzar

The Keeng o’ the Jews.”

 …

“Chrissie: Anither very common wan waas:

Cripple Dick apin a stick 

8  It is not known what this manuscript was intended for. Ernest Marwick did make pre-scripted radio 
programmes; however, he did not usually speak in dialect on the air. The manuscript was found among Chrissie’s 
papers, and may have been written by her, rather than by Ernest Marwick. In that case, it is she who lets Ernest speak 
in dialect in the manuscript.
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An’ Sandy on a soo,

Ride awa tae Gellowha

For a pund o’ oo.

Cripple Dick an’ Sandy wad hae been sheep-tieves, that’s why their jaant wad end 
at Gallowha.”

The rhyme that Ernest Marwick quotes about Nebuchadnezzar appears in a 
somewhat different version as a poem by the American poet Lew Welch:

“DOCTOR, CAN YOU SPELL NEBUCHADNEZZAR WITHOUT ANY Z?*

(*Overheard from the mouth of a senile old Irish lady on her deathbed.)

A turf and a clod spells “Nebuchad”

A knife and a razor spells “Nebuchadnezzar”

Two silver spoons and a gold ring

Spells Nebuchadnezzar, the King.” (Welch 2001:193).

However, as Lew Welch was born 1926, and was writing poetry in the period 1950 
– 1971, and Ernest Marwick was born 1915 and would have been at school already 
before Lew Welch was born, Welch’s poem must have been inspired by a folk 
version of the rhyme rather than the other way around. 

The rhyme that Chrissie quotes about Cripple Dick also exists in other versions. An 
Irish version, found in in S. Rosamond Praeger’s article “Rimes and Riddles from 
County Down” (1938: 168), goes as follows:

“Crippled Dick upon the stick.

Sammy on the soo.

We’ll all go to Hamilton’s

To get a faunadoo.”

Another type of nursery rhyme which Chrissie, Ernest and Bessie fondly remember 
is finger rhymes:

“Ernest: Yaas, that’s sometheen that the owlder ones amang us’ll niver 
forget.  There waar dizzens o games that could be played like that. Do you 
mind the fun hid waas tae learn that ivery finger hed a name. The thoom 
was TOOMIKIN, the next finger LOOMIKIN, the middle finger LANGMAN, 
the third finger LICKPOT an the peerie finger PEEDIEMAN.

Chrissie: I kent hid anither wey. Startin wae the peedie finger, hid gaed this 
wey – PEEDIE, PEEDIE; PADDY LUDDY; LEDDY WHISLE; LODEY WHUSLE, an 
the thoom was GREAT ODOMONDOD.” (Manuscript held by Nancy Scott.)
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Could Chrissie and Ernest have known that they, at this point, were making a 
perfect illustration of how Orkney sits in the intersection of two cultural spheres: 
The Norwegian and Scandinavian cultural sphere on the one hand, and the Scottish, 
British and, by their historical links, the American cultural sphere on the other? 
Considering how much they both knew about Orkney’s culture and history, it would 
probably not be a far stretch to assume that they did. Of the two finger rhymes, 
Ernest’s has links with Scandinavia, while Chrissie’s has links with the USA. Starting 
with the thumb, a Norwegian finger rhyme goes like this: “Tommeltott, Slikkepott, 
Langemann, Gullebrann og Lille Petter Spillemann.” At least in the case of Toomikin, 
Lickpot and Langman, the resemblance to the Orkney names that Ernest Marwick 
lists is striking. “Langemann” means “long man” in Norwegian too, which indeed 
is an intuitive name for the middle finger. “Slikkepott” means “lick-pot” or the 
kind of spatula that one would use to get the last of the batter out of the bowl. 
However, the name “Slikkepott” applies to a different finger compared to the 
Orcadian “Lickpot”. The name “Gullebrann”, meaning “gold fire”, probably refers 
to the fact that rings are often worn on this finger. “Lille Petter Spillemann” means 
“little Peter fiddler”, again intuitively referring to the size like the two Orkney names 
do as well. These finger names are as good as identical in Swedish as well, and even 
German children have a “einen kleinen Peter”. With a little bit of speculation, the 
name “Peedieman”, as well as using the Orkney word “peedie” for “little”, might 
also conceivably be a local development of the name “Peter” for the little finger. 
Thus, four of the five Orcadian finger names correspond to the Scandinavian ones, 
and the only one left unexplained is “Loomikin”, replacing “Gullebrann” with a 
swap of positions.

Chrissie’s finger rhyme is distinctly different from Ernest’s, and has American links 
(if not roots). It appears in an American book of nursery rhymes published in 
1905 (Tileston 1905). Here, the rhyme goes as follows: “PEEDY Peedy, Pally Ludy, 
Lady Whistle, Lody Whostle, Great Odomondod!” Sadly, the book does not say 
whether this rhyme was collected in Orkney, or some other place in Scotland or 
Britain, or in America. It certainly must have been known in 19th century America, 
as it also appears in a memoir of the American physiologist Henry P. Bowditch of 
Harvard University. Here, “Peedy Weedy, Pally Ludy, Lady Whistle, Lody Whostle 
and Great Odomondod” are not finger names, but toe names. The author remarks 
that the origin of the rhyme “appears lost in antiquity”. There is also another 
somewhat similar toe-rhyme which goes like this: “Toe-tipe, Pennywipe, Tommy 
Thistle, Jimmy Whistle, and baby Trippingo.” So it might be that Chrissie’s finger 
rhyme was originally a toe-rhyme, which also helps explain how two finger rhymes 
came to live side by side in Orkney. It does, however, bear no resemblance to the 
Norwegian toe-rhyme “Lilletåa, Tåtilla, Tillaros, Apalfru og Store Skrubbehesten i 
Skogen” (which is still living and thriving in Norway with many local variations). It is 
difficult to determine whether Chrissie’s rhyme has originated in the USA, and then 
spread to Orkney, or if it has originated in Britain and been taken to America with 
British emigrants. Curiously, it contains the word “peedie” in both the American 
versions quoted above, as well as in Chrissie’s Orcadian version. The word “peedie” 
is today a very salient marker word for speakers of Orkney dialect. However, at the 
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time of Hugh Marwick’s dictionary (Marwick 1929), the form “peerie” was more 
widespread than “peedie”, which means that we may be dealing with a different 
word. On the other hand, the size of the toe or finger it refers to supports the case 
for it being the word “peedie” in the sense of “small”. In that case, the rhyme 
seems to have originated in a place where the word “peedie” is indeed used for 
“small”, which includes Orkney. One thing is for sure; as they were reciting these 
old rhymes, Ernest, Chrissie and Bessie were sitting right in the centre of a great 
intersection of cultural streams through time and across oceans!

The Story o’ Peerie Fool

Also sitting in Orkney’s amazing whirlpool of cultural heritage is Rousay, Chrissie’s 
father’s home island, with its giant lore. In Norway, the belief in giants goes at least 
back to Norse pre-Christian mythology. In Norse mythology, the world was created 
from the body of the giant Ymir. Past the land of men lay the land of the giants. 
These giants were called “jotun” or “hrimthurs” (frost giant). A later word for giant 
is “troll”, a creature which is still very much part of Norwegian folklore. Trolls vary 
in size from mountain-sized to human-sized or smaller, and they are dangerous, but 
stupid. If hit by sunlight they turn into stone, and many mountains in Norway are 
said to be petrified trolls.Trolls have also allegedly left other marks on the landscape, 
such as boulders thrown in a rage, or deep ravines left by their axe-blows.

Of the Orkney islands, Rousay and Hoy, the two most hilly islands of the archipelago, 
preserved tales of giants long after they had died out in the rest of Orkney. And it is 
in Rousay that we find the fairytale about Peeriefool, which Chrissie probably heard 
from her father or her family in Rousay. Indeed, in Chrissie’s version of the story, 
she lets the narrator explain that “me aald grandmither’s grannie” remembered 
having seen the site or foundations of the house where the princesses of the story 
were meant to have lived – although a first-person narrator, of course, does not 
necessarily equal the author. 

In The Story o Peerie Fool we meet three princesses who, after their father is dead, 
live with their mother in a small house in Rousay. Like most Orkney crofters, they 
grow cabbage in a “kailyard”. One day they discover that some of the cabbage has 
been stolen. It turns out to have been stolen by a giant, and the princesses decide 
to take it in turns to be on guard to confront him. In the course of three nights, the 
giant picks up each of the princesses and carries them home in his straw basket. 
At each arrival at the giant’s house, the princesses are told that they have to milk 
the cow, put her to the hill, make food, tease, card and spin the wool and make 
cloth before the giant comes back. The first two princesses make a poor job of their 
work, and it is made worse by their refusal to share the food with a group of fairy 
folk who arrive at the house. The giant then peels the skin off them and flings them 
into the hen-house. When the turn comes to the third princess, she agrees to share 
her food. A little yellow-headed boy of the fairy folk in turn offers to help her with 
the wool work and the weaving. All he wants in return is for her to guess his name 
when he comes back. The group of fairies then goes away with the wool. Later, 
an old woman arrives and asks if she can stay the night. The princess is worried 
what the giant might say, and sends her away. She instead finds a resting-place at 
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a nearby mound, where she suddenly hears and sees the fairy-folk through a crack. 
They are busy teasing, carding and spinning, and urging them on is the yellow-
headed boy saying “Tease, teasers, tease! Card, carders, card! Spin, spinners, spin! 
For Peerie Fool, Peerie Fool is my name.” The old wife runs back to the princess 
with these news, so when the yellow-headed boy comes back with the cloth, she is 
able – after pretending to guess some wrong names – to tell him his name. He and 
all the fairy-folk run away, and on their way they meet the giant, who notices their 
ugly looks. The fairy-folk tell him that the hard work with the wool is to blame for 
their looks, and he vows that the princess shall never work anymore. He is also very 
pleased when he sees the cloth. Sometime later, the princess is longing for home. 
She finds her sisters, gets their skins back on, and manages to smuggle them home 
by tricking the giant into carrying them home hidden in his straw basket with hay 
on top. Last, she smuggles herself home in the same way, where the mother and 
sisters await the giant with boiling water. This kills the giant, and the queen and 
princesses live happily ever after.

This story is a genuine folk tale from Rousay, which has been passed down orally, as 
well as having been published in several printed versions. Chrissie does not simply 
“print” her version of the story. She expands and to a certain degree reinvents it, 
with fresh dialogue and details that are not found in other printed sources. Ernest 
Marwick wrote two versions of the story – one in Orkney dialect (Marwick 1991) 
and one in Standard English (Marwick 1975). The story also appears in County 
Folklore Volume III (Black and Thomas 1994), all three of which may be used for 
comparison with Chrissie’s version.

The most notable detail that Chrissie includes, which is not present in Marwick’s or 
Black and Thomas’ versions, is the exact location of the princesses’ house. Chrissie 
says that their house was Hammer Mugly, all of which remains now being a name 
of “a bonnie green field apae Faraclay”. To include such a detail, she must have 
had a very thorough knowledge of Rousay, and it seems likely that this detail has 
been included in the genuine oral tradition of the tale which she has heard from 
her father or other Rousay relatives. The place-name Hammer-Mugly is real enough: 
it appears in Hugh Marwick’s The Place-Names of Rousay (1947), meaning a place 
where there is a big, outcropping rock. However, while Chrissie locates it at the 
farm Faraclett, The Place-Names of Rousay locates it near The Blosson (now often 
spelled Blossom) on the east slope of the hill Kearfea. “Faraclay”, as Chrissie writes, 
is the local Rousay pronunciation of Faraclett. However, on the land of Faraclett 
there is an area characterised by outcropping rocks which would indeed suit the 
name “Hammer Mugly”. This would locate the princesses’ house at the opposite 
side of a valley from the giant’s house.

Other place-names that Chrissie includes, which are not present in the other 
versions and which helps bring her tale to life and root it firmly in Rousay, are the 
names of the places where the cow went when she was put to the hill, and where 
the princess had to look for her: Knitchin, Blotchniefiold and the Peerie Watter are 
all Rousay landmarks. Chrissie also lets the old wife complain that she is not able to 
walk up “the Leean” this night – Leean being a place-name in the north-east corner 
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of Rousay, not too far from Faraclett. The name is Old Norse for a hillside. Chrissie 
also invents the following refreshing exclamation from the old wife: ”Ill-oor, ill-
oor!” cried the aald wife, makkan for the door, beesoms an’ a’. “Raither wad I sit 
apae the tap o’ the Twal’ ‘oors Toor i’ the teeth o’ a westerly gale than rin foul o’ a 
Giant. Let me win oot o’ here for ony favour.” The eerie-sounding Twal’ ‘oors Toor 
(Twelve Hours Tower) is a high hill in the north-west of Rousay.

Unlike the others, Chrissie also names the three princesses as Leezo, Maggie Ann 
and Bella Jean. These names are, however, likely to be Chrissie’s own invention, 
as she has the narrator say: “I mindno the neems o’ them noo, for some said ee 
thing an’ some anither, but cheust tae keep a’ thing right wae’ll caa them Leezo, 
Maggie Ann an’ Bella Jean.” The otherwise un-named old woman is in Chrissie’s 
version named as “Kirsie o’ Clumpie”. The giant, on the other hand, remains un-
named in all four versions considered here, including Chrissie’s. We could note, 
also, that he is not named as Cubbie Roo, a famous giant believed to have lived on 
the neighbouring island of Wyre and believed, by some, to be a distant memory of 
the Norse chieftain Kolbeinn Hrúga, who had a castle there in the 1100s (see for 
instance Barry 1805. For an alternative viewpoint, see Lamb 2004).

In all versions, the giant picks up the princesses and puts them in his straw basket, 
which he carries on his back. This is a traditional method for carrying things in 
Orkney. Such straw baskets were, for instance, used to carry peats. In Chrissie’s 
version, as well as in Marwick (1975) and Black and Thomas (1994), this basket is 
called a “cubby” or “cubbie”. In Marwick (1991), however, it is called a “caisie”.

When the fairy-folk make their first appearance, the oldest princess refuses to share 
her food with them by saying, in Chrissie’s version: 

“Little for one and less for two, 

And never a grain have I for you.”

This little verse is identical in Black and Thomas (1994) and Marwick (1975), while 
Marwick (1991) has a version in Orkney dialect: “Hid’s little fur ane an’ less fur twa, 
an’ niver a grain I’ll gae awa”. This makes sense, as the tale in Marwick’s (1991) 
version is written entirely in dialect. But so is Chrissie’s. This makes the verse stand 
out awkwardly in the text in her version. She must have felt the awkwardness 
herself, too, for she comments upon the language in the text itself. The princesses 
all speak broad Orkney dialect in the rest of the text, but when we reach the verse, 
it says: “”Awa’ oot o’ here wae you,” sheu said. “Wha telt you tae come rinnin 
intae this hoose.” Than sheu bethowt herself that a Princess wis better tae speak I 
the best tong, so sheu said” and here comes the Standard English verse. 

One may wonder whether the verse was part of the oral tradition or not. It seems, 
perhaps, unlikely for a local fairy-tale, which would have been told in Orkney dialect 
at the fireside, to have contained a verse in Standard English. This points towards 
Chrissie having used a printed version of the tale as the source for the verse. But, as 
her good friend Ernest Marwick obviously knew a dialect version of the verse, why 
did she not use it instead? And if he collected this dialect verse in Rousay, he must 
have spoken to people whom Chrissie knew there, as she is likely to have been at 
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least acquainted with most of the population of that island. If such a verse existed in 
dialect, and was told to Ernest Marwick along with the rest of the story, why would 
Chrissie not use it – or know about it? This makes it seem likely that Ernest Marwick 
made up the dialect version of the verse based on the Standard English version. 
However, one fact points in the other direction. That is the word “grain”. This word, 
in Orkney dialect, means not only “a grain of corn”, but also “a very small quantity”, 
similar to the Norwegian word “grann”. The Dictionary of the Scots Language has 
the word “grain” as “the smallest unit of weight”. “Never a grain have I for you” 
sounds like a misunderstanding based on this double meaning, where a reader 
not familiar with Orkney dialect would assume the meaning of “grain of corn”, as 
the meal in question is porridge.9 The presence of the word “grain” in a context 
where it clearly means “a small quantity” points to the verse, or some similar piece 
of dialogue, having been present in the oral tradition – where it would have been 
recited in Orkney dialect. Chrissie, however, either has not heard this particular bit 
of the oral story, or else uncharacteristically chooses to ignore it and replace it with 
a written source. However, one alternative scenario remains: Chrissie could have 
heard the tale from an oral source, such as her father or her grandmother, but this 
storyteller could have included the printed verse in her oral retelling, thus passing it 
on to Chrissie as seemingly part of the oral tradition.

In the part of the story which has to do with the fairy-folk, Chrissie deviates from 
the other sources in one significant matter. In both of Marwick’s versions, and also 
in Black and Thomas’ version, the princess’s refusal to share her food with the fairy-
folk seems to cause her failure with the wool-work. In Chrissie’s version, however, 
the princesses are lazy and spoiled and not used to working, and the wool-working 
is already a disaster before the fairy-folk arrive. The result is that in Chrissie’s version 
the fairy-folk do not appear to have cast a curse on the princesses as a retribution 
for not sharing their food, as they do in the other versions.

At the point in the story where the youngest princess is to guess her yellow-headed 
helper’s name, Chrissie brings the story to life by letting the princess invent wrong 
names for him before she reveals the correct one. As Chrissie’s story appeared in its 
final printed version, these wrong guesses are: firstly, “Mansie”. This is a somewhat 
stereotyped Orcadian name. In Orkney literature, “Mansie o The Bu” represents 
the archetypal Orcadian farmer hero, appearing in Robert Rendall’s poem Celestial 
Kinsmen, Eric Linklater’s novel Magnus Merriman and George Mackay Brown’s 
novel Greenvoe. Indeed, the name “Mansie” was perceived as so typical of Orkney 
that a Caithness nickname for Orcadians was “Mansies” (Flaws and Lamb 2001). 
Next, the princess guesses “Bagsybreeks” (baggy trousers), “Muckle-gansey” (big 
sweater) and “Beegleytaes” (big toes). The name “Beegleytaes” is reminiscent of 
“Bannafeet” – a name which Chrissie uses for a fairy (or “trow” as this type of 
fairy is called in Orkney) in the story Bora, the Coo fae the Sea, and which Ernest 
Marwick (1975) identifies as a traditional trow name. Her three final guesses before 

9 A thank-you goes to Sigurd Towrie for pointing this out. However, the weight unit “grain” is ultimately based 
on the weight of a grain of corn, as explained in the following 16th century source quoted in the Oxford English 
Dictionary: “After the statutes of Englande, the least portion of waight is commonly a Grayne, meaning a grayne of 
corne or wheate, drie, and gathered out of the middle of the eare.”
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she reveals the true name “Peerie Fool” are “Tirso”, “Ervo” and “Dockanblade”. 
These are all local plant names: tirso means March ragwort, ervo means chickweed 
and dockanblade is dock. Interestingly, however, the name tirso could also reflect 
the Old Norse word þurs, meaning giant. A Shetland place-name containing the 
word þurs is Tirsawater (Jennings 2010). If Tirso was a trow name in Orcadian folk 
tradition, perhaps Chrissie, taking it as a plant name, invented the names Ervo and 
Dockanblade to match?

All these names work very well, and it is certain that it was Chrissie who brought 
them into the story, because a draft is preserved where she is trying out different 
names. Initially, she has typed “She tried Peter, an’ Cheemie, an’ Jock, an’ Wullie, 
an’ Tam, an’ Alex”. Then she has apparently changed her mind, and written the 
names “Mansie”, “Hugho”, “Erik”, “Harald”, “Arni” and “Sigurd” over it in red 
pen. While in her first draft she is using common Orcadian names, in her second 
draft she goes for a more Norse feel (with the exception of Mansie – which is of 
Norse origin, but at the same time also contemporary Orcadian – and the distinctly 
un-Norse Hugho). One must admit that the names she later settled for work much 
better.

Finally, at the end of the story, after the giant has been killed, Chrissie provides 
another very interesting detail which is missing out of the other written accounts 
(Marwick 1975, Marwick 1991, Black and Thomas 1994). That is a description 
of where the body of the giant was disposed of. Black and Thomas (1994:226) 
simply ends the story by saying “They couped it about him when he was under the 
window, and that was the end of the giant.” The exact same sentence occurs also 
in Marwick’s Standard English version (1975), while in his dialect version (1991:292) 
he adds: “Wae all the fine things they had got fae the giant’s hoose, the Queen an’ 
the three Princesses were as happy as could be.” Chrissie, on the other hand, has 
much more information:

“Some folk’ll tell thee that they yoked ousen tae ‘im, an’ dreggid ‘im tae 
the hill awa up under Knitchen, bit hid’s me belief, an’ A’m sheur A’m right, 
that they harled ‘im tae the shore, an’ twa-t’ree boats towed ‘im oot tae the 
middle o’ Longatong, an sank ‘im there …”.

This makes it sound like there have been alternative traditions in Rousay for what 
happened to the giant’s body. Tales of hills or rock formations or skerries or other 
landscape features being giants’ bodies or body-parts are also common in Norway. 
Incidentally, in Rousay, there is a standing stone which is believed in local tradition 
to be a petrified giant. The name of the stone is the Yetnasteen, which is derived 
from the Old Norse word “jotun” (giant). This stone is said to wake up every New 
Year and walk to a nearby loch for a drink. Curiously, the location of this stone is at 
the farm of Faraclett, near the area of outcropping crags mentioned above which 
would in Orkney be described as “hammers”, and therefore near the possible site 
of Hammer Mugly, the princesses’ house.

Except for the trow-names and the names of the princesses, it is not easy to know 
exactly which details Chrissie brought to the story, and which were part of the story 
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that she heard from relatives or friends in Rousay with a gift for storytelling. But 
it is certain that Chrissie’s version of the tale is much more alive than Marwick’s 
(1975, 1991) and Black and Thomas’ (1994). It is written as if told by a storyteller, 
making us readers feel that we are indeed sitting by the peat fire with an old 
Orkneywoman. This impression is created by the use of first person (“I mindno the 
neems o’ them noo”; “A’m fairly sheur hid’s right enouf, for me aald grandmither’s 
grannie telt her sheu minded the steeth o’d”; “he stampid his feet till he breuk the 
muckle flagsteen in twa – ‘deed they tell me hid can be seen tae this very day”) 
and by speaking directly to the reader (“Thoo mightna believe ‘id”; “next time thoo 
sees bits o’ bracken laem stickin I’ the dykes dinna thoo touch them, for thoo nivir 
kens bit whit hid mightno be a fairy’s dresser!”, “Some folk’ll tell thee that they 
yoked ousen tae ‘im”). The story is also brought to life by a wealth of tangible and 
sensory details. The porridge goes “plug-fuff, plug-fuff, plug-fuff i’ the goblet”, 
and the weather is described as “He wis a closs miffy night, an’ the peur body 
couldna get a braeth o’ air”. Chrissie has even reflected upon the consequences of 
the princesses having had their skin taken off: “The first thing she did wis tae pit 
their skins back on, an’ hid wisno aisy wark, for hid teuk a blink tae see what skin 
was wha’s, an’ hid wis a rug here an’ a tug there tae git the airms o’ them in …” 
and “They hid cleaned the hoose, an’ meed maet an’ an’ carried paets an’ wrought 
like mad, although hid wisno very aisy for them when the skins hid been aff o’ them 
sae lang …”. 

Chrissie brings in refreshing dialogue, such as the dry humour in the following 
exchange, where the old woman is coming back to the giant’s house after having 
overheard Peerie Fool’s name: 

“A’m back again!” says sheu, coman trowe the door whessan like onything.

“A’m seean hid,” said Bella Jean, rubban her eyes, for sheu hid been gowlan.

Another very refreshing bit of dialogue is the queen’s cry of “Noo, lasses, noo!” 
when they are ready to throw the hot water at the giant, and another bit of humour 
which she brings in is the dry comment “Noo sheurly yin Giant wis most horrid 
for keel” when the giant comes back to fill his basket with cabbage for the third 
time.

Chrissie also brings good characterisation to the story. The princesses, although 
speaking Orkney dialect as broad as anyone, are still princesses and not used to 
manual labour: “The lasses wis dovened an’ lazy an’ didno want to pit a haan’ tae 
wark, and thir mither wis sair teupitten keepan maet i’ thir mooths, for thoo sees 
Keengs’ dowters is no wint wae haean thir breed tae earn, an’ hid wis “Fetch me 
yin” an’ “Gae me that!” a’ day long wae them” and “Hid’s gey eerie tae sit oot i’ 
the middle clood o’ the night, even when he’s simmer and hardly dark ava, an’ sheu 
was gey faered, bit sheu wis mair faered o’ stervan.”

The result of adding the extra details – in place-names and location, character-
names, tangibility, humour, dialogue and characterisation, along with the use of 
first and second person for the narrator/storyteller and the reader/listener – is that 
Chrissie’s version of the story feels much more immediate and genuine than the 
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others, and also more firmly rooted in Rousay and Orkney and the oral tradition, as 
well as being a lot more fun to read!

The story itself is a Rumpelstiltskin type of story, which is category 500 in the Aarne-
Thompson system for classification of folktales. In the story of Rumpelstiltskin, the 
heroine’s impossible task is to spin straw into gold. A supernatural being not unlike 
the “little yellow-headed boy” in the Peerie Fool story offers to help, but in return 
she must guess his name. His name, Rumpelstiltskin, is overheard, and the girl in 
consequence gets to keep her newborn child, which she otherwise would have had 
to give away to the fairy. 

The Peerie Fool story is also related to other folktales. The ugly looks of the fairy-
folk, due to the hard work – “Some hid thir eyes hingan oot, some hid thir tongs 
hingan awa doon on their breest, an’ some cam hirplan alang on staffs, wae backs 
booed doon” – is paralleled in the stories of “The Three Spinners” or “The Three 
Aunts,” where the spinners are equally deformed by too much spinning.

A central motif in both the Rumpelstiltskin story and the Peerie Fool story is the 
power of naming. The idea that the name of a thing has power is deeply rooted in 
our culture. In the Bible, the word is the first thing to exist, and the world is created 
by naming it. Another example of the power of names is the fishermen’s taboo 
language. In Orkney, as well as other places, it was believed that certain things 
should not be mentioned, because it would bring bad luck to the fishing. Such things 
were, for instance, the church or the minister, along with many others. Instead, 
alternative synonyms were used, such as the “bonnie hoose” for the church (Norn 
for “prayer house”). The idea that a malignant being can be banished by naming 
it, also exists in other stories, in Orkney and beyond. In Norway it was believed 
that children who died without having 
been baptised would haunt the place or 
their mothers. Such children were called 
“utburd” – the “carried outs” – after the 
old practice of leaving unwanted or weak 
children out to die of exposure. Later the 
word was applied to any child who had 
died unbaptised and was buried outside 
the churchyard (Visted and Stigum 1952). 
Giving them a name was a way to get rid of 
the haunting spirit (op.cit.). Exactly such a 
story also exists in local tradition in Orkney. 
In a story called “The bairn o Howe Dour”, 
it is told that near Mirland in Deerness, on 
the East Mainland of Orkney, the spirit of 
a child could be heard crying. It was finally 
banished when someone shouted: “Had 
awa wae thee, Bare-Erse!” The child thus 
had a name, and stopped haunting the 
place (story told to the present author by 
Neil Leask).

The Yetnasteen, Rousay. In the photo: 
Magnus Gee. Photo: Ragnhild Ljosland.
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The Hill Anes

The story The Hill Anes touches upon 
another piece of Orkney folklore: The belief 
in the hill-folk or trows. “In our Gaelic tales 
we read of little men who lived in green 
mounds ... They were reputed to be skilled 
in all the arts, notably poetry and music” 
(McNeill 1957-68, vol. 1: 103). The belief in 
supernatural beings living in underground 
dwellings is also prevalent in Norway, 
where the homes of the trolls lie inside 
the mountains. (The word “trow” is the 
same word as “troll”). Orkney, however, 
is lacking in mountains but all the more 
plentiful in mounds and hillocks, many of 
them containing archaeological remains 
of burials. It is these which have become 
home to the trows of Orcadian folklore, 
along with the underground chambers of the “Picts”: the “Pict hooses”. In the 
story The Hill-Anes, we meet a woman from Walls who is awfully scared of the 
supernatural hill folk, who have a reputation for abducting people: 

“The peerie hoose whar they bade wis doon apae a noust, bit ahint hid the 
hill raese steep an’ black, an’ sometimes Jock wisno ower keen tae geung aff 
tae the sea an’ leave Kjerstic alene, for sheu wis maist fearful faered for the 
Hill Trows. Thoo sees, baith her mither an’ her grandfather afore her haed 
geen tae the hill, or been taen awa’ bae the hill-anes, an’ deed folk said 
that afore that anither aald wife, her grandfether’s Auntie Maggie Ann, wis 
hinted awa’, an’ a’ that wis ever seen o’ her again wis a knitted gertan that 
wis fund stickan i’ a heathercrow aboot the Lumichens” (The Hill-Anes).

The hill-folk in this story seem to be a mixture of the Celtic “little men” and the 
Norse hill trolls – certainly they are on the more dangerous side, at any rate. Kjerstic, 
however, has several measures for protecting herself against them, one being the 
protection of iron, the others being the protection of elder trees and also plain 
bribery: 

“Kjerstic was sheur as could be the hill-anes wad get her teu, an’ sheu keepid 
plenty o’ elder trees aboot the door, an’ iron lyan aboot the yaird dyke, bit 
for a’ that the peeces sheu pat oot, an’ the fish sheu laid oot tae dry cheust 
vanished like sna’ aff a dyke” (The Hill-Anes). 

The elder tree is surrounded by folklore. For instance, it is regarded as protective 
against witches, ghosts and general evil (Varner 2006: 48). As for putting out food 
for the hill folk, it was common practice in Norway to put out food for the “nisse” – 
a small brownie-like creature who would live about the farm and help in the byre as 
long as the farmer treated him nicely, but would turn nasty if the farmer neglected 
him.

“Hammer” at Faraclett, near the Yetnasteen, 
Rousay. Sitting on top is Magnus Gee. 

Photo: Ragnhild Ljosland.
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That the heroine of the story believes the hill-folk to be very dangerous, is apparent 
from what happens next. On a foggy day while she is waiting for her husband to 
come back from his fishing, having locked herself in the house with iron and the Bible 
at the ready, convinced the hill-ones are outside, she hears an awful commotion. 
It was a “… most fearful dundering oot aboot the back o’ the hoose. Sheu wis 
freezed tae the steul wae fright, an’ the swaet rowled aff o’ her face. “Geud be 
aboot is a’,” sheu said, “the hill-anes is comed for me!” Thir wis mair dundering 
and pechin’an’ yells lik’ somethin’ i’ pain, an’ than thir wis a maister-skreek – an 
seelence, a seelence that wis warse than a’ the racket” (The Hill-Anes).

After all this commotion, she hears some hammering, and her husband Jock 
staggers in the door. “His aald claes wis a’ riven i’ pells an’ the blood wis rinnin 
doon his face, his haan’s wis a’ cutted an’ his legs cloored. He staggered tae the bed 
an’ fell doon apae ‘id, an’ said i’ a whisper “Skin-ba-da,” than he lost his senses” 
(The Hill-Anes). 

As it turns out when the husband wakens up, there is nothing supernatural in the 
story this time. The noise was just a fight between Jock and an otter, and what he 
was trying to say was: “skin on the barn door” for that is where he had hammered 
up the otter’s skin after killing it. As he always said afterwards: “hid wis weel wirt’ 
the fecht, an’ the cutted peeces, tae ceur Kjerstic eence an’ for a’ o’ her faer o’ the 
hill-anes” (The Hill-Anes).

Steeraboot Lick

In the poem Steeraboot Lick, we meet another being belonging to the folk who 
inhabit the mounds. Her name is Steeraboot Lick, and she is described as having a 
face like a moon, with one blue and one brown eye. She has grey skirts and wears 
one boot and one slipper. She uses her magical abilities to try and get hold of a 
mortal boy. The first and the final verses of the poem go as follows:

Dinna go doon tae the Howe at the loch,

When the win’ blaws high an’ the meun his a broch

When the frost rims white at the watter’s edge

An’ thir’s rusting soonds i’ the stiff broon segs,

For hid’s than that they dance i’ the Fairy ring,

Three times widdershins roond and sing,

“Ceutikins, beutikins, black ram’s horn,

Steeraboot Lick’s tae be married the morn!”

While Steeraboot Lick is here identified with the fairies of Celtic mythology who 
inhabit the mounds, the sound of the verse itself rather gives association to a 
witch’s incantation. Her looks are more reminiscent of a troll than of a Celtic fairy. 
Her means of magically luring the boy to her are also reminiscent of a troll’s magic: 
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She has baked magical cakes and brewed ale for her victim to drink, and she has 
wound thread “widdershins” on her spinning wheel – that is against the course 
of the sun (Marwick 1975:27). There is considerable superstition in Orkney about 
doing things against the sun: For instance, no human mariner would permit his 
boat being turned this way, so seeing someone do that would be a sign that the 
mariner is a Finn Man (Marwick 1975: 27). In all kinds of work, any necessary turns 
or rotations needed to be done with the sun (Marwick 1975: 64). In the above 
verse, it is also said that the fairies dance “widdershins” – against the sun. 

Steeraboot Lick’s plan is that when a boy comes near, she will take a lock of his 
hair, no doubt to bind him magically to her. It is also well known from Norwegian 
folklore that whoever drinks the ale that a troll offers him or her, will forget all 
about mortal life and remain in the mountain among the trolls, so that is no doubt 
what Steeraboot Lick is planning with her cakes and ale.

The “fairy ring” mentioned in the verse is the trace of where fairies have danced. 
Ernest Marwick (1975: 45) writes: “Fewer than 50 years ago ‘fairy rings’ were 
pointed out to the present writer. These were not, as elsewhere, circular tracks 
where the grass was worn away as if by dancing feet, but narrow rings of short 
green grass on ground otherwise covered by heath.” It was considered unlucky for 
a human to step into a fairy ring.

Bora, the Coo fae the Sea

Being an island group, constantly exposed to the North Sea and the Atlantic 
Ocean, Orkney is rich in tales of beings from the sea. These beings are selkies (seal 
people), Finn folk, merpeople and even mer-cattle. “The merfolk – almost invariably 
mermaids – appear chiefly in the traditions of the North-East [of Scotland]” (McNeill 
1957-68, vol. 1: 125).

Although the idea of mer-cattle might seem unusual, Orkney is not alone in this 
belief:

“Supernatural cattle are also recorded. In Sir Walter Scott’s time, belief in 
the water-bull was still common. ... It was said that they could be killed only 
with silver shot. ... St Mary’s Loch, in Yarrow, was the haunt of a water-cow 
of which the Ettrick Shepherd writes: ‘A farmer in the neighbourhood got 
a breed of her that multiplied and throve well until the farmer somehow 
outraged or offended her; whereupon one fine night the old dam came out 
of the loch and gave such a roar that the surrounding hills shook again, upon 
which her progeny, nineteen in number, followed her quietly into the water 
and were never seen again” (McNeill 1957-68, vol. 1: 133).

In the story of Bora, The Coo Fae The Sea, we meet both mer-cattle and several 
other mythological beings. It all starts when the man in the story, Olav, is about to 
fall asleep on the shore and he hears a supernatural voice calling to him. The voice 
identifies itself as “the muckle Grullyan that sits apae the lum” – this being explained 
in the story as “a sea monster”. The Grullyan is related to the Norse female monster 
Grýla. Her name may mean “the scary one”, related to the Norwegian word “gru” 
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– horror (Granlund ed. 1960), or it may mean “the growler” (Jennings 2010). 
Although originating in Iceland, Grýla was also known in Norway, the Faroe Islands, 
Shetland and Orkney. Unlike in Chrissie’s tale where she is a sea monster, Grýla is an 
ogress who lives in the hills and wilderness most of the year, but sometimes comes 
down to the farms where she frightens people. It is said about her that she has 
fifteen tails and is dressed in animal skin, and thus looks more like an animal than 
a woman (Gunnell 2001). Her appearance is similar to another figure in Orcadian 
folklore known as the “gyro” – this word deriving from Old Norse gýgr, meaning 
ogress. The “gyro” also was “a dark repellent monster with many horns and several 
tails” (Marwick 1975: 32). A particular feature of the Grýla, however, is that she 
carries a big sack where she gathers young children, who she maims and eats. The 
earliest written records of the Grýla tradition are found in thirteenth-century sagas 
(Gunnell 2001). In the oral tradition, verses about Grýla were known and recited, 
sometimes by people (often men) dressed up as her. As part of these costumes, 
people in Shetland and the Faroe islands would sometimes use seaweed, so the 
sea connection is certainly not unheard of in the Grýla tradition. A Grýla verse from 
Shetland, in Norn, is recorded by Jakob Jakobsen (1897), here quoted from Gunnell 
(2001):

Skekla komena rina tuna

swarta hæsta blæta bruna

fo’mtena (fjo’mtan) hala

and fo’mtena (fjo’mtan) bjadnis a kwara hala. 

The words mean: “Skekla (an ogress) rides into the homefield/ on a black horse 
with a white patch on its brow,/ with fifteen tails/ and fifteen children on each 
tail” (Gunnell 2001). In this verse, Grýla has the alternative name of Skekla, but 
she is easily recognisable with her fifteen tails. 

Another Grýla verse is recorded by Hugh Marwick (1929: xxxv-xxxvi), who got it 
“many years ago phonetically from the lips of a Stronsay fisherman, who said he had 
learned [it] from a Fair Isle fisherman.” When Hugh Marwick asked the fisherman to 
write the verse down for him, he produced the following (for a glossary/translation 
attempt, see Marwick 1929):

“The Great Muckle Grulyan

He comes upo the lum;

he cries oot for eenyee caneenyee

Up spak Nicodemus

Wi his staff an be handy

An he hat the Muckle Grulyan

Right upo ee twangy
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An he goes aff howlin bowlin

Linkin Billy handy

Lusburo stoozburo coil uwa the linyea.”

It might have been here Chrissie heard of “the Great Muckle Grullyan”. Note that 
the verse also records that Grýla sits “upo the lum” just as in Chrissie’s story (see 
quote below). Although the verse quoted in Marwick (1929) says that the Grullyan 
is male, Marwick, in the accompanying text, points out that she is actually female. 
Chrissie takes note of this and lets the Grullyan be female in her story as well.

While the earliest Grýla tradition does not seem to be tied to any specific time of 
year, she has later become associated with Yule or winter. There seems to be a 
connection between the dramatic tradition of dressing up as Grýla, the Scandinavian 
“julebukk” (“Yule goat”) and the Shetlandic Up-Helly-Aa guisers (Gunnell 2001). 
All these come and visit and put on an act, and they need to be made offerings 
to in the form of food and drink. The Orcadian tradition of guisers appearing at 
weddings, on the other hand, seems to be a mixture of this tradition and a Gaelic 
tradition of “straw men” visiting weddings for good luck (Gunnell 2001).

In Chrissie’s story, Grullyan tells Olav that as long as he keeps three promises, she 
will make sure that he has food. The three promises are: never take the chain off the 
cow’s neck, never sell his belongings for gold, and always be kind to the servants. 
Olav makes the promises, thinking it does not matter since he has neither a cow, 
nor belongings or servants. But Grullyan makes sure he soon gets all three. First a 
blue cow appears on the shore, eating seaweed. The cow has a gold chain around 
its neck. This is a mer-cow belonging to the merpeople, so Olav uses the power of 
the metal in his knife to take her away from the sea and up to his farm without the 
merpeople being able to interfere. The cow soon proves to be a source of prosperity 
for his family. Like in the stories recorded by McNeill, quoted above, she goes on 
to have a number of calves, and she also gives a lot of milk. Olav’s family is soon 
rich, and his wife starts complaining that all the butter- and cheese-making is too 
much work for her. She is also very jealous of the cow’s gold chain. But just as she 
is thinking that, a group of trows arrive, offering their services as farm workers and 
domestic servants.

There are six trows altogether: three men and three women, and their names 
are Keel-breu, Kork, Tring, Eelick, Dollick and Bannafeet. As already mentioned, 
Bannafeet is recorded by Ernest Marwick as a trow name in Orcadian folklore. He 
also records the names Kork and Tring (Marwick 1975), but does not say which 
story or stories he got these names from. Chrissie could, of course, have heard 
these names from Ernest Marwick and decided to use them, but since his book on 
folklore is published well after Chrissie’s death, it is equally possible that some of 
Chrissie’s stories, which she knew as part of a genuine oral tradition and which she 
uses in her writing, are in fact among Ernest Marwick’s sources. 

The trows in this story are not dangerous, but of the little, mischievous sort. They 
are good workers, but make a lot of noise and always sing their trowie songs and 
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play the fiddle as they work. And as they do not need sleep, Olav has to shut them 
in a “beul” at night, where they go on partying and singing. Ernest Marwick in 
his book on Orkney and Shetland folklore says that trows “were regarded as a 
mischievous race, and passionately addicted to music. … Certain traditional fiddle 
tunes are supposed to have been learned from the trows …” (Marwick 1975: 34). 
Marwick also records a story about how trows need to be “beuled” at night: “Up 
to 1850 – perhaps even later – the farm folk at Huip, Stronsay … went out each 
evening to buil (pen in for the night) the trows who lived in a green mound to the 
west of the house. These frolicsome creatures were scared away to bed by the 
circle of men and women who closed in on the mound, banging milk pails and 
anything else that would make a noise” (Marwick 1975: 37). Chrissie must have 
heard this story, either from Ernest Marwick or from another source, as she lets 
the trows in her story actually be the Huip trows: “”Are you o’ the Huip Trows?” 
speared Olav. “Yaas,” said the een wae the keel shank on his heid” (Bora, the Coo 
fae the Sea).

We are now at a point in Chrissie’s story where the racket is getting rather unbearable 
for Olav and his wife. Among all the singing, fiddling and partying from the trows, a 
voice from the sea – perhaps the mermaid’s – keeps calling out to the cow: “Come 
back, Borey, wae a’ thee skorey, an’ follow thoo me tae the sea”. This call is not 
entirely of Chrissie’s invention. A very similar verse has been recorded as part of 
Orcadian folklore, and in Hugh Marwick’s dictionary The Orkney Norn (1929) it 
appears as “Come oot, Green Gorey, wi’ a’ thee skory, an’ follow thoo me tae the 
sea!” Hugh Marwick tells us that the verse belongs in a North Ronaldsay folk tale 
about a mermaid who was married to a human man (this being a common motif 
in Orkney folklore). One day she found her “sea-skin”, put it on and went back to 
the sea. However, she would subsequently come and visit her children when her 
husband wasn’t home. The last time she returned, when her children were grown 
up, she took away the cow she had brought with her, and with the cow also all its 
calves. The verse was what she spoke to call the cow and calves (H. Marwick 1929: 
162). The “skory” in the verse refers to the flock of calves (Old Norse: skari – flock). 
Hugh Marwick further remarks that “Green Gorey” is understood to mean the 
name of the cow, but he finds it rather puzzling and suggests that it was originally 
something meaning “come out to the green gorey” referring to a Norwegian word 
gåra “used of a billow” (Marwick 1929:162). This word, right enough, means a 
line and therefore also a ripple or billow in the water (Nynorskordboka). Another 
theory, put forward by Andrew Jennings (2010), is that the word “gorey” is a 
corruption of the Old Norse word gýgr, meaning giantess. However, he does not 
explain what a giantess is doing in the verse, as there is no giantess in the story as it 
is rendered in Hugh Marwick’s record of it (1929) – although in Chrissie’s version, of 
course, the giantess Grýla plays a part as the “sea monster” Grullyan. Would it be 
unreasonable to believe that “green gorey” might refer to the green farms of the 
magical kingdoms of Hildaland or Finfolkaheem (Old Norse: garðr – farm)?

Chrissie, in any case, chooses the name Bora rather than Green Gorey for the cow. 
This may reflect a genuine tradition, which she might have heard independently of 
Hugh Marwick’s recording of the verse, or it may reflect her own puzzlement with 
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“Green Gorey” similar to Hugh Marwick’s. The verse is certainly old, and its origins 
appear lost in antiquity.

In the end, Olav and his wife break all the three promises made to Grullyan. The wife 
hits one of the trows when she feels the trow is being cheeky, and she takes the 
slippers from another, while Olav is about to give the male trows a leathering. Just 
then, some Sanday men appear, and Olav is tempted by them to sell Bora’s calves 
for gold coins. At the same moment, his wife is overcome by temptation and takes 
the gold chain off the cow’s neck to wear it herself. As soon as the three promises 
are broken, Bora the sea cow runs off for the shore with all her calves following 
behind, and they all disappear in the sea where the mermaids await them. 

“An’ i’ far less time than hid taks me tae tell you aa’ thing wis quiet, an’ 
thir wisno a ripple on the tap o’ the watter. An’ there wis the gret muckle 
Grullyan sittan apae the aald bracken doon lum o’ Gesty, and the Maister 
an’ Mistress cheust as peur as they wir afore. For a promise is a promise, an’ 
should aye be keepid, so nivir be graspan an’ greedy, but cheust think on 
whit happened tae the folk o’ Gesty” (Bora, The Coo Fae The Sea).

The First Stunsel

In this seaman’s tale, a man sets out to rescue a young woman who has been 
abducted. Her father has promised her hand in marriage to the one who brings her 
safely back. The hero finds her on a mysterious (enchanted?) island where a lone 
inhabitant lives in a mansion. The hero discovers that the woman he seeks is held 
captive in the house. He stays on and works for the owner of the house until he 
sees a chance to set the woman free. They escape on one of the landlord’s ships 
which lie at anchor by the island. He chases them, but the woman saves the day by 
rigging up her petticoat as an extra sail. This is how the “stunsel” was invented.

A “stunsel” is a traditional pronunciation of studding sail. Studding sails are extra 
sails rigged on an extension of the yardarm, used to increase the sail area when the 
winds are light.

Unfortunately for both the main characters in the story, they are soon boarded 
by pirates who abduct the woman again. The hero later learns that the pirate is 
attempting to claim her in marriage for being her rescuer. As she is carried away, 
she loses her slipper. In an effort to find her again, the hero sets up a shoe shop 
displaying the lost slipper in the window, hoping she will one day see it. Indeed she 
does. The day before she is to be married to the pirate, she sees her beloved in his 
shoe shop and explains what is about to happen. During the wedding ceremony, 
when the question is asked whether there are any objections, the hero stands up 
and tells the truth. So the story ends with the two young ones living happily ever 
after.

Though Chrissie’s version of the story contains far more detail than an ordinary fairy 
tale, the plot of the story is based on a traditional seaman’s tale. In her notes to the 
story, Chrissie tells us that the tale is “a story well known to all sailormen, and told 
me by the late Mr Arthur Moar, Lerwick.”
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Chapter 6

Customs and traditions

Chrissie’s stories are also brimming with accounts of old customs and traditions. 
These are customs and traditions surrounding festivals and the yearly cycle, and 
customs and traditions to do with the stages of life such as birth and marriage.

Hallowe’en

In the story Aal Hallows’ Eve, Chrissie records some Hallowe’en customs which 
have traditionally been practiced in Orkney and Scotland. In her own notes to the 
story, she says that her purpose of writing it was “to give in detail some of the old 
Hallowe’en customs which were familiar to the older generation, and which have 
now fallen into desuetude” (notes, reprinted in The Collected Orkney Dialect Tales 
of C. M Costie). One of these customs is a divination rite where one foresees a 
person’s future in a glass of water to which a drop of egg white has been added:

“Rake thee ahint thee, Mary, an’ gae me yin wine gless an’ the egg thoo’ll 
see lyan i’ the dresser, an’ for ony favour dinno brak’ her, for sic a cast I hid 
tae get yin egg! I gaed half ower the wharter speiran for a arrow’s egg for 
wir glesses till the folk t’owt I wis fey. Hid maan be a arrow’s egg, you ken, 
for nee ither kind’ll deu for the glesses; bit I got her.” Sheu gaed wecht tae 
her wirds wae a nod o’ her heid, than gently breuk the egg separatan the 
white fae the yolk. Hid wis the white o’ the egg sheu waanted, an’ whin 
this wis deun sheu filled the wine gless wae clear watter aalmost ap tae the 
tap. “Wir ready, lasses,” sheu said. “Mind, dinno shak’ the teeble or maybe 
a gless’ll be spoiled: an’ wae cheust hae the ae egg. This gless’ll deu for 
Kathie.” Slowly sheu let a teaspeunfu’ o’ white o’ egg slide gently intae the 
gless. Hid oozed slowly doon tae the boddam, lay for a meenit, than slowly 
begood tae tak’ shape an’ rise higher an’ higher i’ peerie shapes an’ spires. 
“A most lovely gless,” said Agnes in a braethless kindo voice, an’ no like 
her yeusual kind o’ bulder ava. “Sees thoo there,” sheu said, liftan the gless 
aff the teeble an’ haddan hid against the light. “Thoo’re gaan tae the toon 
tae live. Leuk, yin’s the Aald Kirk. Thir’s a big hoose there, an’ a lok o’ folk 
aroond thee. Bags o’ money hingan fae the tap o’d teu. Thoo’re gaan tae 
hae grand fortune, an’ leuk, wan, two, t’ree, four or maybe five bairns. A 
most beautiful gless! My, so weel as hid’s risen this night! I nivir saa a better.” 
(All Hallows’ Eve).

F. Marian McNeill in her book Hallowe’en (1970) records the rite as follows: 

“Drap-Glasses, or Egg-Casting. – This requires a skilled spaewife. The 
implements required are an egg – the first-laid egg of a pullet being specially 
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potent – and a large wineglass or a crystal tumbler about a quarter full of 
clear spring water. The spaewife either pricks a large hole at each end of 
the egg or chips it cautiously on the side of the glass and lets the white 
drop into the water. The lad (or lass) whose fortune is to be told places his 
hand over the glass and lets it remain there for about a minute. In that time 
the heavier parts of the white settle to the bottom, whilst the lighter shoot 
up into the water, from which they are distinguished by their opacity in a 
variety of fantastic shapes. The art of “reading the glass” consists in tracing a 
resemblance between the shapes assumed by the albumen and some natural 
or man-made objects which are regarded as constituting a hieroglyphic of 
the person’s future fortunes. A kirk steeple, for instance, denotes that he will 
become a minister; a ship at anchor, a sailor; a plough or a furrowed field, 
a farmer; a needle and thread, a tailor; and so forth. For a girl, these shapes 
denote the occupation of her future husband. A landscape denotes country 
life. A ring, of course, denotes marriage and a shroud, death.”

Another divination rite used in Chrissie’s story Aal Hallows’ Eve is divination by 
peats. In Orkney, peats were used for finding out who you would be married to: 
“We have various written records of rites involving peats for example – a peat 
carried home from the Halloween bonfire rites would be steeped in a bucket of 
water – or urine –  and then placed on the door lintel overnight. Taken down in 
the morning and broken open, any hair found within would be the same colour as 
that of the beloved. Given the colour of peat, this would surely be a result for the 
redheads!” (Heddle 2010). This is exactly as Chrissie records the rite in her story: 

”Noo, lasses, wir paet’s ready,” sheu said. ”Come in aroond the fire noo till 
wae see whit colour o’ men you’re tae hae.” Wae the teengs sheu lifted the 
smooran paet an’ laid hid tae ceul i’ the cog o’ watter. The t’ree pieces wis 
neemed – wan for Mary, wan for Kathie, an’ the ither piece for Ellen. The 
paet fizzled an’ spluttered an’ meed a faerful smoor i’ the hoose, bit whit 
odds is hid whin a body’s fate’s at stake? So efter a meenit or twa whin the 
paet wis cowld enough tae handle, sheu bade the lasses tak’ ap thir bits an’ 
brak’ them gently in twa. Whar hid breuk thir wad be a hair, an’ that hair 
wad be the colour o’ the hair thir future husbands wad hae.” (Aal Hallows’ 
Eve).

Yule

In the poem The Auld Hoose Spaeks, Chrissie also briefly mentions another calendar 
festival: Yule. The name of this festival is of Scandinavian origin – the Old Norse name 
is jól – and Christmas as we know it is a Christianised version of the Yule festival 
(McNeill 1961). In the poem, Chrissie writes: “An’ held Aald Yeul wae snorran keks 
an’ draps o’ eel” (The Auld Hoose Spaeks).

Aald Yeul, or old Yule, means Yule celebrated as it was before the calendar was 
shifted: 

“In 1582, Pope Gregory XIII had the Julian calendar amended in such a way 
as to check the slow backward movement of the seasons. The Gregorian 
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calendar was immediately adopted in Catholic countries and slowly in 
Protestant ones. In Great Britain, the change was not made until 1751, by 
which time the discrepancy between the Julian and the Gregorian calendars 
amounted to 11 days; but since 1752 was not a leap year, the new and old 
styles of reckoning now differed by twelve days – i.e. 1 January, Old Style, 
became 13 January, New Style. The change met with strong opposition from 
the people who clamoured for their lost days. Well into the latter half of the 
nineteenth century, Scottish country folk still kept their festivals by the Old 
Style reckoning, and in some of the remoter parts of Shetland, the Hebrides, 
and elsewhere, the custom has not yet entirely died out” (F. M. McNeill 
1957-1968, vol. 1: 5-6). 

Another name for Auld Yule is Uphalyday (Dictionary of the Scots Language). McNeill 
(1957-68 vol. 1:119) also records the name Up-Helly-Aa for the day marking the end 
of the midwinter festival, when fairies and trows return again to the Underworld 
after having been active over Yule. The connections between the modern Shetlandic 
Up-Helly-Aa celebration and the ancient Norse Yule custom of dressing up as scary 
animal-like figures has already been noted above. But there are further connections 
between Up-Helly-Aa and Yule, one being the use of fire. A custom in some parts of 
Scandinavia is to have a bonfire as part of the Yule celebrations (Hodne 1996: 35), 
possibly originally celebrating that the sun was now coming back again. Another 
custom, observed both in Norway and in Scotland, is to have a Yule log burning all 
night long on the Yule night (Hodne 1996, McNeill 1961).

Food and drink was and still is an important part of the Yule and Christmas 
celebrations. In The Auld Hoose Spaeks, Chrissie mentions “snorran keks an’ draps 
o’ eel “. In Norway, the brewing of the Yule ale started one to two weeks before 
the festival. It had to be done during a waxing moon and at flowing tide, that way 
the ale would last longer and not run out (Hodne 1996: 16). Baking was and is 
also a big part of the run-up to Yule or Christmas, both in Norway and Scotland. 
The word “snorran cake” is not found in the Dictionary of the Scots Language, 
Hugh Marwick’s The Orkney Norn, Margaret Flaws and Gregor Lamb’s The Orkney 
Dictionary, or in John Graham’s Shetland Dictionary. The closest word in Marwick’s 
dictionary is “snoddy: a thick bannock.” 

The word “snorran” itself sounds like it has something to do with a turning or 
spinning motion. The Norwegian word “snurre” means to spin round, and this 
word is also recorded in Jakobsen’s Norn dictionary (1932) as “snurr”: to whirl or 
turn something around or to twist. In Old Norse, there is also the word snúa: to 
turn; in modern Norwegian found as snu. Closest to Chrissie’s word “snorran” is 
perhaps the name of the old-times toy “snorie bone”: a pig bone used for spinning 
around on a piece of string. It is not easy to determine whether “snorie” in this case 
is a Scots or a Norn word, as both seem equally likely. In Scots, one meaning of the 
word “snore” is “to make a rushing, whirring, droning sound, esp. of wind, fire, 
etc.” (Dictionary of the Scots Language). This is a good description of the sound 
which the snorie bone makes. However, the spinning motion of the snorie bone 
also makes it probable that O.N snúa or Norn snurr may be the origin. In the case 
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of the “snorran cake”, cakes are unlikely to make a rushing, whirring or droning 
sound. It is therefore more likely that we are dealing with a Norn word suggesting 
turning or spinning. In the want of further information, one may speculate that 
the cake might have been turned over during the baking, or the shape of the cake 
might have some twist in it.

An old tradition in Orkney is the baking of a Yule cake, also called a sun-cake. This 
cake was baked over the fire, and it was round as a bannock with a hole through 
the middle and with notches around the edges. It is believed to represent a sun 
symbol. George Mackay Brown describes it in his short story A Candle for Milk and 
Grass (in Andrina and Other Stories, 1984):

“Annie was busy between the table and the open hearth. She was baking 
little yellow flat cakes on a griddle. She was white with meal to the elbows. 
... The little yellow cakes, fretted round the edge, gave out a sweet fragrant 
smell. This was the only day of the year that such cakes were made.”

It is tempting to say that Chrissie’s “snorran cake” is a sun-cake, its name perhaps 
referring to the sun’s “turning” at midwinter (Norwegian: sol-snu), but this is 
speculation.

Wedding customs

Several of Chrissie’s short stories record old Orkney wedding customs. Naturally, a 
wedding was a big thing, which involved a lot of work – but a lot of fun as well. 
First, the young lady had to make sure she had “providing”, which meant a kist of 
bed linen and such things that she would need in her married life. In the story The 
Bale of Flax, a bale of flax floats ashore in one of the South Isles of Orkney. The 
daughters of the finders are set to the task of spinning and weaving linen sheets 
of the flax, taking care that they be bleached where none of the neighbours can 
see them and start asking questions of where this treasure has come from. The flax 
proves to bring both bad and good luck to the finders. First, several members of the 
household die of smallpox, seemingly brought with the flax. However, thereafter 
the youngest daughter of the house, through considerable cunning by her parents, 
ends up being married to a glamorous sea captain. In her notes, Chrissie records 
that this is “a story of the South Isles. To my mother I owe the basic ingredients 
related. During her childhood in Longhope she saw sheets and similar “providing” 
spun from the flax.”

The young lads had the job of courting the young ladies. In Mansie Anderson’s 
Ghost, Chrissie tells us that one of the customs of courtship was to walk the young 
ladies home at night. 

“Weel, wae hid the choir practice on Friday nights, late on, for a’body hid tae 
be deun wae thir wark afore they could geung, an’ you can guess hid wis gey 
late afore wae wir feenished, for wae a’ steud aboot the kirk gate spaekan 
an’ makkan fun as youngeens deu. Hid wis the custom for the lads tae see 
the lasses heem fae the practice – deed plenty o’ lasses is gotten a man that 
wey – cheust bae gaan tae the kirk choir even if they couldna sing doh, re, 
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me, that you wad kent whit hid wis! The queer t’ing aboot hid wis that the 
lasses wir aye eeble tae come tae the practice, bit they didno seem eeble tae 
geung heem bae themsel’s!”

When the boy and the girl had decided that they wanted to marry one another, it 
was time for the boy to ask the girl’s father for her hand. The boy would naturally 
be nervous and understandably needed a drink to build up his courage. It was 
customary for the boy to bring a bottle of whisky for the girl’s father and himself, 
and the asking would not happen until both had had something to drink (Firth 
1974 [1920]). In Jeems William’s Christmas Trip, the “speiring” has a comical twist, 
as the main character, Jeems William, has no intention of marrying the girl at all, 
but is only visiting her home because he wants to see the North Isles:

“It was two days and a great many drinks of ale later before Jeems William 
became aware of what was happening to him. It was Christmas Eve and the 
house was full of neighbours, all in convivial mood. ”Noo’s the time tae stand 
ap and spier me, boy,” said Joanna’s father, giving Jeems William a dig in the 
ribs. “Spier thee whit?” said Jeems William, “thir’s naethin’ A’m parteeclarly 
wantan tae ken. Geud, I think I could tell thee a thing or twa.” “For Joanna, 
thoo feul,” whispered the old man. “Everyeen kens thoo’re her lad, so whit 
are thoo waetan for? A’m sheur thoo’se get her wae me blessin!” Jeems 
William was suddenly very sober. “Bit I never courted thee dowter, sheu wis 
wir servant lass, an’ I cam oot cheust tae see the Nort’ Isles.” The little man 
bristled. “Thoo courted her indeed. Sheu said hid hersel’, and thoo’ll mak 
a honest wumman o’ her or me neem’s no Davie Work!” “Folk,” he cried, 
jumping to his feet. “Here’s a man that’s come tae tak awa me dowter. Hid 
happens tae maist o’ faithers, an’ noo hid’s me turn.” He sniffed slightly, 
and laid his hand lovingly on his wife’s shoulder. “Jeanie,” he said, “wir 
bairn’s gaan tae leave us.” The tears were running down Jeanie’s face, and 
she seemed to be trying to say something. No one caught the words except 
Davie. What she said was, “Weel deun, fether!””

Provided the father said yes, preparations for the wedding could now start. Thursday 
was generally considered to be a lucky day for weddings (Firth 1974 [1920]), and a 
waxing moon and incoming tide also brought good luck. In a manuscript kept by 
Chrissie’s family, Chrissie describes the work involved in the wedding preparations:

“As you know an Orkney wedding means enormous amount of hard labour. 
There is the brewing and baking, the boiling of fowls, the roasting of beef 
and mutton, the making of mountains of cheese, as well as emptying the 
barn of its contents, whitewashing it, and scrubbing it well to remove the 
dust.” (Chrissie Costie, manuscript held by Nancy Scott).

“On the wedding day the guests assembled at the bride’s house at the 
appointed hour, and were ushered into the barn, which was seated with 
planks round the walls. At the door the people were welcomed by the bride’s 
father, or by some highly respected elderly relative or neighbour, who for the 
time received the title of “mester-hoosal” (master of the household). When 
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all were seated this dignitary handed the ale cog to the most honoured guest, 
who, having taken a deep draught of the liquor, passed it to his neighbour, 
and so it went round the company, following, of course, the sun’s path in the 
heavens” (Firth 1974 [1920]: 57).

After a round of food and drink, the wedding procession was ready to start (Firth 
1974 [1920]: 58). The wedding procession was most often a walk, but sometimes 
it would go on horseback. It went from the bride’s home to the Manse, where the 
wedding ceremony would take place. Afterwards the procession walked back to 
the bride’s home (or occasionally some other venue) where the party would be held. 
In the story Waas Folk, which as well as being a chilling tale of the perils at sea is 
also a beautiful description of a traditional Orkney wedding, we join the story as the 
wedding walk is heading for the party venue: 

“The waddin walk wis maakan for Melster. They hid been around a grett 
peece, haeded bae aald Geordie Facher, the shepherd fae Hoy, wha caa’ed 
himsel’ a piper, an’ wis aye at the head o’ ony waddin walk, although the 
boys said he cheust hid the ae teun, bit could play ‘id fourteen different 
weys. Jessic an’ her man – he wis Jock Norquoy fae Flotta – wir waakan 
alang gey sedate, Jessic haadan her bra goon ap awa fae the gutter, bit ahint 
them the lads wis firan guns, and heuchan an’ shoutan as lood as they could. 
The bairns wis runnan a’ he aboot him an’ gettan i’ folks’ road, and five or 
six muckle dogs wis taeran back an’ fore, yowlan whenever Geordie Facher 
cam’ oot wae an extry lood skirl. Hid wis as lightsome a Waddin Walk as wis 
ever seen i’ Waa’s.”

The wedding walk is not just an Orcadian custom. It was also common in Norway. 
Visted and Stigum (1952, vol. 1: 343) tell us that wedding walks (or rides) in Norway 
were also noisy and rather wild affairs. The reason was that the bride on her wedding 
day would be easy prey for beings from the underworld. However, as soon as she 
was married they would lose power over her, so it was all the more important to 
them to get to her while they had the chance. To protect the bride, people shouted 
and made a racket. Next to her rode the best men with guns, shooting above 
her head to scare off the supernatural beings. To confuse them even further, the 
wedding walk (or ride) would take a different route back from the church than they 
had taken to the church. Coming back from the church, horseback racing was quite 
common, which could sometimes have sad consequences for the bride … So also 
in Orkney: In his Reminiscences of an Orkney Parish, John Firth (1974 [1920]) tells 
a story of a bride who ended up falling into a burn and getting her wedding outfit 
all soaked.

Assuming the wedding walk arrived safely to the venue, the party was ready to 
start. The party was held in the barn; however, as there were many guests, people 
were spread over the entire farm. Chrissie describes:

“With three hundred people or so, you will understand that only a few could 
get into the barn at any one time, with the result that all the buildings, 
including the dwellinghouse, held various groups of people, singing, drinking, 
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eating or dancing, or maybe just gossiping, if they had not met for a long 
time. But the young folk remain for the most part near the barn where the 
dancing goes on, and in spite of the labour of cleaning out the barn the air 
is thick with dust, and the men’s coats white on the shoulders.” (Chrissie 
Costie, manuscript held by Nancy Scott).

In Waa’s Folk, Chrissie humorously describes how the youngsters are in the barn 
dancing, the women are inside watching and chatting, the men are standing about 
the door “newsan an’ smokan”, while in the dwelling house all the beds are “full 
o’ bairns, five in ae bed, six in anither, a’ lyan haeds an’ thraws, an’ the closet bed’s 
cheust full o’ peerie, peerie bairns lik’ a lok o’ eggs i’ a basket.”

With so many guests, of course a lot of food was needed. For families who were 
not so well off, the community would pull together:

”Are thoo ever haerd o’ a ‘gae’an-in waddin,’ for that wis the wey that peur 
folk i’ yin days meed a foy. I gaed hens, an’ thoo gaed tatties an’ ither aens 
wad gae milk, or bekkid braed, or scones, or whit ever a body hid tae gae, 
an’ whin hid wis a’ pitten taegither hid maed a wally faest.” (Waa’s Folk).

Waa’s Folk also gives the following very funny rendering of the bride’s father’s 
speech: “Weel, folk, this is me dowter’s waddin. I bid ye a’ welcome. Thir’s plenty o’ 
maet, noo – faa’ teu, brack an’ kline!” Isie, his wife, said: “Weel deun, Jock, thoo 
did fine!”

After the meal, the dance would go on all night. And after that, the wedding itself 
carried on for at least three days. The people who had had to stay at home and the 
people who had helped serve at the wedding were invited on the second day, while 
all the young people of the district came on the third (Firth 1974 [1920]).

Childbirth

Chrissie’s story Waa’s Folk, as well as providing insight into wedding traditions, also 
gives a glimpse of the customs surrounding childbirth when one of the characters 
says: “Than I saa sheu hid nither The Beuk nor the gully i’ the bed, so I slippid them 
in, an’ as sheur as ought sheu wis aisier efter that.” Understandably, in a Christian 
society the presence of the Bible (“the Beuk”) is believed to help, but what is the 
knife (“gully”) doing in the woman’s bed? 

This is undoubtedly another manifestation of the belief already noted above, that 
certain metals protect against interference from otherworldly beings. Newborn 
children who had not yet been christened were always in danger of being abducted 
by the trows and swapped for one of theirs. In Reminiscences of an Orkney Parish, 
Firth (1974 [1920]: 75) writes that “if, through any defect, either physical or mental, 
the child did not fulfil the promise of its infancy, the parents had no hesitation in 
saying that the fairies had taken away their child, and for it had substituted a 
weakling.” 

In mainland Scotland, a way of protecting the child was by placing iron above 
the bed (McNeill 1957-68, vol. 1: 117). In Orkney, “to ward off evil during the 
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time of indisposition, the mother kept beside her, in the bed, a Bible and a knife, 
the peerie folk being equally as afraid of cold steel as of the Scriptures. We are 
aware of this custom being observed even so recently as the year 1887” (Firth 1974 
[1920]: 75). According to Ernest Marwick (1975:36), quoting from an article in The 
Scotsman 1893, trows were “utter heathens, and hated the Bible … and they were 
so afraid of steel that they would on no account enter a house above the door of 
which a knife was stuck”. When the child was safely born, the Bible and knife were 
transferred to the cradle (Firth 1974 [1920]). Orkney folk also believed it lucky to 
give the newborn child a drink of something strong out of a silver spoon, or if they 
did not have a silver spoon, they used a silver coin instead (Firth 1974 [1920]). 

Very similar customs were observed in Norway. There, the custom was to place a 
book, a pair of scissors and a silver coin in the baby’s cradle (Visted and Stigum 
1952, vol. 1: 316). Visted and Stigum explain that by this the parents were wishing 
for the child to grow up to be a good worker and someone who would bring 
fortune. However, it is also very likely that these things, like in Orkney,  were believed 
to protect the child from supernatural abduction. Another custom from Norway 
similar to the one just described of sticking a knife above the door, was to hang a 
metal horse-shoe above the door. 

With her lively versions of Orcadian folk tales and her detailed and accurate 
descriptions of old Orkney customs and traditions, Chrissie, through the medium of 
her stories and poems, does as good a job as any folklorist.
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Chapter 7

The bountiful and merciless sea

Living in a small island community, which depended very much on fishing for food 
and on boats and ships for travel and transport, the Orcadians have always had a 
close relationship with the sea. The sea has featured in Orcadian literature since the 
sagas, as for hundreds of years it was the main route for transportation, as well 
as a source of food, material for clothing in the form of seal skin, and oil for the 
traditional “cruisie lamp” in the form of whale and seal oil. George Mackay Brown 
has described Orcadians as “fishermen with ploughs” (Brown 1974), living through 
the yearly cycle “beside the ocean of time” (Brown 1995). 

Likewise, Chrissie’s stories and poems are filled with references to the people of 
Orkney’s eternal bond with the sea. She beautifully captures the sea’s duality: it 
is sometimes a friend who feeds and gives pleasure, while at other times it is an 
unpredictable monster that swallows sailors and fishermen in a merciless rage. A 
poem where we see the sea from its benign side is the gentle, humorous Lapster 
Bait.  In this poem, an old, experienced lobster-catcher passes on his advice to the 
younger generation, along with his very secret lobster mark: 

Lapster Bait (verse 1)

Hoo very weel I ken the peece

That I wad set them doon,

Thoo needs the tide apae the mak’

An’a haaf grown moon.

Cheust thoo keep the lums o’ Langskeel

Atween the Holm an’ thee,

Thoo needs a lok o’ mither wit

Tae tullye wae the sea.

Chrissie would have been acquainted with the art of lobster-catching by her relatives 
in Rousay and Westray. The mention of “Langskeel” suggests that this poem has 
a Rousay connection, as the house of Langskaill in Gairsay seems a likely fishing 
mark for people fishing or catching lobsters in the Rousay Sound. The advice that 
the moon should be half-grown and the tide coming in echoes the belief that it is 
lucky for a wedding to be held during incoming tide and under a “waxing moon” 
(see chapter 6). 
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The poem explores many of the same themes as Robert Rendall’s poem The 
Fisherman. In Rendall’s poem, we also meet an old fisherman: “Jeems o’ Quoys” 
who “keen as a whitemaa, reaped the Rousay Soond, / And in his weathered yawl a 
twalmonth syne / Set lapster-creels the Westness Craigs aroond” (Rendall 1946). In 
both poems, the kind of life that the fishermen led belongs to a time gone by. Both 
are now unable to go back – indeed, Jeems o’ Quoys is dead, while the other is old 
and no longer fit for the hard work that the lobster-catching involves. Lapster Bait 
can perhaps best be described as a more humorous counterpart to The Fisherman. 
While the emphasis in The Fisherman is on the death of the old man, and with him 
his way of living, Lapster Bait lets the old man see the self-irony in his situation. 
Unable to go out to catch lobsters, he still spends time gathering bait as if he was 
going out again, for which his wife gives him a row. He then ironically identifies 
himself with the contents of his bucket, and concludes that all he is good for now 
is lobster bait!

The Sailor

In Chrissie’s poem The Sailor, we meet another category of Orkneymen who live in 
close relationship with the sea: the sailors. In this poem, the sailor and his ship work 
like a man and his loyal horse. 

At eence sheu kent a maister haan’,

Gaed hersel’ a bit o’ a shak’,

An’ awa sheu steud.

The skiff wis singan bonnie tae hersel’,

An’ I sang teu.

I spok’ twa wirds tae egg her on,

“Com’ on noo, less, com’ on,

Let’s see whit thoo can deu.”

In the quoted extract, we see the ship moving like a horse, shaking itself. We also 
hear the sailor calling the ship “lass”. He speaks to her, egging her on, just like 
a rider would do. The ship thus becomes personified; it turns into a living being. 
They sing together, and the sailor and the ship are a perfect team. They are almost 
one.

A close parallel to this poem is Robert Rendall’s Salt i’ the Bluid (Rendall 1951:13). 
Here, a sailor who has been to the “Nor’wast” is unable to get his mind to follow 
his body in coming ashore, and he finds himself sailing in his little cottage, the wind 
making it creak. Likewise, the sailor in Chrissie’s The Sailor takes spells of forgetting 
the time that has passed, and is suddenly speaking and acting as if he were back 
in his younger days:
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     “Wae’ll seun be heem,” said I,

“An’ Beenie’ll be at Fingoe’s noust

Tae help me haal the bott.”

Than lukkt I at the boy and speired,

“Boy, wha are thoo?”

He answered, “A’m thee grandson.”

An’ fae than I speired nee mair,

For noo I minded on

That Time, wha sloks the fires

An’ dims the mind,

Hid gotten the cleuks on me,

An’ Beenie wis awa’ this thirty year.

This device creates the effect of pointing out how transient human life is. The old 
sailor is perhaps of the last generation living that particular way of life, in which he is 
so deeply rooted. The presence of his grandson, though, may suggest that some of 
his sailing skills are being passed on. But at the same time, the grandson also seems 
distant to him. The grandfather being temporarily unable to recognise his grandson 
suggests that his relationship with him is not as close as his relationship with the 
ship. A part of Orkney culture is fading away into history, while the grandson’s 
generation observes the old sailor with curiosity, as spectators from a modern era 
looking at a culture which has become alien to them.

At de ceuthes

Another of Chrissie’s poems which contrasts the skill and knowledge of the 
old, experienced Orkney fisherman with the modern life in town enjoyed by his 
grandchildren is the humorous At de Ceuthes. Here, two young boys come up from 
Glasgow and Fife to visit their granddad in Orkney, and after a lot of nagging he 
promises that he will take them out to fish. But when the time comes, it turns out 
that the weather is not good. Although having no experience, the boys still insist 
that they want to go. Thinking he will teach them a lesson, the grandfather agrees 
to take them out, so they put on their oilskins and rubber boots and go. 

Then begins what to the two boys is high drama, while to the grandfather it is a 
brilliant piece of comedy. The boys initially behave like tourists – which they actually 
are – having taken sandwiches, pies, fruit and a thermos flask with them to enjoy 
on the trip. The grandfather enjoys himself inwardly: “I never said a cheep”. Next, 
the “tourists” want to go somewhere exciting: to “whit dey caa’d “the deep”.” 
Being familiar from childhood with every inch of the area, the grandfather knows 
the place as his own pocket. To the boys, however, the fishing trip is turning into an 
exciting adventure on the wild ocean.
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Their excitement soon goes, however, when it turns out that they lack the most 
elementary skills (“De bot kept turnan roon”) and, furthermore, they lack a 
seaman’s stomach. More and more amused, the grandfather takes the rowing in 
hand, and seeing how sick they are looking, suggests they have some of their food. 
The boys croak that they are not hungry, while the grandfather enjoys seeing his 
lesson working while he leans back and smokes a pipe. After a while, the boys have 
to admit defeat, and one of them pleads pathetically: “Oh, Grandad, if we can’t get 
home,/ Please, will you let me die?”

Grandad, of course, can easily take them home anytime. Safely ashore, the boys 
bribe their grandfather never to tell anybody what happened, and emerge with 
more respect for the old man and his skills in a boat.

Speir Thoo the Wast Wind and The Shore Below wir Hoose

Chrissie was also very much aware of the darker side of the sea. For as long as 
Orcadians have lived with the sea, some of them have also died in the sea. Although 
Chrissie lived in Kirkwall and had no children of her own, her strong empathy and 
ability to see into the hearts of others allowed her to write two gripping poems 
describing the loss and sorrow of those who are left when someone is drowned 
at sea. In The Shore Below wir Hoose, we meet a mother who many years later 
remembers her son (extract):

An’ weel I mind me o’ de day dey telt me wir son John

Hid paid de price, wae idder eens, an’ wid nae mair come home.

Hoo I gae’d oot i’ de sunlight, me breest i’ sic a storm,

An’ sat me doon i’ de very peece I sat or he wis born.

I t’owt o’ his bitto life, feenished sae seun an’ by,

Hoo he’d played on de banks abeun me wae twa partan backs for kye.

Dan de sun, he raze aap higher while I sat de stones amang,

An’ dere wisno a soond i’ a’ de warld bit a peenklan i’ de tang,

Wae de plee-plee-plee o’ de redshanks as dey ran i’ de face o’ de ebb;

Still I sat dere, stunned and shaken till de lavroes gaed tae bed.

At lent’ when de shadows darkened, I kent dat de day wis deun,

An’ I watched a gret white roller reach aap an’ haal doon de Sun.

While I t’owt o’ a’ mithers’ sorrow me tears feemed doon like de sea,

An’ dere, i’ dat very meenit, He stretched oot His han’ tae me.

Wir peedie cat cam’ yarman, waantan her supper, peur t’ing,

Dan sheu spundered hame afore me, an’ likkid her empty tin.
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The risk of drowning is the price all fishermen pay for the bounties of the sea. 
And those who do not take part in the fishing – women, children, old folk – pay 
the price too, in their deep sorrow of losing a son, a husband, a father, a brother, 
a loved one. In The Shore Below wir Hoose, it is the son John who paid the price 
and did not come home. We may never know if Chrissie had anyone in particular 
in mind, but even if she did, John still represents all the young boys who have been 
lost at sea – some only 14 or 15 years old.

Like most of Chrissie’s poems, the poem is traditional in form: rhythmical and with 
rhyming couplets. The choice of the traditional “ballad form” underlines her idea 
that this is not a poem about just one particular boy, John, and one particular 
mother. It is about all lost boys, and all mourning mothers, as is also shown in the 
lines “Hid paid de price, wae idder eens” and “While I t’owt o’ a’ mithers’ sorrow 
me tears feemed doon like de sea”. 

The mother’s reaction to the news that her son has drowned seems to transform 
her body into the elements that took her son. Although it is a sunny day, there is a 
storm inside her breast. The tears from her eyes become the sea. She is temporarily 
oblivious to time. She is transported back in her memory to just before John was 
born, and she sees him through his childhood and his short life. Meanwhile, the day 
passes while she is sitting there, without her noticing until it gets dark. A last big 
wave comes up and pulls down the sun – perhaps this is the way the mother feels 
too, the waves having engulfed her loved one. 

But yet, time goes on and the world goes on as well. The characteristic sounds 
of the shore on a sunny evening – the “plee-plee-plee” of the redshanks and a 
“peenklan” in the seaweed – are reminders of the world outside the mother’s mind, 
which does not know about John or his mother’s sorrow. As Robert Rendall puts it 
in his poem Cragsman’s Widow: “Yet the sun shines doun on a’ thing / The links are 
bonnie and green / An’ the sea keeps ebban an’ flowan / As though it had never 
been.” The rhythm of The Shore Below Wir Hoose is like a heartbeat. The poem 
is, after all, about life more than death. It is about John’s life, and about how his 
mother’s life goes on despite her deep tragedy. The heartbeat rhythm keeps time 
and life moving in the poem, even though its main character does not notice. As 
the sun sets, the mother becomes aware of time again. Still deep in her sorrow, 
rescue comes in the form of her cat, who gently takes her home and asks for 
supper, as if to say “life goes on”. The mourning mother takes this as a message 
from God, and finds strength in it.

We meet John and his fate again in another poem, the deeply philosophical Speir 
Thoo the Wast Wind. In verse three of this poem, the “I” person is thinking back 
on John:

Whit maks the tides than,

Wae thir ebb and flow?

They bore awa’ Johnnie
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Hid seems lang ago.

And many a message

I’ve sent ower the sea.

“Speir thoo the Wast wind,

He’ll tak id for thee.”

We do not know who the 
“I” person is. It may be John’s 
mother again, but it may also 
be his girlfriend, who was just 
young when he died but has 
grown mature and philosophical 
by the time of the poem. In 
Speir Thoo the Wast Wind, John 
seems omnipresent in the sea, 
wind and nature. (More about 
Speir Thoo the Wast Wind in 
chapter 8).

Waa’s Folk

Perhaps the best short story Chrissie ever wrote is Waa’s Folk. It is uncompromisingly 
realistic, and in a series of short snapshots lets us glimpse what was once reality in 
Orkney. 

It starts with a beautiful description of the weather and landscape: “Hid was a bonnie 
calm day i’ the end o’ November, miffy for the time o’ year, bit een o’ yin days atween 
wathers that wae aye git afore Yeul. Aith Hop’ an’ the Longhop’ lay lik’ sheets o’ 
clear gless, an’ the muckle broon hills on the Nort’ side o’ Waa’s seemed that closs 
yae could pit oot yer haan’ an’ grip them. Hid wis Jessic Johnston’s waddin day.”

We meet the people of Walls as they are heading for Melsetter in a wedding walk 
(see also chapter 6). The focus, however, is not on the bride and groom. Instead 
we first get to know a local couple at the back of the procession, who are both in 
a bad mood because they have had an argument before they left home. While we 
readers hear what the couple have been arguing about, the wedding walk arrives 
at the grand house of Melsetter, where the party is to be held in the barn. 

At the table we meet the bride’s father, who gives the following cute speech: “Weel, 
folk, this is me dowter’s waddin. I bid ye a’ welcome. Thir’s plenty o’ maet, noo – 
faa’ teu, brack an’ kline!” Orcadian farmers are not known for grand words, and 
may often be rather shy, but this speech was obviously good enough, because his 
wife says “Weel deun, Jock, thoo did fine!” The nervous father is thus comforted, 
and the wedding party proceeds with the meal, where we get to hear some of 
the guests discuss and pass their judgement on the food. Through a conversation 
between three women somewhere down the table, we also get to hear a vivid 

The grave of one of many Orkney boys who over the years have 
fallen pray to the sea. Photo: Ragnhild Ljosland
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description of childbirth. The same old woman who talked about childbirth later 
remarks about the bride: “Peur lass, whither sheu thinks hid or no, hid’s her highest 
day!” These words sadly soon turn out to be true, as the story progresses.

After the meal, the dancing gets going, and the drinking gets going too. A young 
mother wishes someone else would take her baby so that she might dance, while 
some older children are having fun getting up to mischief: “A’m been i‘ the hoose, 
an’ every bed’s full o’ bairns, five in ae bed, six in anither, a’ lyan haeds an’ thraws, 
an’ the closest bed’s cheust full o’ peerie, peerie bairns lik’ a lok o’ eggs i’ a basket. 
Wae tickled thir noses wae a strae!” 

Outside, a group of men are smoking and gossiping and telling stories. We get to 
listen in on a tall tale from “The Straits”, where the storyteller brags about how he 
fought with a polar bear and won. A fight breaks out when one of the other men 
calls the storyteller a liar. But the fight soon comes to an abrupt halt, as we reach 
the turning point of the story.

A young boy comes running, shouting: “Folk! Folk! Me gran’fether bids ye a’ come 
queek for thir’s a muckle ship bracken her back on Torness, an’ wae can hear the 
men cryan!” All fighting is immediately forgotten, as the men run off as fast as they 
can, still in their best clothes, to try to rescue the crew.

Just as sudden as the change in the mood of the story is the change of weather 
which accompanies it: “Thoo kens theesel’ hoo the wather i’ Orkney can alter i’ the 
space o twenty meenits tae half-an-oor fae a bonnie calm tae a skreevan gale, an’ 
noo he was a sooth-aesterly gale an’ drivan sleet, gret muckle draps o’ ice-cowld 
stuff that sokkid you tae the skin”. This sudden change of weather is not just a 
necessary plot device. It also brings to the foreground the real theme of the story: 
how given people are to the forces of nature, especially in a place such as Orkney. 
Faced with a gale and a shipwrecked crew in desperate need of help, everything else 
is suddenly dwarfed. A boat of nine men, the bridegroom among them, sets out to 
try to rescue the men off the shipwreck. The conditions are near impossible. 

“The land sea wis somethin terrible, an’ the Firth lik’ a boilin pot. They could 
see the ship lyan i’ a twist on the rocks an’ the mountains o’ sea wir risan 
an’ clashan up ower the riggin. Dannic Swanson lukkid aboot him an’ said 
the sea wad run doon in aboot twa ‘oors, bit twa ‘oors is an eternity at a 
time lik’ yin, as ane bae ane they saa the peur craeters i’ the riggin lettan go 
an’ disappearan i’ the watter, an’ wir helpless tae pit oot a haan’ tae save 
them. The cries o’ the men wis terrible tae hear an’ a’ the men i’ the bott wir 
greetan lik’ bairns.”

After a long and terrible fight with the elements, the men in the boat manage to 
rescue a handful of the shipwrecked crew. But it comes at a cost. The bridegroom 
has lost his life in the attempt to save others. “Thir comes a calm efter every storm, 
an’ i’ the mornin’ the peeces o’ the ship littered the shore, an’ they fand five bodies, 
wan o’ them Jock Norquoy’s, an’ the hale o’ Waa’s murned for the bonnie lad that 
cast awa’ his life for the seck o’ ithers, an’ for the lassie that wis a widow afore sheu 
wis a wife.”
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What works so well in this story is the quick succession of sharp contrasts. In the 
space of just eleven pages, and in story-time just a few hours, the readers are taken 
through birth, marriage and death. In the first part of the story, it snaps quickly 
between different people of very different character, letting us see glimpses of their 
lives and stories, all building a picture of the community of Walls sometime in the 
19th century. At the turning point, the contrasts get even more pronounced, as 
the merry wedding party, with all its little troubles, is contrasted against the harsh 
realities of mortal peril at sea. This puts things in perspective, also for the characters 
of the story. The couple that we met initially, who were at the back of the wedding 
walk and in a bad mood after an argument, end up as better able to keep peace 
with one another, and we get the distinct feeling that for them, at least, the incident 
has brought something good after all.

Waa’s Folk is one of those stories which feels so true that it makes you wonder if it 
is based on real events.  Many of Chrissie’s stories are based on real incidents, real 
people or else real stories or anecdotes which have lived orally in Orkney. As she 
writes in her notes, which are reprinted in the back of The Collected Orkney Dialect 
Tales of C. M. Costie: “no story in this book is entirely imaginary”. So, is Waa’s Folk 
true? In the conclusion of the story, it says that the bridegroom, Jock Norquoy, and 
the other men that drowned were buried “at Heckness by the sea, as wis fittin for 
them that hid gaen bae the sea”. “Heckness” is the place which is officially spelled 
Hackness, at Longhope, and the churchyard which Chrissie has in mind is in all 
likelihood Osmundswall. She also writes that “the lik’ [of the funeral procession 
of boats] wisno seen i’ Waa’s since the time when the Norsemen cam’ an’ made 
folk Christians at the point o’ the sword”. It was here at Osmundswall that King 
Olaf Tryggvason of Norway forced Earl Sigurd the Stout of Orkney to embrace 
Christianity in 995, according to the Orkneyinga Saga. 

Osmundswall Cemetery at Hackness, Walls. Photo: Ragnhild Ljosland.
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However, among the graves now visible at Osmundswall, there is only one bearing 
the name of John Norquay. He died in 1951 at the age of 73, which means that 
he cannot be the Jock Norquoy of the story. Waa’s Folk must take place sometime 
before 1874, as that was the year when Longhope got its first lifeboat, and the 
story says that “Hid wis many a year efter that afore they sent a Lifebott tae Waa’s”. 
On the other hand, Chrissie may have heard the account of events but made up the 
bridegroom’s name, along with the names of the other people in the story. She may 
not have wanted to use real names for the sake of the relatives of the involved, or 
names may not have been included in the oral account that she heard. 

Is it possible, though, to find a record of a ship which was shipwrecked on Torness 
before 1874? A look in the Kirkwall archives revealed several ships which have 
been shipwrecked in the area over the years, but none of which was an obvious 
candidate to be the ship of Chrissie’s story. 

The conclusion must be that Waa’s Folk is probably not true in the sense that its 
details are entirely accurate. But it is true in the sense that it could have happened, 
and things like that did happen, just not to those particular people in that particular 
way. Chrissie may have made up the plot twist of having Jock Norquoy drown on 
his own wedding day, but still her description of an Orkney wedding in the 19th 
century is accurate, her characterisation of people is spot-on, and her rendering of 
the rescue mission is extremely realistic. 

Although Chrissie had no way of knowing, 
Waa’s Folk rings eerily true to modern-day 
readers for another reason, too. In 1969, 
nearly two years after Chrissie’s death, a 
tragedy very similar to the one in Waa’s Folk 
happened. This tragedy later became known 
as the Longhope Lifeboat Disaster. If it had 
not been for the story being written before 
the lifeboat disaster, one would almost think 
that Waa’s Folk was written to commemorate 
it. On the 17th of March, 1969, the Longhope 
lifeboat was called out to assist the ship Irene, 
which was in trouble in the Pentland Firth. 
It was a horrible night after days of strong 
winds, and the conditions were very difficult. 
The lifeboat had a crew of eight local men on 
board, including two families of a father and 
two sons10. After a two-hour-long struggle 
in mountainous waves, the lifeboat went 
missing, and the coastguards were unable 
to establish radio contact with it. The Kirkwall lifeboat was sent to look for it, 

10  One of these families was coxswain Dan Kirkpatrick and his sons Ray and Jack Kirkpatrick. Adding to the 
strange coincidence, one of the men setting out to rescue the shipwrecked crew in Waa’s Folk is called Tam 
Kirkpatrick. Chrissie might have known the Kirkpatrick family, as Dan Kirkpatrick had been coxswain on the Longhope 
lifeboat since 1954. However, the choice of name might just show that Chrissie was familiar with Longhope 
surnames.

Longhope lifeboat memorial. 
Photo: Ragnhild Ljosland.
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but could not find it. Meanwhile, the crew off the Irene had been rescued by the 
coastguards from the land side. At first light next morning, a massive search went 
out for the Longhope lifeboat, and it was found capsized near Torness. All eight of 
the crew lost their lives. They left seven widows, one widowed mother and eight 
children, and a whole community in grief. The seven who were found were buried 
at Osmondswall graveyard. It was felt to be fitting for its view of the Pentland 
Firth. The year after, a memorial to the Longhope lifeboat heroes was unveiled by 
HRH Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother. Underneath the eight names of the men 
who were lost, the memorial reads: “Greater love hath no man than this, that he 
lay down his life for his fellow men”. Today, Waa’s Folk reads like a very poignant 
tribute to the Longhope lifeboat crew, and indeed to the whole community of 
Walls and all who have risked their lives to save others. Just like the story Waa’s Folk 
has no single hero, there is no single hero in Orkney’s history of helping people in 
trouble at sea, either. It is a story full of many heroes, in little boats, in lifeboats, and 
among the families in the island communities who never know if their fathers, sons 
or husbands are coming home again this time.
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Chapter 8

Man and land

In Chrissie Costie’s literary universe, man and land are closely tied together. Farming 
is not just a job. It is a way of life, which brings meaning to life for those who do it. 
And farming the land is, likewise, not just something you do. It is part of who you 
are. As in Lewis Grassic Gibbon’s famous novel Sunset Song (Gibbon 1982 [1932]), 
where a crofter is defined as someone who has “the land closer to his heart than 
the flesh of his body”, Chrissie writes of the crofters of old Orkney in the days 
when the direct bond between man and land was yet undisturbed by machinery 
and modernisation. 

The bond between man and land is a bond which runs through generations, and 
sometimes centuries. Therefore, it is not easily broken off. Any deliberate attempt 
to break it off, either through choice or by force, either fails or brings significant 
trauma. This theme is prevalent in Orkney literature, perhaps finding its most 
eloquent expression in the works of Edwin Muir. It is also a theme which connects 
Chrissie with the Scottish Literary Renaissance. Lewis Grassic Gibbon, for instance, 
believed in “a deep-rooted psychological or spiritual connection between man and 
land” (Hall 2010: 101). Chrissie’s poem The Ferm Servant stands as a good example 
of this idea.

The Ferm Servant 

He wis scufflan neeps,

An’ halted at the end rig

Tae gae de horse a breath,

Sittan fillan his pipe.

I hid nee hurry,

So doon I sat teu.

“Yin’s weel beelt dykes,” said I.

“Aye,” said he, “Me Gran’faither’s wark,

An’ me faither’s, and some o’ mine.

Fencing? Ower weel teu,

Bit nae oot-tak.

“Min,” he said, “whin I wis young,

I wanted awa’,
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An’ wandered ower maist a’ de Mainlan’,

Six munt’ here, an’ six munt’ dere,

Till wir stick o’ furnitur’ wis near i’ peeces.

I couldno settle,

For I missed me ain folk,

An’ me saet i’ de Kirk,

An’ hidno de wit tae ken ’id.

Ee day de Geudwife says,

‘Jeems, wir gaan heem,

For de bairns is gettan nee sceuleen,

An’ dis is no wir peece.’

So heem I cam’ tae me auld Maister.

Therty-five year hid’ll be, come Hallowmas.

He’s been geud tae me,

An’ A’m no chaeted him.

Min, whit’s wrang wae de young eens

Is cheust de odds atween stone dykes an’ fencing,

De waant o’ endurance.”

He struggled tae his feet,

An pulled twa knaeves o’ girse.

“Tae Rose an’ Meg,” he said,

“Twa frekkid t’ings,

Dey’ll no stert wi’oot ‘id.”

In this poem, we meet a farm servant who, in his youth, attempted to leave the 
land where his ties lay, to work elsewhere. “I wanted awa’”. This results in a very 
unsettled existence, six months here and six months there. The family’s furniture 
is nearly in pieces by all the moving around, and one may guess that their inner 
wellbeing is in a similar state. But having been the one who wanted to move out in 
the first place, the farm servant does not want to admit this to himself: “I couldno 
settle/ For I missed me ain folk,/An’ me saet i’ de Kirk,/An’ hidno de wit tae ken 
’id.” At last, his wife speaks out and says what has been on both their minds for a 
while: “wir gaan heem”. Once back on the farm where he belongs, the farm which 
is “wir peece” (our place), the farm servant and his family are finally able to settle 
and find peace. 
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In both form and contents, the poem tells of continuity and of a slow, cyclical, but 
steady movement.  The pace of the poem is slow. The short lines cause the reader 
to pause often, just like the farm servant and the listener in the poem have paused 
at the end of a rig. The frequent pausing causes the whole poem to move slowly, 
like watching the slow but steady progress of the ploughman. It does not follow 
the iambic rhythm which is common in much of Chrissie’s poetry. Neither does it 
rhyme. Instead, Chrissie chooses free verse, which is close to natural speech. The 
use of dialect also supports the natural feel of the poem. 

The poem is cyclical in composition. It starts off with the farm worker stopping at 
the end of a rig to give the horses a break. (“Horse” is the plural form, something 
which goes back to Old English and is a conservative feature of the Orkney dialect). 
Mirroring the beginning, the poem finishes with the farm servant giving the horses 
Rose and Meg some grass to get them started again, in lines 32-36. Within this 
frame, we find two mentions of stone dykes and fencing, mirroring each other in 
lines 7-10 and 29-30. Within that again, we find the farm servant’s story of breaking 
up from his ancestral home, only to return some years later ending up where he 
started and where he was clearly meant to be. Just as the farm servant’s story comes 
back to where it started, the cyclical composition brings the poem back to where it 
started too, via the stone dykes, to starting up the horses again and commencing 
on another turn back through the next rig of turnips in the endless farming cycle of 
sowing, growth, ripening and harvest, winter death and spring rebirth.

The stone dykes are an important symbol. Firstly, they represent continuity – they 
remain. Having been built by the farm servant’s grandfather, and some by his father 
and a few by himself, the dykes are a visible link with the past, joining the chain 
of farm workers through history. Even though the farm does not belong to the 
family – it is not a “udal” farm – and even though each generation have all had to 
serve their master, this does not weaken the tie between man and land. Rather, the 
current farm servant is proud of not having cheated his master, but having served 
him faithfully like his father and grandfather before him. Stone dykes cannot easily 
be shifted, so stone dykes around a property also permanently mark its boundaries. 
Secondly, the stone dykes, as opposed to fencing, represent commitment. The farm 
servant criticises young people for their lack of endurance, comparing them to 
fencing which is much quicker to put up, but which does not last for centuries 
like dykes; forgetting, perhaps, that he in his youth was restless, too, or perhaps 
realising that young people, when older, grow ready for the responsibility and 
commitment that comes with farming. Thirdly, the stone dykes may also be read as 
representing the border between the home and the outside, between the familiar 
and the unknown. Although still on the Orkney Mainland, the farm servant and 
his family were not “home” during their time outside the stone dykes of the farm. 
Building dykes is securing the home. Stone walls are similarly used as a symbol in 
the poem Auld Maunsie’s Crü, by the Shetland poet Basil Ramsay Anderson (1861 
– 1888). Here, the stone walls of the “crü” (walled vegetable garden) protect not 
only against earthly chaos-makers in the form of rabbits, but they also take on a 
symbolic meaning when compared to how Christian belief protects against the 
ultimate chaos-maker, The Devil, in the following verse:
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Da schapter read he bowed him doon

An’ prayed ‘at He wha rules abüne

His haund roond dem an deirs wid keep

For He wid wauk tho’ dey süd sleep

An’ gaird der herts laek stocks o’ kail

Fae dat black kyunnen ca’d da Deil.

And staund a wa’ aroond dem tü

Far sürer dan Auld Maunsie’s crü.

The Ferm Servant tells, above all, of deep roots that are not easily upturned. This 
is a theme which also runs through other Orkney literature, such as in the works 
of George Mackay Brown. Even in his novel Greenvoe (1972), where an island 
community in Orkney is annihilated by the somewhat mysterious “Operation 
Black Star”, demolishing the island’s only village and every farm on the island in 
the process of building an enormous underground structure, a thin strand of the 
bond to the past survives and becomes the basis of a budding resurrection of the 
community. After the island has been closed off for ten years by high fences built 
by the abandoned “Operation Black Star”, a group of islanders manages to climb 
up the cliff, pass the fence, and hold its “Horseman’s Word” initiation ceremony on 
the site of an Iron Age broch on its ancestral island. This is a group of youngsters, 
representing the next generation, who have all grown up in exile on the Orkney 
Mainland for the last ten years. The group is led by old Mansie Anderson of The Bu, 
the hero and the last to leave the island, whose demolished farm was built in the 
year 1006 by the Norseman Thorvald the Harvest-Happy. By taking the youngsters 
back to their home island and performing the ceremony with them, old Mansie o’ 
The Bu starts the resurrection of the island community, its rebirth, and at the same 
time secures the continuation of its ancient culture. Even the complete destruction 
of all human habitation on the island could not break the bond between man and 
land.

Another poem which very powerfully describes the bond between man and land 
is De Government Inspector. In Orkney today, this is one of Chrissie’s most quoted 
poems, along with Speech and The Peerie Grandson. 

De Government Inspector

He ca’ed me ferm a croft,

An’ I wis barman mad:

De land I laaboured a’ me days tae mak’,

An’ breuk oot wae de spade

Fae brecks an’ hill.
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Hid wis de bare five acre

When I cam’,

An’ noo hid’s thirty-fower.

Apae me back I bore de rottan tang

Dat’s meed ‘id whit hid is,

An’ wharried flags tae mak’ de muckle drains

Dat’s run so clear dis forty year,

Beeldan de dykes an’ hooses

Whin ither wark wis deun,

Strivan i’ de face o’ odds

Early an’ late,

Feelan de pinch o’ hunger

Whin de gust cam’ an’ de tatties failed.

He speired hoo many man ‘oors

Hid I wirked?

Speired I, “Hoo many’s i’ a life?

For whit du sees afore de,

Hid du de sense tae read,

Is an apen book o’ history o’ a race o’ folk

What’s like nee peece else,

An’ A’m no braggan!

Hoo many ‘oors? Geud-faith,

Wha wad coont a lifetime bae de ‘oor?”

He polished aap his muckle branks o’ glesses,

Smirked, an’ wore awa’.

He ca’ed me ferm a croft!

The core of this poem lies where the farmer explains why the bureaucrat’s question 
of how many man-hours he has worked on his farm is irrelevant: who would count 
a life-time by the hour? These lines were even quoted in Chrissie’s obituary in the 
newspaper The Orcadian, as an example of how her poetry “here and there” 
reaches heights of understanding “which give [her poems] their unique quality”. 
The bureaucrat has arrived in Orkney with a form filled with boxes needing to be 
ticked. The gap between his understanding of the world and the farmer’s is an 
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abyss. As George Mackay Brown 
writes: “He rules the world with 
a card index file” (Greenvoe, p. 
99). To the bureaucrat, farms 
under a certain size are classified 
as “crofts”, no matter how much 
love and labour their owner has 
put in. But to the farmer, it is 
his lifework, his passion and his 
pride. Even suggesting that he 
should count technicalities such 
as man-hours is an insult. That 
would bring it down to being 
just a job. But it is not just a job. 
It is past, present and future. As the farmer tells the bureaucrat, had he the sense to 
read it, he would see the whole history of a race of folk engraved on the land. That 
is the farmer’s history book, as opposed to the bureaucrat’s dry papers.

The Auld Hoose Spaeks

The poem The Auld Hoose Spaeks takes a house’s perspective on life. Just as in De 
Government Inspector, where one can read the history of the people on the land, 
the house in The Auld Hoose Spaeks has been there much longer than its current 
occupants, and thus knows its own history. The house remembers its occupants 
of previous generations, and the sounds that used to be in the house: “Yea, hid 
wis thir lullaby,/ The dunder o’ the loom, the fleean shuttle i’ the skilly haan’/ That 
keepid them a catloup fae starvation. / Here they lived, an’ loved an’ dee’d.” The 
old house is like a mother to all her inhabitants, gathering them and warming them 
like a hen with chickens: “They wir me bairns, an’ cam night I happit them i’ me 
skurt / An’ keepit them safe fae the tearan win’”.

The inhabitants of yesteryear made do with little. As long as they kept “a catloup” 
away from starvation, they were happy with what they had. They did not ask for 
riches, expensive clothes or fancy dishes. Their clothes were handmade on the 
loom. To eat they had “fish an’ maet fae the ebb” and “they could mak’ a banquet 
wae a heid o’ kail”. This may not seem like much today, but the house warns that 
we should not pity them. “Peety! Na min, raither thoo should lift thee kep,/ An’ say 
thanks for thee great heritage”. 

This heritage does not consist of gold or belongings or land, the house says, 
but rather of non-material things. It consists of old skills passed down through 
generations, such as weaving and fishing. And most importantly, it consists of the 
skill of appreciation: the ability to find beauty and spiritual satisfaction in the small 
way which is Orkney’s. “Tae see the colours o’ the sky and sea / An’ set hid doon 
apae a brod, as true as true: / Tae ken a bonnie floo’er, / An’ find new worlds i’ the 
whorls o’ peerie buckies / An’ see infinity hidsel’ i’ twa-t’ree grains o’ san’”. Thus, 
both material and spiritual needs are satisfied without grandeur.

Ploughing with horses in Orkney. Lent by Russell Croy.
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The last four lines of the poem seem to be linked with De Government Inspector. 
It implores of the current occupant of the house the necessity of keeping up this 
heritage. “An’ thoo’re the culmination o’ ‘id aa’ / An’ thine’s the trust tae see ‘id 
disno dee, / Bit gets skailled oot amang the folk o’ this wir land, / Tae mak them 
read, an’ see, an’ understand.” Through the use of second person singular “thoo”, 
the house – and thus the author – speaks not just to the current occupant of the old 
house; it is as much the author speaking to her readers of the present and future. 
It is our responsibility – we, the present-day Orcadians – to make sure we take over 
our non-material heritage. Unlike the bureaucrat in De Government Inspector, who 
does not have the wit to read the landscape as an open book of the history of a 
race of folk, the new inhabitants of the house, and the new inhabitants of Orkney, 
must learn to do so. This applies to new generations of native Orcadians as well 
as incomers to the islands. We must know that a place is not just a plot of earth. 
It carries with it its history, deeply ingrained in it, which we may access and be 
part of if we are sensitive to it. And it also carries with it an outlook on the world, 
small in its ways, but one which makes small things big and simple things the most 
delightful.

Benjie’s Bodle

Chrissie also explored this theme in her short stories. Perhaps the most powerful 
story of the bond between man and land that Chrissie wrote is Benjie’s Bodle, the 
story which gave her collection of short stories its name. This story is told by an 
old man to a young boy, telling him the life story of the boy’s grandfather’s cousin 
Benjie, whose farm the boy now lives on. 

Benjie’s story is dated to the early 1800s, the inscription on his gravestone giving 
his year of death as 1837. However, the story also mentions Benjie’s cousin – the 
boy’s grandfather – wearing a medal from the Chicago World Fair, only a couple of 
years after Benjie’s death. This fair was in 1893, so clearly Chrissie must have slipped 
up a bit with the dating here. Officially named The World’s Columbian Exposition, 
this gigantic fair celebrated the 400th anniversary of Christopher Columbus’ voyage 
to America in 1492 – celebrated a year late. With its massive, but temporary, 
newbuilds and gigantic fairground, it may safely be said to be the very opposite 
of the Orcadian “be-happy-with-the-small-pleasures” and “generations of stone 
dykes” philosophy laid out in Chrissie’s poetry. By contrast, the Chicago World 
Fair was rather ostentatious. It, for instance, showed off the world’s first Ferris 
wheel with a capacity of 2160 people, an eleven-ton block of cheese and a 1500 
pound chocolate Venus de Milo (Chicago History Museum 1999). The entire fair 
was illuminated by electric light. On a single day – “Chicago Day” on October 9th, 
1893 – it attracted 716,881 visitors, and, over the six months it was open, more 
than 25 millions visited the fair (Chicago History Museum 1999). Naturally, this 
number included people from Orkney, or expatriates who sent letters and presents 
back to their families in the islands. Chicago World Fair memorabilia is still to be 
found in Orkney homes, and it may be that Chrissie had seen such a souvenir medal 
and wanted to include it in her story, not realising that it would clash with her 1837 
dating. She humorously lets her storyteller remark that “I daursay a World Fair wid 
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be somethin’ like the Lammas Market, bit maybe a peerie bit bigger, thoo kens.” 
By saying this, Chrissie makes the point that, for all its grandeur, the Chicago World 
Fair was nothing but an inflated version of something which Orkney has too. And 
despite the size of it, if you have been to the Lammas Market, you are probably 
not missing much by not having been to Chicago. The Lammas Market “certainly 
was the great event of the year. ... What a spectacle Kirkwall must have presented 
during the Lammas Market. The town seems to have been crowded with people 
from all quarters, and surely they must have amused themselves in a far more 
boisterous manner than we are accustomed to at the present time” remarks W. R. 
Mackintosh (1887: 25-26), although the Chicago World Fair was, of course, on a 
different scale altogether. By degrading the Chicago World Fair, Chrissie returns to 
her “small ways” philosophy: be happy with what you have in Orkney, there is no 
need for anything more. (Chrissie herself gave an account of the Lammas Market 
in the old days in The Orcadian 26th August 1948, in which she laments that it is 
now “alas a very thin wraith of its former self, with every likelihood of melting into 
nothingness as time goes by.”)

In Benjie’s Bodle, the story itself does not say where it is set, but the place-name 
“Muckle Watter” could indicate that it is set in Rousay. “Nether Grind”, the name of 
Benjie’s farm, is not recorded in Hugh Marwick’s The Place-Names of Rousay (1947), 
and is probably fictional. But as Chrissie writes in the notes to her stories, “no story 
in this book is entirely imaginary. Into the few which were not actual happenings 
have been woven incidents characteristic of the life and people of Orkney.” So 
although there was nobody by the name of Benjamin William Nicolson living in 
Rousay who died on the 17th of November 1837 according to the census, it does 
not necessarily mean that the story does not have a true core. Chrissie protected 
her sources by changing the names of her characters. Benjie’s Bodle may well have 
been composed of snippets of true happenings or anecdotes which were living 
orally in Rousay in Chrissie’s time. 

In the story we meet Benjie, who, despite his friend’s attempts to get him to come 
with him to Kirkwall to become a joiner, insists that he is to stay and farm the land 
where his forefathers have farmed before him. There he proceeds to work from 
dawn till dusk, day upon day, refusing to marry, being too busy with his farm work 
and married to the land. “He wid been a man passan thirty than, an’ a’ the aald 
clecks i’ the wharter said he wad seun tak’ a wife. Bit feenty bit o’ him. His ferm 
was wife an’ bairn, maet an’ drink tae him” (Benjie’s Bodle). He improves the farm 
by digging new drains and breaking out new land and by building a new steading. 
The farm is flourishing as well as it has ever done, when a jealous neighbour makes 
the Laird believe that Benjie is not looking after it properly. The Laird, thinking he 
can make more money, decides to swap Benjie for his neighbour, shifting Benjie to 
a farm where he has no roots. 

This pushes Benjie over the edge. One morning, shortly before his moving date, 
some neighbours of Benjie’s see smoke coming from his farm. It turns out that 
rather than move, Benjie has secretly given away his animals to his closest relatives 
and set fire to his farm. Benjie himself is later found drowned in the lake called the 
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Muckle Watter, high up in the hills of Rousay. He preferred death to separation from 
his land.

Rousay, more than the other islands of Orkney, has been infamous for its harsh 
lairds. One of these lairds, nicknamed “the Little General”, shifted many crofters 
to make room for sheep, in a small-scale version of the Highland Clearances in 
Mainland Scotland. His name was Lt General Sir Frederick Burroughs of Trumland 
House. His decisions as laird “provoked the greatest anger in Orkney. He continued 
the clearances of land in Rousay and caused growing resentment with a policy of 
increased rents and evictions amongst his tenants” (Hazell 2000:21).

Whether it is a true story or not, Benjie’s Bodle is a powerful document of the bond 
between man and land, and of the depth of feeling which it involves. And although 
it is a sad story, it also tells of the rewards which farm work brings to those who 
put their soul into it. After Benjie’s farm has been lying fallow for a couple of years 
following his suicide, Benjie’s cousin, while walking across its land, gets a sudden 
inspiration to take up the farm. He seems destined to do so: 

“[A] kind o dwamy wey cam’ ower him tae think o’ a’ the folk o’ his ain 
bleud that hid spent their lives toilan on this lan’, and noo hid wis near 
heathery brecks again. He steud a meenit and lukkid aboot him, and than 
he decided he wad ask the Laird tae lease him Benjie’s ferm. ... Efter he got 
the lan’ under cultivation again thee grandfether began tae reut aboot the 
hoose. Pairt o’ wan waa wis standan aboot seven feet high and hidno been 
sae badly burnt oot as the rest o’d and wis fairly soond, so t’inks he, ‘Why 
no’ beeld a new hoose here?’ He telt me efter that as seun as he said the 
wirds a’ t’ing seemed tae brighten ap aboot him an’ he felt that Benjie wad 
be plazed.”

While rebuilding the house, starting at the one wall which was not as badly burned 
as the rest, and having cleared some rubble, the boy’s grandfather finds twenty-five 
golden sovereigns hidden by Benjie – Benjie’s bodle. This concrete fruit of Benjie’s 
labour helps his relatives for two generations to come, the last of the money being 
spent on school clothes for the grandson. The gold coins are the tangible treasure 
left by Benjie to any successor who has the courage and determination and enough 
love of the place to build it up again. It is hidden in such a place that it can only be 
found by one who has started working on the house again. 

Similarly, spiritual “gold” may be found by those who labour the land and lay their 
love and their commitment in it. Therefore, Benjie’s epitaph reads: “They shall 
inherit the earth.” This is a well-chosen Bible quotation. It is from Matthew 5:5, 
where in King James’ Bible it reads: “Blessed are the meek: for they shall inherit the 
earth”. Other Bible translations have “humble” (International Standard Version) 
or “gentle” (New American Standard Bible) instead of “meek” – “humble” being 
particularly appropriate, as its etymological roots lie in the Latin word for “earth”. 
Those who are gentle and kind, but also humble, submissive and mild, shall inherit 
the earth. Those who are not ostentatious, not conceited – in short, those who 
subscribe to the “mak a banquet of a heid o kail” philosophy – are Benjie’s and 
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Orkney’s true heirs. As well as finding Benjie’s 
bodle of gold coins, theirs is also the treasure of 
finding purpose and spiritual fulfillment in being 
one with the land. That is Benjie’s real bodle. They 
shall inherit the earth.

Daavid, the Laird

In the story Daavid, the Laird, we meet another 
greedy laird – although this laird is not Daavid. 
Daavid is a farmer of the old “udal” kind, who 
owns his farm. As he is one of the few that does, 
the “muckle laird” of the district is very keen to 
secure Daavid’s farm for himself. The “udal” 
owner-occupier farmer was and is common in 
Norway, whereas a feudal relationship between 
laird and tenant crofter became dominant in 
Scotland. As a former Norwegian colony, Orcadians always felt that feudalism didn’t 
belong in Orkney. This sentiment peaked in the 19th century, prompting the real 
laird David Balfour of Balfour and Trenabie to write the polemical book Odal Rights 
and Feudal Wrongs (Balfour 1860). Being a major landowner himself did not stop 
him from having such sentiments. His estate was later sold off, in 1924, by W. E. L. 
Balfour, giving the first option of purchase to the tenants (Hazell 2000:90). In the 
story Daavid, the Laird, however, the un-named “muckle laird” tries to trick Daavid 
into giving up his farm by getting hold of the title deed to it. However, Daavid’s quick-
witted wife hides the deed under their baby’s clothes. As soon as the laird is out of 
their house she sets out on an epic journey to Edinburgh to get the deed properly 
put to rights and registered. It is very much a story of the little man’s – or rather, 
woman’s – victory over the powerful laird by means of her intelligence and courage. 
In her notes to the story, Chrissie tells us that “family incidents recalled by my father 
and mother at the fireside have been woven into this substantially true story.”

The end of an era

In many of Chrissie’s poems and stories set in rural Orkney, we as readers get the 
distinct feeling that the way of life she is describing is something which, by her own 
time, belonged to the past. The rule of the lairds was abolished and crofters were 
given the option of buying the farms on which they lived. “Orkney farmers were 
fortunate that, quite early in the century, the major lairds were prepared to sell off 
property to their tenants – and the tenants were prosperous enough to be able 
to purchase!” (Hazell 2000: 90). Even the “Little General’s” lands in Rousay were 
eventually sold off to its tenants in 1921, sixteen years after the laird’s death (Hazell 
2000: 90), and “ ... in 1924, it was estimated that the first 25 years of the century 
had seen at least 1,000 tenants buy their lands ...” (Hazell 2000:90).

Working horses were replaced by tractors – Orkney’s first tractor came to the 
“model farm” of Stove, Sanday in 1914 (Hazell 2000: 24), when Chrissie was 12 
years old. Horses were also gradually replaced as a means of transport. Although 

Memorabilia of the Chicago World Fair 
1893, currently belonging to Phyllis Gee, 

Flotta. Photo: Ragnhild Ljosland
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Chrissie was born into a car-free Orkney, the first Orkney-owned motor car arrived 
when she was one year old in 1903. When she was twenty, 250 motor vehicles a 
day passed by Tormiston on the Kirkwall to Stromness road (Hazell 2000: 24). In 
one of her letters, written in 1954, Chrissie describes seeing horses at work – a sight 
which was getting more and more uncommon: “At a farm in Stenness a young 
man was ploughing with two horses. He was wearing a beret and it somehow 
gave the impression of an old fashioned Scotch bonnet and I was reminded of poor 
Robbie ploughing the dour earth of Mossgeil” (letter to Janette and Ernest Marwick 
7th February 1954). Chrissie is here referring to a poem by Robert Burns.

Lewis Grassic Gibbon, who was only a year and a half older than Chrissie, and saw 
Scotland change as he grew up just like she did, laments the “sunset” of the old 
Scottish crofting culture in his novel Sunset Song (1932), as World War One and the 
coming of modernisation changed people, culture and landscape. These changes 
happened not only in Scotland – in Norway, for instance, they moved Knut Hamsun 
to write the Nobel Prize-winning novel Growth of the Soil (1917), which like much 
of Chrissie’s writing emphasizes the strong links between man and land in the old 
farming community.

Although Chrissie often writes about an Orkney of generations past, she is not 
quite as resentful towards the developments of the 20th century as Lewis Grassic 
Gibbon is in Sunset Song. Chrissie also writes lovingly and humorously of modern 
days, such as in the poem Sacrifice, where she writes about a young man who is 
dreaming about a motorcycle – “A ‘Matchless’ or an ‘Indian’ with chromium pairts 
that glissen” – but who instead has to be content with a picture of one pinned to 
his bed. In the short story Fordal Geordie, the car is the hero when a man manages 
to save the lives of his wife and twin sons by driving them in to the hospital in 
Kirkwall. In gratitude to the car, the boys are christened Maurice and Austin! In The 
Stove (first published in The Orcadian 14th April 1955), the replacement of an old, 
black, peat-burning stove by a new, white, electric one is not a cause for lament, 
although two of the main characters of the story both think it would be so for the 
other: 

“On no account wis I tae be a slave tae the stove as me mither hid been. 
Than Sandy said, “Bit lass, thoo needna worry aboot hid, for thee mither’ll no 
move withoot her stove.” “Thoo might think that,” said me mither, castan 
a sly luk at me fether, “bit little dis thoo ken hoo muckle A’m vooed for yin 
aald ‘durk’, as Jennie caa’ed id! If hid no’ been that thee fether wis so fond 
o’d an’ blaa’ed aboot id a’ the time hid wad been oot o’ here twenty year 
ago!” “My mighty me,” said me fether, lukkan roond wae a stunned luk on 
his face. “I keepid blaa’an aboot id for I thowt thoo wir so prood o’d, an’ me 
feet’s nivir been warm since hid cam’ tae the hoose!” An’ me mither laughed 
till I thowt sheu wad be the waar o’d” (The Stove).

A Hunder Year Efter This

The short story A Hunder Year Efter This is another story where progress and change 
is not being opposed, although on the condition that one continues to appreciate 
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what previous generations have done to lay the foundations of the welfare of the 
present generation. In this story, we meet a young farmer called Peter o’ Nethergill, 
who is planning to sell his farm and rather buy one near Aberdeen. It was published 
in The Orcadian on the 25th November 1954, as part of the newspaper’s centenary 
celebration, and the notes to the story tell us that that its theme was “provided by 
the disturbing drift from the islands” (Collected Orkney Dialect Tales). What Chrissie 
is referring to in her note is a lengthy debate in The Orcadian’s Letters to the Editor 
column. Having been a concern for some time, this particular outbreak of discussion 
started a month before Chrissie’s story was published. The debate subsequently ran 
for two years (!) with a steady flow of letters and occasional news stories. The initial 
letter was published on the 28th of October, 1954, under the heading “Drift from 
the Isles”. In it, “Westrayman” outlined his concerns for the future of the Westray 
community and the other North Isles: 

“Sir. – It is distressing to learn that in spite of bottled gas, people continue 
to leave our northern islands in considerable numbers. In a few weeks’ time 
no fewer than twenty-two of our islanders are migrating to the Mainland of 
Orkney, leaving us much the poorer for their going. It is to be deplored that 
of these eleven are children. If this exodus continues, as no doubt it will, in a 
few years’ time there will only be left the old people, who have no desire to 
uproot themselves, and a few “spivs” who have to be provided for at other 
people’s expense ….” 

With hindsight, the future for Westray turned out not to be quite as bad, but 
the vigour of the debate which followed shows that depopulation was a major 
concern at the time. By the following April, an “anti-drift movement” led from 
Stronsay was up and running and planning to send off a petition to the Secretary 
of State for Scotland. In June, the petition was indeed sent off, on behalf of six 
islands. In December 1955, fourteen months after the letter which had started the 
whole thing, the newspaper ran the headline “The Drift: Drastic action needed”. In 
March 1956, the Highland Panel arrived in Orkney for a four-day visit to investigate 
the depopulation problem. In August the same year, a “long awaited” report, 
containing suggestions to arrest the “drift”, was issued.

Chrissie’s story A Hunder Year Efter This is her way of responding to this hot topic, 
although she seems to be concerned about the drift of people away from Orkney 
in general, not just the drift from the North Isles to the Orkney Mainland. A further 
inspiration seems to have been two articles in the previous week’s paper, one entitled 
“100 years of progress in Orkney Agriculture” and the other “Life on the Farm in 
the last Hundred Years”. The title of Chrissie’s story plays on many strings. Firstly, 
it of course refers to it being written for a centenary celebration. Also, the story 
tells of the one hundred years that have passed, and the title points one hundred 
years into the future – when farming and Orkney will have changed, but hopefully 
still exist and be recognizable, as might The Orcadian celebrate two hundred years. 
Furthermore, the title is also about depopulation: will there be anyone left in Orkney 
in one hundred years? Chrissie’s story is an urge to the people still remaining in 
Orkney to ensure that there will.
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In the story, a group of farmers, including one called Peter, is having a meal at the 
hotel in Kirkwall after a farm auction. It then transpires that Peter is planning to sell 
off and move to Aberdeenshire. This raises emotions in his older friend, who knows 
more about Peter’s family history than he does himself. By telling Peter the life 
histories of his great-grandfather, his grandfather and his father, and along with it 
the story of the farm of Nethergill through the last one hundred years, Peter’s older 
friend makes him see the love and labour his forefathers have put into the farm, 
and how this has laid the foundations for him. In the end, the story also makes 
Peter proud of having continued the improvements that the previous generations 
started.

In the older friend’s tale, we are taken on a journey through the history of agricultural 
and domestic improvements in Orkney from the time of Queen Victoria through to 
the 1950s. Peter’s great grandfather did not have much to start with – “Thir wis 
plenty o’ lan, bit hid wis cheust brecks an’ heather, an’ as weet as weet, an’ the 
hoose, Geud tak’ care o’ me, wis cheust a ruckle o’ steens” – but it was his own. 
He drained the land and got the farm up and running. His son – Peter’s grandfather 
– brought in the first double-furrowed plough, raised the standard of the cattle, 
and carried seaweed to the fields as fertiliser. After a trip to the “Nor-wast” he 
also brings in a new, American stove – “I’ less than six mont’s time every hoose i’ 
the wharter hid een the sam’!” Next, Peter’s father improved and extended the 
steading and built a silo. “My mercy, whit an aproar hid meed, till they saa the 
sense o’d, an’ than they wir a’ at the silos teu.” After this, the farm was finally 
passed on to Peter. It is at this point in the story that he proudly points out that he 
has not let the previous generations down, but done his share, too. He has put in 
electric light and hot water, laid water to the fields and “deun mair draineen than 
a’ the aald folk pitten taegither.” After this history of Orcadian agriculture through 
one hundred years, Peter finally changes his mind and goes to the auction mart to 
cancel the sale of his farm. His friend is pleased at having succeeded in changing 
Peter’s mind, but “min hid wis hard wark persuadin’ him hoo weel aff he wis.” 
“Weel,” says another, “thoo kens noo whit Sir Winston Churchill his haen tae pit 
ap wae.”

It is maybe easy for someone who has never been a farmer to have a romantic view 
of farming. Chrissie herself was never a farmer. She came from farming families 
on both sides, but was born in the town and lived in the town all her life. But 
perhaps she would have liked to be a farmer if she had had the chance. In one of 
her newspaper features, a rendering of a trip around the North Isles of Orkney, she 
writes about the deserted island of Faray:

“One cannot pass by this fertile little island without a twinge of regret that 
the hard toil of former generations is altogether lost. Is there not a drop 
of pioneering blood in young Orcadians now? Here are houses, and land 
already cultivated. With modern farm machinery, wind chargers for light, the 
telephone and wireless one needs not necessarily feel cut off from civilisation 
…. Of course, one would miss the bright lights, the cinema, the billiard room 
and the dances, but would have the satisfaction of having found something 
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soul-satisfying and tangible in an unstable and changing world. “What about 
trying it yourself?” I hear you say. Well, were I twenty years younger, and 
knew how to handle a boat, there would be no holding ME back.” (“Come 
round the Nort’ Isles with me” by Lex, The Orcadian, August 5th 1948).  

Religious poetry

Chrissie was a Christian, belonging to the Paterson Kirk in Kirkwall. Her interest in 
church life seems to have been about average for her time – and she could certainly 
skive off a Sunday service if she was feeling that she had other things to do: “As 
you will observe from the above I have “plunket” the kirk today, so that I may get 
caught up with some correspondence” (letter to Ernest and Janette Marwick dated 
Sunday 18th 11.45 a.m. [1953/54]). That did not mean, however, that she didn’t 
sincerely believe in God. She also enjoyed taking part in church life, and felt sorry 
for those who did not have the chance to worship, as she expresses in a letter to 
Ernest and Janette Marwick: “It was very kind of you to take the poor Jugoslav girl 
to the Kirk. We who have had freedom of worship have difficulty in understanding 
the suppression of other peoples, and probably she had, as you say, never been in 
a Church before. It is really a very great tragedy.” That Chrissie did sincerely believe 
is also obvious from her religious poems. But in addition to her sincere and heartfelt 
Christian poems, such as the absolutely beautiful The Peerie Grandson, she was 
also able to take a more humourous outlook:

“I’ yin far-awey days the wird o’ the Laird was the laa, and tae some folks he 
wis better than the Almighty himsel’, for a body could see the Laird bit neen 
hid ever seen the Almighty.” (Benjie’s Bodle)

This kind of light-hearted mocking is often directed at ministers as earthly creatures, 
rather than at The Lord himself:

“He [the minister] wis a muckle Heilan’ lump wha snored trowe his nose 
somethin’ horrible, an’ prayed sae lang an’ loodly aboot the fires o’ hell that 
i’ the end the folk wir beginnan tae t’ink he maan hae been there himsel’ an’ 
that maybe hid wisno sic a bad peece efter a’!” (The Bale of Flax)

A similar kind of humour, perhaps representative of Scottish rural humour, can be 
found in Lewis Grassic Gibbon’s novel Sunset Song:

“Maybe he [the minister] was shamed and maybe he just lost his way, for 
next noon there were folk who swore they’d seen the marks of great feet 
that walked round and round in a circle, circle after circle, all across the parks 
from Blawearie to the Manse; and if they weren’t the minister’s feet they 
must have been the devil’s, you could choose whichever you liked.” (Gibbon 
1932).

In contrast to this stand a handful of sincere and beautiful poems with Christian 
themes, including Wanderan Bairn, The Clay Biggin, The Why an’ the Whitfor and 
The Peerie Grandson.
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Wanderan Bairn

In this poem, we get to share a mother’s thoughts and feelings at letting her child 
have the freedom to explore the world outside the safety of his mother’s reach. She 
lets him go to play by the burn, out of her sight, and to explore the shore and the 
rest of his island world. She knows that even if she tried, she could not hold on 
to him like she did when he was younger: “I ken I maan haad thee / Bit lightly, bit 
lightly, / Chokan me faer an’ fightan me dread, / Bit sweet me reward when thoo 
wanders heem nightly, / Hid’s than thoor’e me bairn, / Whin I pit thee tae bed.”

In the last verse, the mother’s reflections enter a more philosophical mode: “Whit 
s’all I wiss for thee, / Wanderan youngeen? / Whit bit His mercy, an’ guidance, an’ 
grace, / That thoo geungs no a-will / Whin hid comes tae thee grimleens, / An’ aye 
keeps afore thee the light o’ His face.” Just like she trusts God to bring her son 
safely back home from his explorations every night, the mother also wishes for her 
son to trust in God’s guidance later in life when dark and difficult times may come 
to him. 

The Clay Biggin

Like Wanderan Bairn, the poem The Clay Biggin also has God as the Father who 
always watches over his children as its central theme. 

Hid’s a peur aald Biggin

That I bide in,

Wae creukkid riggin

An’ t’eck worn awa,

Wae neesteran rafters

An’ windows dim,

An’ the beauty hid once hid

Isno’ there, no there

Time wis when hid steud

On the brink o’ the brae

Sae bonnie, sae fresh

I’ the light o’ the sun,

Bit noo the aald ruckle

Is crappened an’ gray

An’ the aest win’ keeps ooman

“Thoo’re deun, thoo’re deun!”
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For the win’s o’ the warl’

Hae swapped me hoose

An’ Time’s hungry fingers

Deep scrattid the stane,

An’ aald Earth leuks on

Lik’ a cat wae a moose,

Sayan, “When will thoo gae me

Me ain, me ain?”

Bit me Faither his lang

Meed a promise tae me

That a’ that is creuked,

He will mak’ straight,

An’ the deaf shall a’ hear,

An’ the blin’ shall a’ see,

So a’ll hadd tae me biggin,

An’ wett, an’ wett.

Bit ae bonnie morning

He’ll gae me the ca’

An’ a’ll flit fae me hoosie

Sae mean, sae mean,

An’ they’ll close baith the windows

An’ lock fast the door,

An’ say, “Min, that was Cheemie,

He’s heem, he’s heem!”

The house in this poem, as well as being Jimmie’s actual home, might also represent 
his body – his own person on this earth. A long time ago, the house was new, and 
stood proud on the edge of the hill. Similarly, Jimmie was young then, and like his 
house stood bonnie and fresh in the light of the sun. But time and the events of 
the world have made their marks on both house and man. The house is crumbling 
and the old man’s health is not strong either. They are both expecting to go back 
to the earth fairly soon. But the old Jimmie takes comfort in the thought of God as 
the Almighty who will restore his true self, and as for the crumbling house, Jimmie 
believes that his true home is with God, the Father. He is therefore looking forward 
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to the beautiful morning which will bring him the start of his next life, when he will 
move out of his house and home to God. The two windows and the door being 
closed may also represent the shutting of the old man’s eyes and mouth as his soul 
moves out of its house, the body. It is at this moment, when Jimmie finally moves 
out of his house, that he comes home.

The Why and the Whitfor

In the poem The Why and the Whitfor, written 17/7/1953, God’s presence is very 
close and immediate. He is like an old and wise friend, from whom ordinary people 
can seek personal advice. At the same time, He is a king and ruler, but a wise and 
fair one, who has a sincere personal interest in his subjects.

The place where the ordinary man can meet God and speak with him is, in this 
poem, not in the church – rather, it is in the wild, open nature. This is a setting 
which recurs in several of Chrissie’s poems, as we shall soon see.

When I come oot i’ the morneen light

An’ hear the swa o’ the sea

Hids than that I hae twa wirds wae Him

An’ He spaeks back tae me,

Here it is as if the sound of sea-swell itself is the voice of God. God and nature are 
one and the same. The Orkney landscape is open to the elements and life depended 
on the forces of nature, which makes such a view of God immediately logical.

After having established direct contact with God, the protagonist of the poem then 
goes on to confront Him:

An’ I spier aboot a’ that’s puzzlan me

Hoo aye since the warl’ began

Hids been kjemp an’ tullye, an’ lee an’ kill

A’ the time atween man an’ man.

“Can they no tak’ pace an’ listen tae Thee,

An’ quite a’ the steer an’ din?”

Many people of Chrissie’s generation may indeed have asked the same question, 
as they had just gone through two world wars. But God’s answer is like a father’s 
to a child:

“Hid’s no cheust so aisy, Jeems,” said He,

“For man tae keep aaf fae sin,

Bit thoo disno see ‘id the sam’ as Me,

For whit’s wrang tae thee maybe’s no tae Me,
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I see wae a langer an’ fairer ee,

For thee life’s cheust a dot on the sheet o’ time

Thee bits o’ thowts are far fae Mine,

An’ the only wey I can mak’ thee see,

Is tae luk at thee ain bitto life wae thee.”

The protagonist then confronts God by saying that He took his father and left no-
one but himself to look after the rest of his family. By doing this, God has been 
keeping him on the farm against his will, while he would have liked to have been 
up and away. God’s reply to this is that rather than being a chain and a chore, the 
farm and the sea have brought freedom to the man which he would not have had 
in any other type of job. “Thoo wir keeng o’ thee realm”.

The protagonist’s next accusation against God is that He sent a war and took his 
son. God’s reply to this is that to replace the son, He sent a grandson: “Thoo’ll 
notice, wharever I tak, I gae.” The idea that God replaces people who have died in a 
semi-reincarnational fashion seems unusual. It is, nevertheless, an idea which seems 
to have appealed to Chrissie, as she also uses it in her poem The Peerie Grandson 
(see below).

At this, the protagonist is satisfied that God has indeed been fair to him, although 
in His own way, and he does not know what to say next: “The seelence wis lood”. 
The sea mist rises as the man’s understanding of God’s ways becomes clear. He then 
starts to worry what God might think of him: “Min a’m no deun muckle for Thee, 
/ Hid’s a winder Thoo stands and listens tae me.” God reassures him that what he 
has done is good enough. He has always helped his neighbours by leaving fish at 
the widow’s door, and helped out with farm work for anyone who has been ill. 
Such everyday acts of kindness are the best one can do: “If thoo deus whit thoo 
can, thoo can deu nee more, / That’s a’ that A’m askan o’ thee.” The poem ends 
as follows:

Than the sun’s rosy glow cam’ aap ower the lan’

Like a blessing spread bae a mighty han’

Till hid rested at last on the Kirk at the sea,

An’ the graves of the folk that wir sib tae me

Again, nature and God are represented as one and the same when the sun is 
interpreted as a blessing spread by a mighty hand. The rising sun, following 
the rising and disappearing mist which accompanied the protagonist’s dawning 
understanding, also represents the peace and contentment that the man is feeling 
now that he is finally coming to terms with his fate in life. Now he notices, as the 
sun is illuminating it, the church by the sea where his late relatives rest. It is as if they 
were trying to say, “We know, we have been there too, but we found contentment 
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and rest in the end. We once were the ones who toiled and worked the land, and 
fought with the elements at sea. Now it is you, but it is all good. You and we, land, 
sea and God – we are all one”.

One of Chrissie’s most popular poems, which can still be heard recited in Orkney, 
is The Peerie Grandson. It was written in 1954 for the centenary issue of The 
Orcadian. In this poem, a grandmother is sent into a reverie of thought by her 
daughter-in-law’s comment that her baby son – the older woman’s grandson – is 
not very pretty.

The Peerie Grandson

“He’s no a bonnie bairn,” said sheu,

An’ sheu lached an’ lukk’d at me,

“Wae sic a muckle bleupsy face,

An’ peerie glinderan ee.

His lugs stick oot, an’ his ravsey heid’s

As coorse as a burrie brae.

Na, na, he’s far fae bonnie,

Care I no whit folk say!”

“Bit he’ll be a man at man’s behave

Whin thee an’ me’s baith deed,

An’ he’ll be eeble teu,” I said,

“Tae win his daily breed.

A bairn that’s witty, an’ weel, an’ strong

An’ can run, an’ hear, an’ see,

Hid maks nee odds aboot his luks,

He’s a bonnie bairn, tae me.”

She couldna see i’ the turn o’ his cheek,

The face o’ Jock, me man,

Nor yet i’ the shape o’ his peerie knevs

Me faither’s wark worn haan’;

Sheu couldna see, as he lached tae me,

The glisk o’ me mither’s face,

As she turned i’ the lowe of the baekeen fire,

Sayan, “Bairns, noo, be apace!”
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Hoo could sheu ken that she soond o’ his voice

Is the marrows o’ een lang gane,

Echo’an doon the years tae me

As I sit by the fire, alane;

Or ken that the luk o’ his ravsey heid,

An’ the feel o’ his thick yellow hair,

Taks a lump tae me hass for me peerie lass

Asleep i’ the Kirkyard there.

Bit weel deu I ken that the Saviour o’ a’,

The Gae-er an’ Taaker o’ men,

His happid them a’ i’ a bundle sma’,

An’ gaen me them back again.

The poem starts off quite ordinarily. In verses one and two we hear the daughter-
in-law’s opinion that the child is not very pretty, and the grandmother’s reply that 
it doesn’t matter if he is pretty as long as he is healthy and will grow up to a man 
who can work and earn his daily bread.

It is in verse three that it starts to get interesting. From here onwards we are privy 
to the grandmother’s philosophical thoughts. The child clearly has the looks of 
his father’s side of the family, as the grandmother clearly sees the resemblance of 
several of her family in him. She sees her husband, her own father’s hands, her 
mother’s face; in his voice she hears an unnamed relative who has long since passed 
away, and finally, in his yellow, untidy hair, she sees her young daughter who did 
not live.

The likeness of her grandson to these family members the grandmother interprets 
as God’s way of returning to her what she has lost. Like in The Why and the Whitfor, 
the belief is that the dead have an ability to return in the form of new children, 
almost as a form of reincarnation. This is done by the kindness of God, knowing 
that people will always miss the dead who they have known and loved.

On reading The Peerie Grandson and other of her poems, such as Wanderan Bairn 
or The Shore Below wir Hoose, one is amazed that Chrissie, who had no children 
or grandchildren of her own, was able to put herself so firmly in the shoes of 
parents and grandparents. Her cousin Alex Costie reflects: “I wonder, where did 
she get this from? – for she never had any children of her own.” Alex’s sister Nancy 
Scott agrees: “She was a spinster, her sister was a spinster, and yet she could write 
something like The Peerie Grandson! With such feeling! And you thought: how did 
she know all that?” This tells of her extraordinary ability to observe people, to know 
their thoughts and empathise with their feelings.
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Man, land and beliefs

Some of Chrissie’s poems – most notably Islesman’s Request, The Shore Below wir 
Hoose, and Speir thoo the Wast Wind – can be read as religious or philosophical 
poems, as they deal with the question of what happens after death. However, they 
do not fit comfortably within the category of Christian poems. Rather, they deal 
with the afterlife in a manner linking them more closely with those poems and 
stories which deal with the theme of “man and land”. Elements of this philosophy 
were seen in the poem The Why and the Whitfor, discussed above, where God and 
nature are portrayed as aspects of each other.

Islesman’s Request

Dinna bury me here

I’ the stoor and smush o’ the toon,

Hid’s doon bae the Kirk at the Ness 

Whar a’ll sleep soond.

I couldna hae pace ava

Wae the noise an’ the din fae the streets,

Hoo wad I ken and hear

If Johnnie’s ahint wae his neeps?

Hoo wad I ken i’ the Vore

When the green blade covered the clod?

An’ whether the boats fae the sea

Hid haaled geud reed-ware cod?

I wad miss the soond o’ the folk

Gaan aaf tae shaer i’ the hill,

An’ the drone o’ the bees i’ the heather

An’ the rumble o’ cairts fae the mill.

Sheurly thoo minds i’ the hairst

The meun’s yellow path ower the sea?

Faith lass, I ken am no dottan,

Thoo his tae lissen tae me!

Me hert wad t’ink lang for the wind

An’ the roarin o’ howe-backid waves,

For the clash an’ the thunder o’ land sea

Tearan the rocks an’ the caves.
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Tak me heem, tak me heem tae the Isles

Whar wir folk’s a’ laid taegither,

For I maan win heem tae me ain kind,

Noo, lay me aside thee mither.

In this poem, an old man who has ended up in town requests of his daughter that 
he should be buried on the island where he originally came from, and where his 
wife is already buried. There he can hear all the sounds he was used to when he 
lived there, and he can keep an eye on his son Johnnie, who presumably is now 
running the family farm. The poem beautifully and perceptibly describes all the 
sounds of the island, from the drone of the bees in the heather to the rumble of 
carts from the mill and the clash and thunder of the sea as it hits the land. This is 
where the old man wants to stay – there is no mention of going to Heaven, or for 
that matter Hell. 

By taking such a view of things, the old man in the poem is more in line with 
ancient Norse beliefs than with Christianity. In pre-Christian Norway and Iceland, 
the ancestor cult was a highly significant part of people’s religious beliefs (Sanmark 
2010). Aspects of the ancestor cult lived on long after the Norse were converted to 
Christianity. In traditional Scandinavian folk belief, the deceased remained on their 
home farm or near it. The original farmer who broke out the land had a special 
status. He, or alternatively someone from the family who had been particularly well 
renowned and respected, became the farm’s special guardian spirit. This guardian 
spirit was called “alv” (elf), “gardvord” (farm protector), “haugbu” (mound dweller) 
or other names (Visted and Stigum 1952-53: 283-84). The word “haugbu” refers to 
the belief that the spirit resided in the burial mound, if there was one on the farm, 
and may be the origin of the Orcadian word “hogboy”: “the hogboy or hogboon 
[is] the equivalent of the Old Norse haug-búi or haug-búinn (mound-dweller) and 
of the Norwegian haugbonde. At one time almost every mound in Orkney had 
its hogboon” (Marwick 1975: 39). However, over time the hogboon came to be 
understood as more of a trow than an ancestor’s spirit. “Norwegians who settled 
in Orkney and Shetland over a thousand years ago took their belief in the haug-búi 
with them. They liked to place their new homesteads close to some conspicuous 
mound, to them a haugr” (Marwick 1975: 40).

The Shore Below wir Hoose

As briefly discussed in chapter 7, the poems The Shore Below wir Hoose and Speir 
thoo the Wast Wind bring up the question of what happens to the souls of those 
who drown at sea. The two poems are linked, in that they both tell the story of 
a young man named John who has drowned, letting us take part in the grief of 
those left behind. They also both propose that John is somehow still present in the 
elements.

The Shore Below wir Hoose is narrated by John’s mother. It is framed by a somewhat 
silly story about something which the church minister has said in his Sunday sermon 
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recently. The minister has told the congregation that when they are in heaven, they 
can paint beautiful pictures using comet tails for paintbrushes. This makes John’s 
mother reflect that if she were to paint something, the only thing she would like 
to paint is “de bonny bit o’ shore cheust right below wir hoose” which she has 
known and looked out at from the day she was born – through good days and 
bad days.

After this introduction, the poem begins properly. John’s mother now starts thinking 
about how, when she heard the sad news that her son had drowned, she went 
down to the shore and sat there all day until it got dark, going through his life and 
her own in her mind (quoted in chapter 7). What is striking about these reflections, 
from the point of view of religious poetry, is that she does not seem to think that 
John has gone to Heaven and that she will meet him there one day. Following 
what the minister has told her, John’s mother does believe that she herself will go 
to heaven. However, she does not picture that a reunion with John will take place 
there. Instead, her daily reunion with John takes place down by the shore below her 
house. This is where she sat just before he was born. This is where he played when 
he was little. And this is where she goes to remember him. Therefore, her only wish 
is that when she eventually goes to heaven, she may have a view of the shore below 
her house from there. It is almost as if she feels that she would lose contact with 
John if she loses sight of the shore. The poem concludes: “So du sees hoo wir knit 
taegither, me an’ de hoose an’ de shore. / An’ gin I can see hid i’ Heaven, A’ll no 
lippen anyt’ing more.”

The poem is reviewed in The Orcadian (6th October 1949) as touching “with fine 
reticence the inward scar of long-remembered sorrow and reveal how strongly old 
associations of place and circumstance hold the human heart.” 

In Speir Thoo the Wast Wind, we meet John again. This is a philosophical poem, 
seen through the eyes of someone close to John who was left behind when he 
drowned. It might be his mother again, or it might be someone else who was close 
to him, such as a girlfriend.

Speir Thoo the Wast Wind

Whar goes the grey goose

When he flies by

Wae the wind on his tail

And a scud on the sky?

Dis he wing tae the hill

Or roost i’ the sea?

“Speir thoo the Wast wind,

Bit speir no me!”
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Whit maks the ‘Dancers

Flame i’ the sky

When the Sun has gaen doon

And the winds blaw high?

Hoo they shiver and shimmer

Sae lovely tae see.

“Speir thoo the Wast wind,

Bit speir no me!”

Whit maks the tides than,

Wae thir ebb and flow?

They bore awa’ Johnnie

Hid seems lang ago.

And many a message

I’ve sent ower the sea.

“Speir thoo the Wast wind,

He’ll tak id for thee.”

For he, like the grey goose,

Maan wander sae free,

And flit like the dancers

In lands far fae thee.

Bit the tide o’ love’s ocean

Will bring him again.

Speir no the Wast wind,

That weel I ken.

The key point in this poem lies in the last verse. Here it is explained what the 
mother or girlfriend thinks has happened to Johnnie’s soul. He has been set free 
and become part of the wind, the weather and the sky. He can fly like the grey 
geese and dance like the Northern Lights. He can still hear messages from his loved 
ones when they send their messages to him with the west wind – the wind that 
blows over the gigantic Atlantic Ocean. 

Some ambivalence arises in what “he” refers to in the first line of the last verse, as 
“he” in the last line of the previous verse clearly refers to the wind. From Chrissie’s 
draft of the poem, however, it is clear that “he” in the first line of the last verse 
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does not refer to the wind. Her draft reads: “For man, like the grey goose,/ Maan 
wander sae free” (added emphasis). Therefore, it must be Johnnie who can wander 
so free among the elements, and with him the spirits of all drowned seamen. Again, 
Chrissie’s poem echoes ancient Norse beliefs in that every person had a “dream 
soul” which was set free when the body ceased to exist (Sanmark 2010).

So what happens to people when they die? To Chrissie, it is clearly not a 
straightforward case of going to Heaven, or waiting to be resurrected when Christ 
returns. The tie between man and land survives death, allowing late farmers to 
retain a presence on their ancestral land. Nature and the elements are seen almost 
as deities, or as manifestations of God. This means that people who have drowned, 
or otherwise been taken by the elements, do not move on to a separate otherworld 
or Heavenly Kingdom. Rather, they are unified with God by becoming part of the 
elements. Farmers may stay on the farm as a kind of guardian spirit who keeps an 
eye on the younger generations. Late family members may also return to this world 
in the form of children born into the family. All this means that death does not cut 
the living family members off from those who have passed away. They are still part 
of the family, part of the home and part of the surroundings.
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Chapter 9

War

For writers of Chrissie’s generation, having lived through two world wars, the war 
experience quite naturally forms an important part of their literary output. Chrissie’s 
writing does also deal with the theme of war, although it is not a predominant 
theme. Having never been directly involved in either of the wars herself, but 
having followed them through the media and having seen their effects in her local 
community, Chrissie’s perspective is not that of a soldier, but that of those who 
stayed at home: mothers, children – the secondary victims and onlookers.

In her poem Bomber Pilot, she takes the outlook of a young child, enthralled in a 
fantasy where his swing becomes a bomber plane: “It isn’t a swing / But a bomber 
now / Climbing up with silver wings / Dipping down, over I go / While my engine 
purrs and sings”. The child flies fast over the glittering water and the green fields 
stretching over the horizon, and he sees the smoke of “the ack-ack guns” before 
his mother calls him and breaks the spell.

To this young child, the war is something exciting which provides entertainment 
in a fantasy world, along with thrill and admiration for the real bomber pilots and 
their powerful aircraft. Similarly, the poem The Commandos is about some children 
playing soldiers and ending up taking their neighbour as prisoner: “We rushed 
in and surrounded him, / Our weapons simply bristled! / ’Hands up’, ’Achtung’, 
’Achtung’ I cried / ’You are my prisoner now.’ / ’I am, Sir’ Mr T. replied / And 
gave me quite a bow. … He asked us if ice cream would do / As payment for his 
ransome,/ And though I think he bribed us too,/ He did us rather handsome” (The 
Commandos). In Coupons, the punch line is that “dollies have no ration books”. 

However, a much more serious theme which runs through some of Chrissie’s poetry 
is the theme of a lost generation of sons. Here the emphasis is on the gap left by 
the boys that the wars took, and the feelings of despair, sorrow and loneliness in 
those left behind.

In the poem The Why an the Whitfor (see chapter 8), written in 1953, one of the 
protagonist’s complaints to God is that “Thoo sent a war / An’ Thoo teuk me son”. 
The man in the poem is asking why God did this, and the way it is said brings out 
the pointlessness of the whole thing. The war is just another thing God has sent 
without the ordinary people being able to understand his reasoning, rather like the 
flood. To the Orkney farmer, crofter or fisherman, a son being taken by the war is 
not anything more heroic or purposeful than a son drowned at sea.

Another moving poem on the same theme is The Memorial. It is Chrissie’s own war 
memorial for all those boys who never returned, and all the families who were left 
with a void where their boy should be.
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The Memorial

“When I win heem wae’ll hae anither bott,”

He said ‘id at the teeble, sittan there.

“A’ll ploo the hill, an’ big a better hoose.”

An cheust tae mak a fun I said,

“An’ than thoo’ll tak a wife!”

“Aye, that amang the rest,” he said,

“An’ thoo can knit the ganseys for the boys!”

Becis he wis sae bowld the het bleud baetted i’ his lugs,

An’ Jock said, “Lass, cheust let him be.”

For Geordo camno heem.

An’ mithers aye can greet,

Bit Jock, his faither, meed nae meen,

Than crungled teu, an’ deed.

The aald bott gizzened, an’ gaed doon.

White cotton blaas apae the unplooed hill,

The peerie hoose, wae empty een ootstares the sun.

An’ here sit I amang aald uncan folk,

Wettan, teu, tae dee.

They said he wis a hero! Peur Geordo!

Whit kent he o’ life?

He hadna grown his growth,

Nor loo’ed a lass.

An’ whit kent he o’ daith?

He never saa a corp.

An’ noo, noo? Wha kens Geordo Spence?

Wha minds him on?

A neem, cheust a neem,

Cuttid ‘i black letters on a caald grey steen.
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This sad poem achieves its power by contrasting what was, what is and what might 
have been. In verse one, we get to see a memory, perhaps of Geordo’s last day at 
home; his last supper with his parents before he went off to the war. It is full of 
hopes for the future, as Geordo dreams of how he will improve the farm and perhaps 
continue the family. His mother gets the prospect of becoming a grandmother. This 
is what should have been, and would have been if war hadn’t interfered. 

Therefore, the contrast is sharp as we move to verse two: “For Geordo camno 
heem.” And mothers may well cry, and fathers grieve in their quiet way, but that will 
not bring him back. The farm also dies without any family to take over, personified 
with its empty eyes that outstare the sun. All the hopes of Geordo and his parents 
from verse one are now dead as well. As the only one still living, his mother is left 
to be looked after by strangers, just waiting for her life to end. 

The pointlessness of Geordo’s death is brought to our attention in verse three. Its 
opening line says that an impersonal “they” said he was a hero. Who were “they”? 
Geordo’s mother likely did not know or care; it was the voice of the authorities and 
their war machinery. And they tried to phrase the waste of his life as if he had died 
for something important, but his mother felt differently. They said he was a hero, 
but to Geordo’s mother all that matters at this point is that he is lost, and along 
with him the future is lost, both hers and Geordo’s and the farm’s and family’s. A 
reminder of this are the words about Geordo not having “grown his growth,/Nor 
loo’ed a lass” and having much to learn yet about life – he had not even learned 
about death before death suddenly snatched him. 

At the end of the poem, Geordo and all his plans, his dreams and hopes have been 
reduced to some black letters on the cold, grey stone of a war memorial, where 
his life is left to be forgotten about. No reassurance that he died as a hero, or any 
engraving on a war memorial, can fill the gap of what should have been. But by 
writing this poem, Chrissie does something, at least, to erect her own memorial to 
all those lost boys, their families and their lost hopes and dreams.

The Return

In the short story The Return, which is not included in any of Chrissie’s published 
books but which survives in manuscript, we meet a 65-year-old ex-soldier from 
World War One on a return visit to France. Last time he was there, he was 22 and 
“full of the zest of life, and thinking war a splendid opportunity to get away from 
the humdrum life of my northern islands, and to see a piece of the world at the 
expense of the Government. I was young. I had boon companions, and there was 
nothing in the wide world we would not attempt and conquer. The excitement 
rippling though us at the first sight of the coast of France was almost tangible. This 
was La Belle France, the France of the history we had been taught and the books 
we had read, a land full of beautiful girls and small dark men who waved their 
hands about.”

However, the idyll is soon broken: “Nothing prepared us for the intense cold, for it 
was winter, the hunger, the disease, the indignity of lice, and the impact of violent 
death on young minds, to whom death was something which happened to the old 
only, and not to care-free youth.
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“We had sloshed though France dragging our heavy guns, and I did not think 
it possible that there was so much mud in all the world. The lorries mired, 
the guns mired. We dug them out and kept them rolling, until eventually 
we took up a position east of the River Meuse. We had held this position for 
some little time, when without warning the whole weight of the Wehrmacht 
moved against us using a new and dreadful weapon, mustard gas. We were 
ordered to fall back, and fall back we did, but heavies are slow and difficult 
to move over soft ground, and Jerry had been shelling all roads in front of us, 
and although he did not catch up with us the gas did, and we were in the 
thick of it before we knew what hit us. I suppose every generation thinks its 
own particular war the most frightful, but I could never adequately describe 
the nightmarish hell of that day and the days following, when the boys died 
like flies and the burying parties worked till they dropped.”

Having very narrowly survived a gas attack, and being therefore unfit to fight, the 
main character is left behind to recover in a small French village. There he gets to 
know the owner of a little inn – and his beautiful daughter, Lisette. Inevitably, he 
falls for Lisette, and so do two of his friends who have also been wounded and left 
behind. “Lisette kept us all guessing, bestowing her favours here and there as the 
whimsy took her. Sometimes Sammy would be her favourite, sometimes Peter, if he 
had done enough hard work for her, and when she twined her soft arms round my 
neck I was as water in her hands.” In an attempt to help the poor family at the inn, 
the boys steal some army blankets and make them into coats for the inn owner, 
Lisette and her two young brothers.

Coming back to the inn forty-two years later, the narrator sees Lisette but fails to 
recognise her: “In the courtyard a woman wearing a coarse apron made of sacking, 
her head covered by a white cotton handkerchief, was busily engaged in sweeping 
the yard. Her wooden sabots clattered as she moved. She came forward and looked 
at me, then muttered something I could not understand, then turned away and 
began sweeping with renewed vigor. Her face was yellow and sagging, and on 
her upper lip there was a growth of stiff black hair. I wondered idly who she might 
be, and thought I had seldom seen a more repulsive old beldame, but she paid no 
further heed to me so I turned and entered the Inn.”

By some act of fate, or perhaps because these boys share the same story and 
memories, who else should be at the inn but his two friends from the war. “The 
music sang and rippled, and I knew beyond all manner of doubt that here was 
my old friend Sammy Cohen. The beefy man’s face had whitened suddenly, then 
swallowing hard, he said ’Play the other one now, Sammy’, as he had said so many 
times before. I sat for a moment glued to my chair, then I walked over to Sammy 
and took the fiddle from his hands. ’Allow me!’ I said, and solemnly played ’The 
Four Poster Bed’. There was a stunned and pregnant silence while each examined 
the other over the space of forty two years, then there was a loud commotion in 
the kitchen, and the Patron stood in the doorway, his face twitching with emotion.” 
Having now successfully found each other, and the Patron being Lisette’s younger 
brother, it now of course turns out that the Patron has kept the coat he once got. 
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He also reveals to them all that Lisette had a child: ’She was to have a child, and 
even Le Cure himself could not get her to tell who its father was. My father named 
first one and then another, but she steadfastly refused to speak.’”

This, of course, is the reason all three men have returned to France. “He stopped 
suddenly, and there was no sound at all but the loud ticking of the clock. We looked 
at each other, and I [thought] Peter Fraser would break the slender stem of the 
glass. Had I stuck a pin in Sammy he would not have felt it. I myself felt empty of all 
emotion, for we had all known that Lisette was to have a child, but whose? What 
strange trick of conscience had brought us back to the same place at the same 
time? Here at last we were to get the answer to the question that had remained 
unanswered for so long, and which, in spite of our preoccupation with the business 
of living, had never been wholly lived down.”

The suspense quickly turns into relief when it is revealed that none of the boys is 
father to the child. But the story does not end here. Again we are reminded of 
the horrors of war and its destructive impact on families when Lisette’s child’s and 
youngest brother’s story is told. When the child – a boy – grew up, World War 2 
started, and both he and his uncle joined the Resistance. They were, however, 
caught in a trap by the Germans and shot.

“They shot them at their own courtyard wall, and forced Lisette to stand by. 
Then they ordered her to sweep away the blood, the lifeblood of her beloved 
brother and her own son! She lost the light of reason from then. That is why 
she sweeps and sweeps the courtyard all day long.”

Despite the sad fate which has befallen his family, the patron of the inn is still 
grateful to the three British soldiers who were once his friends and made him and 
his family coats out of army blankets. He carefully extracts the coats from a chest 
where they have been kept and expresses his gratitude. Later, when leaving the inn 
to travel home, the narrator notices that he has even changed the name of the inn 
to “The Three Blankets.”

The Return is an un-typical Chrissie Costie 
story in that no part of the story is set in 
Orkney – though there are hints that the main 
character may be from there. Neither is there 
any use of dialect; however, there is some 
French here and there. On the other hand, at 
closer inspection the story does display some 
Chrissie characteristics. She uses the familiar 
technique of framing a story from the past 
within a story from the present, as she also 
does in many of her other stories, for instance 
A Hunder Year Efter This, The Bale of Flax and 
Mansie Anderson’s Ghost. As in most of her 
other stories, she also chooses a first-person 
narrator. This is interesting because it means 
Chrissie is putting herself in a position where 

Anonymous World War 1 grave, St Olaf’s 
Cemetery. Photo: Ragnhild Ljosland.
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she has to impersonate someone who has a very different life experience from her 
own: a young, male World War I soldier and an old war veteran. Chrissie, of course, 
had no first-hand experience with the things she describes in the story, such as the 
muddy frontline, mustard gas, heavy guns, burying parties, etc. But there were, of 
course, newspaper reports of them, and no doubt she would also have known men 
who had come back to Orkney from the French frontline. In this respect the story 
is not so different from other stories of Chrissie’s. Again, she is showing herself as 
someone who listens to people and understands, even if their life stories are very 
different from her own.
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Chapter 10

Humour

To many Orcadians, Chrissie is first of all famous for her comic pieces. Prior to 
the publication of But-End Ballans in 1949, Chrissie’s poems already enjoyed great 
popularity in the local press, so when But-End Ballans appeared in print, the review 
in The Orcadian (6th October 1949) was quick to point out Chrissie’s talent for 
comedy:

“Everyday situations in the Orkney country way of life supply the material for 
these verses, but they are recorded with such realism and with such humorous 
shrewdness, bordering at times on homely satire, that incidents trivial in 
themselves become an occasion for spontaneous merriment. Orkney matter-
of-fact-ness here views with edged but kindly tolerance those little human 
foibles always so evident in domestic life and in small rural communities.”

An example of a poem transforming everyday situations, which might not have 
been particularly memorable to the ordinary mind, into something very comical and 
worthy of retelling, is De Morneen Efter, where we see a mother trying to get her 
teenage son out of bed to do farm-work in the morning after a dance. Another 
is Teu-Pitten, where the problem for the main character is that, while she is in the 
middle of doing laundry, the minister’s wife and a scruffy neighbour both arrive for 
a visit at the same time, and to top it all, the cakes are mouldy. In Leezo, Malingerer 
a woman is caught pretending to be in much worse health than she actually is, and 
in Mary Jean a man gets a terrible row from his wife for not having carried out all 
the errands in the town that he was supposed to do. 

In the poem Elementary Psychology and the story The Pedlar, the theme is visits from 
travelling salespeople. These used to be a common sight in Orkney. Traditionally, it 
was the “tinkers” (travelling people) who did this type of trade, as in Elementary 
Psychology. These were often talented at persuasion, and in Elementary Psychology, 
although the main character is not planning to buy anything, she ends up with six 
yards of pink cloth, two aprons and a kettle, just because the seller tells her that the 
neighbour bought some. In The Pedlar, the trade has been taken over by salesmen 
originating from the former British colonies of India and Pakistan. This story is about 
one of those days where everything seems to end up in disaster: The family sleeps 
in, there is chaos trying to find the children’s clothes and getting them to school, 
and the mother has lots to do and can’t get to it because folk keep calling at her 
door for various things, one of them being the salesman, saying “Good-day, ladee. 
You buy prettee nylons?” After the woman of the house has bought her husband a 
tie and given the salesman some eggs, he shows his gratitude by telling her fortune: 
“Much luck for you, ladee. This day money come to this house, once, twice, three 
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times.” Although she does not believe him, he of course turns out to be right, and 
the day ends very happily after all. Visits from travelling salespeople, sometimes 
doubling as fortune tellers, who you cannot get to leave until you buy something, 
were once a very familiar scene in Orkney.

The poems Robbie’s Coortan and Wir Waddin Claes seem to be sequels of one 
story. First, in Robbie’s Coortan, young Robbie’s mother knows he is courting a girl 
because of the way he is behaving all of a sudden:

Robbie’s Coortan

Oh aye – wir Robbie’s coortan,

Ower weel I ken de signs,

Bit nivir leet I see ‘id,

‘Though A’m lachan a’ de time.

His face is gettan scrubbid

‘Til hid’s glowan like a meun,

An’ t’rice dis week he’s shaved himsel’,

An’ naethin’ dere bit doon!

He’s alwis comman sayan,

In a voice o’ deedly calm,

“A’m cut mesel’, noo mither,

Whar dis du keep the balm?”

He’s gotten sae parteeklar

Hoo his socks fit at de ceuts,

An’ yesterday hid teuk ‘im

Near an ‘oor tae brush his beuts.

Hid’s “Whar’s me tie, an’ whar’s me shirt?

His du de claes brush, mither?”

An’ keeman, keeman on his haed,

Till A’m near i’ a swither.

A white rose cockan i’ his kep,

Anither i’ his jeckit;

I canna git me dishes washed

Not yet me bannocks bekkid,

‘Til I hae got him underwey
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An’ sort de room he’s thekkid.

For seventeen’s a tryan time

On auld as weel as young,

For mithers cheust maun see hid a’,

An’ smile, and haad dere tongue.

Robbie’s courting must have gone well, for in Wir Waddin’ Claes Robbie’s girl is 
looking forward to going to Kirkwall on the bus the next day, where she and he will 
look for their wedding clothes. Courtship and marriage are also the theme of the 
story Jeems William’s Christmas Trip. Jeems William is a confirmed bachelor when 
a young woman arrives at his house, having been hired by his somewhat elderly 
mother to help with her work on the farm. Joanna Work, as her name is, is not 
particularly good looking, and the thought of courting her does not enter Jeems 
William’s head. However, at Christmas Joanna asks for permission to go home and 
see her parents, which she is granted. Jeems William now gets the idea that he 
would like to come with her, as he has never been to the North Isles before. On the 
way there, he gets sea-sick on the boat and loses his false teeth overboard. This is 
the cause of much hilarity further on in the story, when he tries to speak to Joanna’s 
parents. Joanna’s mother kindly offers to lend Jeems William Joanna’s grandfather’s 
false teeth – “Deed I tuk them oot o’ his heid mesel afore he stivened!” – but this 
gets too much for Jeems William: “Mithreth Work,” he said, “as a rule the thmell 
o’ moch ballths maks me theek, an’ the tathte o’ them’s weel waar11.” It is not until 
two days later that Jeems William realises that Joanna’s mother and father think he 
is there as her boyfriend. In front of a whole lot of neighbours and relatives Joanna’s 
father gives him the blessing to marry her, without him having asked for it. Being 
too dazed to protest, all Jeems William can do now is marry her. So “Jeems William, 
a reluctant bridegroom, and Joanna were married on Old New Year’s Day.”

A funeral is the scene of the poem At Willie’s Funeral. This is perhaps not a setting 
one would immediately think of as comical. However, Chrissie manages to turn 
even this into comedy by letting her readers hear what people there are saying to 
each other: “Kens thoo if Robbie’s gotten back/ His double-furrowed plow? / Weel 
min, hid’s hardly likely, / An’ he aaed me for a yowe! / Na, Forty thoosan, did thoo 
say? / Hid might be nearer fower. / Min, whin yin stories wind aboot / They gather 
like a rower. / Weel, Willie’s gae’n an’ meed accoont; / An’ wae hae wirs tae mak’ / 
Bit if he’d kent he’d lave sae seun, / He’d spent ‘id, weel I wat!” According to The 
Orcadian’s review of But-End Ballans (6th October 1949), this poem “might almost 
be direct reportage”!

Some of Chrissie’s verses and stories, such as the ones just described, are written 
for pure entertainment. But also her more serious works often contain comical 

11  “Mistress Work”, he said, “as a rule the smell of moth balls makes me sick, and the taste of them is well 
worse.”
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passages. For instance, the tragic Waa’s Folk has a hilarious rendering of an argument 
between husband and wife, the situation being that the husband has failed to get 
himself ready to go to a wedding:

”Geud bless me!” sheu said, coman inby an’ beginnan tae rake the fire. 
“Whit wey are thoo nivir gotten in end tae black thee beuts or dight thee 
fetters? For thee, thoo’re aye the first man i’ the last bott. I might hae kent 
that if I war fae the hoose somethin wad geung tae wanfine! Whit are thoo 
been deuan?” Rob lukkid at her wae nivir a smile on his face. “Thinkan!” he 
said. “Cheust thinkan.” (Waa’s Folk.)

Similarly, the eerie ghost story Mansie Anderson’s Ghost suddenly turns comical at 
the end when it turns out that the “ghost” is just a sheep, and the dramatic Maister 
Scollay’s Son is not without humour either, as when, after a very difficult birth 
where the child dies and the mother nearly dies, the father enters the house and 
complains “whit a maist ill-endfu’ pain hid been i’ the smaa o’ his back a’ night”! 

Some of these sudden bursts of comedy take the form of self-irony on behalf of the 
Orcadian people. One very comical story, packed with self-irony, is Fordal Geordie. 
As Chrissie said in her preface to Benjie’s Bodle, the Orcadian “without malice 
seeks to get ‘one better’ on his neighbour” and Fordal Geordie is about what the 
neighbours think of Geordie, who is always behind with his farm work and doesn’t 
seem to care about it: “He wadno rise i’ the mornin’ till oot apae the day, an’ the 
twa peur t’ings o’ kye wad be boglan their heids aff, an’ the hens gaithered afore 
the door skreckan like mad. Hid wad be efterneun afore they got underwey ava, 
an’ A’m seen thim haean denner – sic like as was – aboot fower o’ clock. He wad 
be plooan whin a’body else wis i’ thir neeps an’ his neeps wis aye laid doon aboot 
hay time. Hoo he got ony crop ava baets me, bit they struggled on fae haan’ tae 
mooth some kindo wey.”

Geordie also has a whole lot of children, and is expecting more, when he declares 
to his incredulous neighbour that he is thinking of buying a car. The neighbour’s 
wife exclaims: “Are thoo gaen clean gyte? Thoo his naethin’ tae buy a kaer wi’” but 
Geordie calmly replies that he will buy it with the family allowance. And that is what 
he does, despite his neighbour thinking this is terribly irresponsible. 

But Geordie gets the last laugh in the end. His new and irresponsibly-bought car 
proves itself when it saves the lives of his wife and new-born twins, and in the end 
the neighbour buys a car himself, too.

Another piece of self-ironic comedy on behalf of the Orcadian race and climate is 
the description in The Lady Doctor of what Orkney people wear mid-summer. When 
an Orkney crofter-fisherman falls and breaks his arm, the doctor is forced to cut 
through his many layers of clothes. Being from south and not used to these clothing 
habits, the doctor exclaims:

““Why the h–  has he got so many clothes on, on a summer day?” Willie said 
Tammie cheust hid on his flannen slip, a coorse ootside shirt, a muckle blue 
gansey an’ his aald cott that he aye wore for geungan tae the sea – cheust 
whit onyeen o’ thim hid on, an’ neeboody t’owt hid ower muckle for gaan 
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on the sea wae, bit yin eens fae the sooth they dinno ken wir Orkney wather, 
an’ they aye like tae skeet at whit they ken little aboot.”

Chrissie’s comical masterpiece is Wullie o Skipigoe or the True Story of the Harray 
Crab, which gave its name to the newest edition of her collected poems.This poem 
is dated 12th January 1957, and it plays on the nickname for people from the parish 
of Harray, Orkney’s only inland parish: a Harray Crab. There is a story in Orkney 
about how Harray folk got that nickname. Once, when a Harray man saw a crab 
for the first time, he picked it up, not knowing how to handle it. The crab naturally 
grabbed hold of his hand with its claw, whereupon the Harray man exclaimed: “I’ll 
let-a-be for let-a- be!” (Leask 1931: 9). This gave rise to the expression “let be for 
let be, as the Harray man said to the crab.”

In her poem, Chrissie transforms that simple story into a hilarious account of how 
a jealous suitor dresses up a crab to scare off his rival. The main character of the 
story told in this poem is named as Wullie Moar from Skipigoe – which is in Birsay, 
although the poem does not tell us so. (It is evidently written for an Orcadian 
audience which would, of course, know where Skipigoe is. Chrissie may even 
have written it with a specific Wullie Moar in mind, although I have not been able 
to verify his identity). This Wullie Moar is a confirmed bachelor, working hard as 
a creel fisher and having no time for girlfriends – until one day a girl from the 
neighbouring parish of Harray comes to the Birsay church. This young lady, Chesso 
(Jessie), awakens hitherto undiscovered feelings in Wullie, and he asks about to 
find out who she is. “Sheu’s a furner fae Harray here seekan a man!” is the answer, 
and when it also turns out – as it often does in Orkney – that her father is “third o’ 
kin” to Wullie’s mother, he gathers up the courage to go and see her father. Taking 
a freshly-hauled cod as a present, and with his best cravat on, he walks to Harray 
and to her house. 

There, however, things start to go wrong. First, he sits there for three hours without 
getting a word out about his errand. Then a rival turns up! This is Peter o’ Hyval, 
from Hyval in Harray. After having heard the rival brag about his wealth, Wullie 
hurries home to count out his savings. He has a lot put by in his kist and in other 
hiding places about his house, and this gives him confidence to try to get rid of the 
rival. Knowing that Harray folk are landlubbers, Wullie comes up with a cunning 
plan. He gets a big crab from the shore, paints it blue, yellow and red and tops it 
with three feathers, making it look like some sort of alien monster. While Peter the 
rival is away partying, Wullie hides the crab in Peter’s bed. So when he comes back 
in the early hours of the morning, he gets a terrible fright finding the crab in his 
bed. “A munster! A munster! Folk run while you can!” he cries, and this is where 
Chrissie slips in the words from the folk tale: “Oh let be for let be!” he cried as he 
ran.

Having given his rival a fright that set him running through two parishes and finally 
ending up in Orphir the next morning in just his shirt and without shoes, Wullie has 
surely secured Chesso’s affection? Sadly not. Chesso rejects both Wullie and Peter, 
and instead chooses “a choiner fae doon near Dounby”. Whether Wullie ever got 
married or remained a bachelor all his life, the story does not say, but he at least 
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became legendary: “Thir’s history i’ makeen i’ Harray the night.”

In this poem, Chrissie, as in many of her works, writes her own version of a known 
Orkney tale, but brings life and colour to it by adding detail. The folk tale, for 
instance, does not say anything about the crab being dressed up, or about the love 
rivalry. She also adds a lot of comical dialogue to the story. The idea that the crab 
was perceived as a monster may have been inspired by another folk story about 
how unfamiliar Harray folk are with creatures of the sea. The story goes that one 
day a Harray boy found a lobster along the road, which had fallen off a cart. 

”And after staring at it for some time in awe and wonder, [the boy] ran to 
the nearest house and reported his discovery of a most dreadful-looking 
monster. The laird went with the boy and looked at it, but wisely abstained 
from touching it, doubtless bearing in mind the proverb already mentioned 
of let-a-be for let-a-be. Other men were called to see the wonderful object 
and decide as to its species, but no one could tell what it was or whence it 
came. After almost every man and woman in the parish had been called to 
the consultation and the mystery was still unsolved, it was decided to send 
for the oldest man in the parish. He was bedridden, but on being told what 
was required of him, he bravely agreed to go and see the brute. Accordingly, 
he was carried out and placed in a wheelbarrow and wheeled to where the 
wonderful object lay. He gazed at it for a considerable time over the side 
of the barrow and thought hard, as well he might seeing his reputation as 
the wise man of the parish was at stake. Apparently, being tired of lying 
for such a length of time in one position, the poor stranded lobster gave a 
jump, as lobsters sometimes do. That was enough. The old man discovered 
its species, and yelled in terror, ”Wheel away, wheel away, a fiery draigon, a 
fiery draigon.”” (Leask 1931: 10).

Another thing which makes Chrissie’s poem so funny is the interplay between 
contents and form. Chrissie has chosen to write the poem in a variant of the ballad 
form. It has a very regular rhythmical pattern of three groups of one stressed and 
two unstressed syllables in each line, finishing with a stressed one-syllable word. The 
rhyming scheme is strictly A-A-B-B. The poem has 21 four-line verses, finishing with 
a two-line verse rhyming A-A, summing up the whole thing: “Thoo disno believe 
me! Weel, cheust haad thee gab, / For yin’s the true teel o’ the great Harray Crab.” 
All of this means that the poem in form is similar to traditional ballads, which often 
tell dramatic or tragic stories. In modern times, the ballad form has become popular 
in love songs. Wullie o Skipigoe or the True Story of the Harray Crab exploits this 
association. On the one hand, it is a kind of love story, or at least a story of love 
rivalry. On the other, the plot is utterly ridiculous. This combination makes the 
somewhat self-consciously high-flown ballad form appear extra comical.
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Conclusion

It is high time to give Chrissie Costie the recognition she deserves. Far from being 
“just” a “spinster lawyer who wrote dialect verse in her spare time” and her works 
being “essentially light verse which merely reflects a particular isolated rural society 
at one particular point in time”, Chrissie does something very important in giving a 
literary voice to Orkney’s dialect and oral culture. Edwin Muir once complained:

“One of our worst curses as a nation is that there is scarcely any contact 
between the public and the artist, whether he is a painter, a composer, or a 
writer. This contact is vital if art is to be a really living thing” (Edwin Muir, The 
Orkney Herald, November 5th 1941).

If there is one artist who did have such contact, it is Chrissie Costie. Instead of being 
dismissed for it as being too “folky” and not “literary” enough, she should, as Edwin 
Muir suggests, be recognised for it and taken seriously as an artist nonetheless – 
not even in spite of it, but because of it. 

If there is one common denominator in Chrissie’s works, it is the strong sense of 
place which runs through everything. In this, she helps create the fictional Orkney, 
existing in Orkney literature, which may be different from the real Orkney, but, 
in Chrissie’s case, was probably not too far removed from the real thing as it was 
some generations ago. This rootedness in Orkney, however, does not mean that 
her poems are only for Orkney people to read. Despite what “Hjal” wrote in his 
review about Chrissie’s poetry not being about “man’s life on earth” but only about 
“a particular isolated rural society at one particular point in time “ (see chapter 1),  
when reading Chrissie’s poems about everyday people in the Orkney isles, people in 
a much wider area – perhaps even globally – may find truths that resonate with their 
own life experiences. After all, life on earth consists of the combined experiences of 
individual people in individual places, and Chrissie manages to lift these everyday 
occurrences up a level to something universally recognisable.

We will let Chrissie herself have the last words:

 “[I]f I been i’ the Heelan’s noo they wad a’ be comman fae hither an’ yon tae 
hear me teels, an’ I wad hae gotten crooned an’ caa’ed a Bard, an’ gotten 
a white sheet hung aboot me, bit cheust beca’se A’m i’ Orkney A’m a leear. 
Whit’s caa’ed ‘folk-lore’ i’ the Heelan’s is caa’ed ‘lees’ i’ Orkney. Bit nivir a hair 
care I. A’ll tell lees tae the boys as lang as A’m eeble!” (Mansie Anderson’s 
Ghost).

       Sincerely yours,
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Words and expressions

aaed: owned

aboot haans: In the vicinity, at hand

ahint: behind

aisy: easy

ava: at all

awa: away

bairns: children

barman mad: seething angry

beesom: broom

begood: began

beul: a pen, stall, lair. O.N. ból: a lair of lying-place for beasts, place where they are 
penned.

beutikins: boots

bide o’: tolerate

bide: to live or stay somewhere. Past tense: bade. (Scots)

blide: happy

boddam: bottom

bodle: Originally a copper coin of Charles I, Charles II, William and Mary and William 
III, known also as Turners or Twopenny pieces, equivalent to one sixth of an English 
penny. Here: A hoard, treasure.

booan: bowing

bra goon: best gown, wedding dress

broch, the moon has a broch: a circle around the moon

caald: cold

ceur: cure

ceutikins: sock that covers the ankle only.

ceuts: ankles

cheust: just
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claes: clothes

cleuks: claws, hands

crungle: crunkle, shrink, shrivel, die of a decay.

Dancers, Merry Dancers: Northern lights

dicht: clean, put in good order (Scots).

dirl: Implying sound, motion or both: to vibrate, shake, rattle, reverberate; to emit 
a ringing sound when struck, to move with the wind

dizzan: dozen

doit: A copper coin of small value, originally one of Dutch origin.

dovened: lazy, slack and feeble, numb and insensible

dunder: loud banging noise.

ebb: outgoing tide / the shore

ee: eye

eence: once

ervo: chickweed. Old Norse: arfi

feenty bit: nothing

ferrylouper: incomer to Orkney from mainland Scotland/Britain.

fey: behaving in an odd, excited or irresponsible manner as if bewitched, crazy, daft, 
worked-up

fleur: floor

fower: four

frekkid: Stout, able-bodied, vigorous, active

gansey: knitted jersey

gertan: garter

geung: go

gizzen: Of wood or anything made of wood: to shrink, warp, become leaky owing 
to dryness.

glisk: glimpse

goon: gown

gowster: blast of wind, gale

greet: cry

grimleens: dusk

haad: hold
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haan: hand

haddan: holding

hame, heem: home

hass: throat

heuchan: shouting. Norwegian: hauke – shout, call

hicksan, hix: shake, almost hiccup with laughter or tears. Old Norse hixta: to 
hiccup.

hinted: fetched, seized

hirple: limp

idder eens: other ones

ken: know

kjemp: fight, struggle

klipe 1: be miserly, stingy

klipe 2: a blow

knaeve, knev: fist. (Otherwise usually spelled without a k)

kye: cows

laa: law

lached: laughed

lavroes: larks

leear: liar

liv: palm of the hand. Old Norse: lófe.

lok: lot

lum: A chimney, the smoke-vent or flue of a fire-place, a chimney-stack

lyan haeds an thraws: lying alternate ways in the bed

maet: food

meun: moon

meuve: move

miffy: close, still weather

muckle: big

neeps: turnips, swedes

neesteran: creaking

newsan: gossiping
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noust: a scooped-out hollow near the beach where boats are kept. Old Norse naust: 
a boat-shed, dock.

or: before

ousen: oxen

partan: edible crab

peece: place

peel: pail

peerie, peedie: small

poyndit: to seize and sell under warrant a person’s goods, in order to realise funds 
to pay a fine or a tax, meet a debt, or the like. (Scots)

quite: quit

ravsey: untidy

raze: rose (past tense of rise)

rig a’ rendall: a kind of land use, found in Orkney and Shetland, in which the 
tenants held their land in a number of rigs and strips or patches scattered amongst 
those of their neighbours, or sometimes in individual groups of rigs.

riven: torn

rumpus: commotion

scaurie, skorie: young seagull or seagull in general. Old Norse: skári, young 
seagull.

scufflan: To ruffle or stir up the surface of anything lightly, here: digging or hoeing

sef: safe

shaakan: shaking

sheu: she. Old Scots: scho.

sib: related, family

simmer: summer

skatt: tax. Old Norse skattr: tribute, a tax.

skreek: screech, cry

skreevan gale: howling wind

skrit: step

slok: put out

smooran paet: smothering, smoking peat

sna’: snow
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sneck: A latch, a catch, a lever or small bolt which moves the catch of a door

sokkid: soaked

spaewife: fortune-teller

speir, spier, speer: ask

spoot: gutter (along the eves of a roof)

steeth: site or foundations

stervan: starving

swa: swell

t’eck: thatch

tang: seaweed

teeings: tongs

teu: too

thowt: thought

thrumlan: pressing, squeezing, pushing, forcing

tirl: To make a twisting, pulling or plucking movement.

tullye: fight, struggle

uncan: unfamiliar

voar: spring. Old Norse vár

waak: walk

waakid: walked

wett: wait

wharried: quarried

wharter: quarter, area

widdershins: against the course of the sun

win: get to, come, go, make one’s way, travel.

wint wae: used to

yowe: ewe
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